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Executive Summary 
,  ‘) /  ,  ,‘, 

i/ . ”  

Purpose In 1976, only 59 of the 533 existing federal coal leases were producing 
coal. To discourage the speculative holding of federal coal leases and 
encourage the developmentof ~lea&d~~~oal,the~ Congress ienacted the 
Federal Coal Leasing ‘%mendment&$xct of ,P976 (KU@. Concerned about 
whether the Department of the Interior’sBtireau’sif Land Management 
(BIN) was properly implementingk~~; ;the Chairman;Subcommittee on 
Mining and Natural Resources, House Committee on,Int&or and Insular 
Affairs (now the Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources, House 
Committee on Natural Resourkes); askedok ‘to aksess’hiterior’s actions 
to (1) encourage the developmentBf~federako~~le&ies; (2) address the 
cumulative environmental impacts of additional coal leasing, and 

: .,’ I._, (3) ‘Qonsider lxoje&d’demaridin ~o~lea&rg decisions. 
,‘!. i ‘._ (~ .,.. ,.,, ,, ,! I < : 1, \,’ : ‘?‘,s” j r ; p? ,, :I: ‘I “y”‘::, .,; :;,: ,, 

‘I ’ I . . . . )!, /<I ;< ii> ‘,” ‘.,_ 
.,,,,<;:,:. I’ :, .; _,> 

‘y‘,;!.: i ‘I ! I. Ii,!,;.),:! ‘. /.‘. ..i. ;i .,‘Si,f ,, I, : ’ 
Because many,federal Coal leaseswere being, held and ‘not developed .;. 

; : w~g~g&ge,g+.&~fi~fi~ g~gl&t.~~g; ~fi:&d&g’&d !&te iads w&e 

being developed, the Congress amended the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 I’,/ ,’ C~~bjf$-&&~~ F&& To!ttis~~iiii~e:‘~~‘~es~ati~~‘.hoiding of federal 
‘: e’~~,le~eb:~d)~~~~~~e~~e. &v&~~ea~‘o$ leased co& FCw req&es 

/,’ ” l&ss;e’& (jf co~~~~&&&&f &&‘ae:a&s &&&g&to pr&uce commercial 
_, i .I .’ ‘quarkit% of d&l ,within IO years (referred to as diligent~development); 

otherwise,+‘the’~lease’ will be ,termiriated. Holdersoflea&s in effect when 
FCLAA was passed in 1976 who have, held such leases for more than 10 ,,. b yeaksmce then must be produ&ng%&lin 4ommercial quantities; 
o&&-&s&,?& hold&i id &q~&f&~fro~k&~g ned bfi, gas, cod, ad 

.I ‘, other mineral leases covered-bythe iMLA; m also&thorized the 
combining of contiguous federal leases and nonfederal lands into a logical 
mining unit @MU) to promote the efficient, economiczil,~ and orderly 
development of coal resources if the Secretary of the Interior determines 
that an I&IU will result in the,maximum economic recovery of coal. FCLAA 

authorizes the Secretary to ,consider diligent development and continued 
operation and production’on arty le&e within the’ LMU to be occurring on 
all leases in the LMU. ‘:) 

Interior established a new federal coal-leasing program in 1979 and 
designated geographic areas with significant amounts of federal coal as 
federal coal regions. .Within these regions, Interior conducted lease sales 
through a process in which it established regional coal-leasing levels after 
considering many factors, including the projected demand’for coal, and 
prepared regionwide environmental impact statements (EIS). Outside these 
regions, Interior leased coal tracts by a process known as 
lease-by-application, in which applicants requested specific tracts and 
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Executive Summary 

Interior prepared environmental documents for each tract. Both leasing 
approaches required competitive sales procedures. 

.: j, ” ‘, ‘, ‘...‘i 
‘. InMarch 1984j the Secretary suspended regional lease sales, pending the 

{development .of, revised coalJea&ng:procedures. From March 1984 to 
< February 1987, federal ooalleaseswithin the federal coal regions could be 

,a~:, sold, only to continue existing operations or to avoid leaving coal in the 
i ground’that could not be subsequently mined. Between 1987 tid 1990, all 

of the federal coalregions,“decertified,” or disbanded, because of 
decreased interest in coal leasing. As regions disbanded, BLM changed its 
sales procedures from regional sales to lease-by-application. Fro,m 
February 1987 through December 1992, unreceived ‘46 appli&ions’for _I, 
1.9 billion tons of coal-less than 1 percent of total reserves in these areas. 

speculation aiid encouraging the ‘development of federal coal leas&. GAO 
found that nw has issued 36 ‘federal oil, gas; and coal leases to an 
‘miqualified lessee; conti&ry to FCLAA’S lessee qualification provisions, 
while disqualiiying ,other companies with nonproducing federal coal 
le&eb. ‘In soine casCS, other’ companies have taken actions such as 
s,~~ndering’nonriidu~~~ cod leases to remain qualified to obtain 
a+itiomi federal mineral leases., ’ 

‘. ’ 

sLn;i’h& also allowed the act’s Lnnu provision to be used when the lessee’s 
primary purpose for using the;provision was to extend the life of a federal 
coal lease that was within months of being terminated for lack of 
prodtir?tion:~~~ is concerned that BLM’S action may encourage other coal 
lesskes’to.forni LMUS for’the IjrirharS; purpose of extending the diligent 
development periods of their nonproducing federal coal leases. 

_’ 

National Environmental Policy Act @EPA) regulations require that 
cumulative impacts be adequately assessed, and federal regulations and 
agency policies require that these impacts be documented in 
environmental assessments (RA) and EISS. BLM’S Wyoming and Eastern 
States offices addressed~cumulative environmental impacts on most 
resources affected by coal mining in environmental analyses they 
prepared. In Utah, analyses prepared by BLM and the Forest Service 
addrkssed cumulative impacts on only about 22 percent of the potentially 
affected resources. 
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BLM can meet FCLAA’S objectives -without using projected demand to set 
leasing levels. BIN has used projected demand to set leasing levels for its 
regional sales in order to meet various objectives of the coal-leasing 

,. ,/ p&i@@n~‘3jVhiJe &~~~~&~~g~~~~g.~. in th& yay. could.help meet-so-me of 
I., :, .‘FcLAA’s~objectives,~thb,act~h~:spec~c requirements that more directly 

’ ,‘. ,,, ,‘/ ‘. &sfJ& !wat its: ~bj&h$$&&~&$&~ empIe; tie a& requires Bm to 
1,’ ‘,:,’ > .,; “_. 1, ) obtain fairmarketvalue whenIe&ng federaJ coal, and FCLAA’S diligent 

‘; :’ ,1,,:, j ,/ ,, development :~eq~~~~nt~.~~~~~~~d~d to ensure that federal coal leases are 
.,’ ;, “, : d&l~p&~s and noi, h&$;for.$&&ion. 

,’ ‘. / ..: t.: _’ y ; : i , :‘.* 2 i”i ,; ,..,, i-1 7,:: .‘:I,.: ,j / / ..‘I i-: 

Certain &$ons by .BLM Do 

Not Discourage :’ 
c,Ao.fo&nd $ia~ u~$ssuedfede~ !~e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,~ not 

: mee4,FcLAA’~,l~u~~~~~~~~~~~,en~. FCLAA requires that m order% 

Speculation -or Encourage remain,quahf$ed,to~obtain addr~onal oil, ga.G, coal, and other mineral ..J _;.: a,: ,,‘.‘!!-,‘, 
Federal’ Coal Development leases covered by ~fi~, hoJders, ofJe,ases issued before FCLAA was passed 

I, “, -w!(, hyy$,+b~v~ $qps fy~q~g$~ 10 ye= must be produci% 
‘, ‘. commerciaJ quar@ties o&coal frornJhem. BLM determined that although a 

company held~&o$re-~~~& co%#eFes in an LMU from which no coal had 
beenproduced sm~e.~&&uary;~9&( the company was qualified to obtain 
additional federal mineral leases. l&m March 1988 through , ’ 
November 1992,~ ,~IAI issued3$:, ad$itJonal federal mineral le&es to this 
cdmpany,, wqe ~r@,disqual.i&d, other companies with nonp;roducing 
federal;.coal ieases.,.In’ad~~~n,I~~~~~ companies have taken actions such ./ 
as surrendering non$oducmg co.aJ @ses to remain qualified to obtain ),, 
addition!, federal n$neraUe’z&es., ‘.,: i 

.( : ‘, if,:. ( ‘:.:i’ 1,: 
BLM has also allowed the act’s LMU provision to be used when the lessee’s 

,, ,pr@ary purpose for usmg,the .provision was to extend the life of a federal 
co4 iea&e that yas *thin months .of being terminated for lack of 
production. In ~yoming,~ a, nonproducing federal coal lease estimated to 
contain about 645 mi.lhon tons-of recoverable coal was due to terminate in 
February 1993 because commercial quantities of coal had not been 
produce,d from the @se, $o%ever; the lessee.applied for an adjoining 

. federal cod lease containing a”estimated ,515 million tons of recoverable 
coal $th the$ated!if;tent of forming an LMU. By leasing the smaller tract 
and, combining it with. the muc,h.larger tract into an LMU, the lessee has 
extended the diligent development period of the larger tract for 10 years 
without compensation to the government. BLM’S actions were taken 
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;/ without criteria defining Nvhen the formation of an LMU would further 
FCLAA’S goals of discouraging -the, speculative holding of federal coal leases 
and encouraging the development of coal production from federal leases. 

-$, ‘,! . ‘v.;:‘., In July:‘@9A$nterior advised &I that the Department was’@ the,process 
,cj’ /_ ,I, ‘, yt, i, ,,, ., o$ d@t@gregulationsthat would help prever@essees from usmg. an v 

: ,’ ,: ,’ ,,:? { ‘, , ,! .i/ :“;‘; ! ,prima,rily to. extendthe life; 0f.a nonproducmg lease. GAO believes that it +s 
) .,., ,,;.. ,’ 1 ̂ ., ,! : .>/< ,, : : important ,for Interior to,develop these criteria because other 

’ nonproducing,federal leases are~~proaching the end of their diligent 
‘. : ..! :. development periods. GAO found that 89 federal coal leases were 

I considered active,but not producing and were due to expire within the 
,next 6 years. Without such criteria, GAO is concerned that other coal 

,b/ c :: : .,,. i I lessees willseeh to formBMus for the primary purpose of etiending ,the 
.,,:,: ./ # ,, ~-I: < ,.. F diligentdevelo@uentperjods of their nonproducing federal coal leases. 

! s. “$‘ : ,This would nostpone, @Ahout compensation to the government, the time 
,/ /,. ’ I , i .,’ h : when ,commercial ~productio’nlevels must be achieved and royalty 

‘,,! :‘. .I ‘, ., ): payl;nieh@ bq@. :,.-: 1, : ,! d, b 
‘.,I: ,; .._ 

Not All Cumulative L !.- MzPAregulations require agencies,to evaluate cumulative impacts when 
Impacts Addressed in 3’ preparing,site-specific EAS .or EISS. Since the decertification of the coal 

Utah’s, EnyihhmetiW ” 1 ,regions; surface-managing agencies have addressed cumulative 
Ana;lys& : i’ ,: .f ‘, environmental impacts on tract (site)-specific EAS and EISS rather than on 

regionwide,EISs 8peciIicaUy, NEPA regulations and BLM and the Forest 
Service’s policies require the agencies to evaluate cumulative impacts on 
specific resources such as air, surface water, and groundwater and to 

‘, document sthe results of these analyses in EAT and EI+. 1 
;,._ ~ :: _,I’ / ..,‘, .r 

Eleven environmental documents prepared for lease saks’in Alabama, 
. ..’ .j , /.. ’ Kentuckyj.Ut.ah~ and Wyoming show a wide range in content and format 

I foraddressing cumulative impacts. For purposes of this review, GAO 
considered cumulative impacts to,be addressed if~~s or EISS demonstrated 
i no significant cumulative impact to the individual resource or referenced 

-. 

‘an analysis in a prior study. Docunients prepared by BLM in Alabama, 
Kentucky, and Wyoming addressed cumulative impacts on most resources, 
.whereas documents prepared by BLM and the Forest Service in Utah 
addressed cumulative impacts on only about 22 percent of the resources 
potentially affected by coal’mining. BIU and Forest Service officials in 
Utah said that some cumulative impacts were addressed in previously 
prepared EISS or that effects on other resources were not raised as issues 

_ duringtheir scoping process. However, BLM and the Forest Service did not 
clearly ma&e reference to previous cumulative impact analyses done for 

!- 

L -- 
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. . : 

other EISS, nor did they document why certain resources were not 
addressed. 

.’ ,“{, : 

The Use of&Projected- Although‘FcI;AA ,does not require that BLM'S leasing decisions be tied to 
Deinand IsNqt’Necezkry j ‘. : projected demand; Bx@.wed @ejected demand in the regional coal sale 
to Meet FC+& ‘., ‘I :’ T! 1’ ‘process in’:deciding on the amount of coal to be offered for lease. Interior 

Objectives ,‘,’ does not have touse ljrojected,demand to obtain fair market value or 
.’ ensure that the amount of c’oal leased is developed in a reasonable time 

j because,Fcw contains specific provisions that, if enforced, will ensure 
that these and other objectives are .met. 

. , ,. ‘:,‘; 
Proponents ofusing,projected demand argue that tying leasing decisions 

c to demand. resultsin higher values ,for each tract. However, the 
government is not,required to m a&nize revenues but is only required to 

_ obtain fairmarketvalue:mermore, GAO does not believe Interior could 
count on receiving a higher ‘value for leases if it adjusted leasing levels to 
meet projected demand. 

), ~c’ To obtainfair market value, BLM,independently assesses the market value 
of each coal tract and uses the assessed value as the minimum bid it .will 
accept.’ BLM also has specific regulations intended to ensure that leases are 
developed. If these.provisions are enforced, FCLAA’S objectives could be 
met without attempting to match leasing levels to projected demand. 

i >’ 
, /  

Recommendation$ GAO recommends that t&Secretary of the Interior cease issuing any 
additional MLA leases to unqualiiled companies and amend existing 
regulations to ensure that lessees holding pre-Fcm leases will notbe 
issued new mineral leases under the MLA unless they have met the coal 
production,requirements that FCLAA added to the MIA. 

With respect to the MLA leases already improperly issued to the company 
that GAO found to be unqualified or to other companies that were not 
qualified, GAO recommends that the Secretary review these leases for 
action in accordance with all applicable statutory and regulatory 
provisions. 

In addition, GAO recommends that Interior continue its efforts to revise its 
regulations to provide criteria that BIN can use to determine whether the 
formation of an LMU is consistent with FCLAA’S goals of discouraging 
speculation and encouraging the development of federal coal leases. GAO 
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also recommends that for each IMU approved, BLM document how the 
approved LMU meets these regulatory criteria 

Agency Comments Interior, the Department of Agriculture, and the company GAO found to be 
unqualified provided GAO with written comments on a draft of this report. 

,/,,’ 
Interior and the company disagree with GAO’S position that the company 
was unqualified to be issued federal mineral leases. In summary, the 
Solicitor’s opinion, ‘as wellas the company’s opinion, is that the Secretary 
has the authority to issue regulations that substitute an LMU’S diligent 
development requirement for commercial production requirements that 
holders Of pre-FCLAA leases must meet to remain eligible to obtain 
additional federal mineral leases. GAO believes that the MLA does not 
provide authority for exempting pre-Fcm leases from the requirement to 
produce coal from those leases in order for the company to continue to be 
eligible. The Solicitor indicated that BLM’S interpretation of the regulation 
substituting an LMU’S diligent development requirement for commercial 
production requirements was the policy of past administrations and 
appeared, to be inconsistent with FCLAA’S goal of reducing coal speculation. 
He noted the regulation could be amended and pointed out that Interior’s 
proposed rulemaking may address this issue. 

In commenting on GAO'S recommendation that criteria be established for 
approving LMUS, Interior stated that in December 1993 it published an 
advance notice of proposed rulemaking requesting public comments on alI 
aspects of LMUS, including the need for criteria In July 1994, Interior told 
GAO$~& it is considering a draft of proposed regulations that would 
provide criteria for BLM to use in dete rmining whether an LMU wilI foster 
the maximum economic recovery and the economical, efficient, and 
orderly development of coal resources. Interior believes that these criteria 
will help prevent lessees from using an LMU principally to extend the life of 
nonproducing leases. 

Both Interior and Agriculture accepted GAO'S proposal to reemphasize to 
field personnel the importance of complying with requirements for 
identifying cumulative environmental impacts from coal leasing and 
development. As a result, GAO is no longer making a recommendation. 

The comments of Interior, Interior’s Office of the Solicitor, the company 
GAO found to be unqualified to receive additional mineral leases under the 
MLA, and Agriculture have been incorporated in the report where 
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VIII, IX, X, and XI. 
appropriate and are presented and,evaluated in detail in appendixes VII, 

. ,  /  

_’ 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The federal government owns and administers about one-third of the ~ 
country’s coal resources. These resources are located on about 76 mihion 
acres, primarily in the western United States. The Department of the 
Interior’s Bureau of band Management (BLM) is responsible for leasing coal 
on these federal lands, even when other agencies such as the Department 
of Agriculture’s Forest Service have primary jurisdiction over the lands. 
BLM conducts its leasing activities primarily through six of its state offices / 
that are located in areas containing almost two-thirds of the federal coal I-- 
resources. i 

Almost 960 mihion tons of coal was produced in the United States in 1993. 
And about 260 million tons, or about 27 percent, came from federal 
lands-up from about 8 percent in 1979. Federal royalties of $264 million 
were collected from this production. About 97 percent of this coal came 
from the following four western states: Colorado, Montana, Utah, and 
Wyoming. (See table 1.1.) 

Table 1.1: Federal Coal Production for 
Calendar Year 1993 Federal coal production Percent of total federal 

State (short tonsa) production 
Wyoming 193,742,ooo 74 

Montana 25013,000 10 

Utah 19,248,OOO 7 
Colorado 13,905,600 5 

All others 8,244,OOO 3 

aA short ton equals 2,000 pounds. 

Source: U.S. Department of the Interior, Minerals Management Service. 

Federal coal has become an increasing share of total U.S. production since 
I- 
I 

1979. Much of the increase has come from large surface mines in the 
Powder River Basin of Wyoming and Montana. In fiscal year 1991, federal 
lands in this area produced about 200 million short tons of coal--about 
20 percent of the nation’s total. The Department of the Interior noted in 
1990 that the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 could stimulate 
significantly greater demand for low-sulfur coal from western federal 
lands. 
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Procedmes for a 
Lea&& Federal ,&I 
Under the Miner&l 
L&,jj$ ‘Act’ of 1920 

Chapter 1 
Introduction ’ 

The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (MM) gave Interior responsibility for 
leasing coal on federal lands. In areas with known coal reserves, parties 
interested in leasing.aparticularfederal coal tract filed their applications 
with the BLM stake office. BLM generally held a competitive lease sale for a 
singletract and awarded the lease :to the highest bidder. In areas where 
commercial coal deposits were not known to exist, an applicant could 
apply for ,a prospecting permit. If the permittee subsequently discovered a 
commercial coal deposit, he orshe could file a noncompetitive, 
“preference right,” lease application with BLM and could be issued a lease. 

\’ 3’; 8 

.,: Until 1960, little demand. existed for federal coal, and little le&mg 
j occurred. In the, 196Os, leasing greatly increased, but by 1970, coal was 

:, .’ : ,, i being:,produced.from only about 10,percent of the acreage under lease. 
Leases could be held virtually for,ever and at minimal cost. In 1971, Interior 
imposed a moratorium on coal leasing in response to public concern that 

/i T’,,’ J federal leases, were being acquired mainly for speculation rather than 
.,,, 2 ,,..),S I, d.evelopmentl:In 1973, Interiorinstituted a complete moratorium on the 

‘,:. .; issuance of~new~prospectingpermits and a near-total moratorium on the 
,; issuance,,of new federal coal leases. New leases could be issued only to, 

avoidsituations where small tracts of coal would be bypassed if not 
I,, leased, to maintain existing mines, or supply reserves for production in the 

nearfuture. 
_ I’ ,I ,, 

Leasing Procedurb ’ In 1976? the Congress amended the MLA by passing the Federal Coal 
Under the.p&derali: Leasing Amendments Act ~FCLAA). FCLAA was passed to discourage the 

speculative holding of .and encourage the development of federal coal 
Coal Leasing +, leases and to,help create a more efficient and environmentally sound 

Amendm~tits Act of leasing process. A key factor leading to passage of FCLAA was the Congress’ 

1976 
concern that nonproducing leases were being held for speculative 
purposes. The House Report on FCI.AA1 noted that as of 1976, only 59 of 533 
active federal coal leases were actually producing coal. The report also 
observed thatunder then-existing requirements, any coal lease issued by 
the Secretary of the Interior was effective virtually forever, and the report 
criticized the near impossibility of terminating nonproducing leases. Thus, 
according to the report, the Congress sought to spur coal production on 
federal leases by ending the practice of speculating on coal prices by 
allowing leases to remain idle for years. 

FC& established production requirements for leases and penalties for 
lessees when those requirements are not met. FCLAA also eliminated 

'H.R. Rep. No. 681,94th Gong., 1st Ses. at 9-ll(1976). 
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Requirements for ,: 
Producirig and Penalties 
for Not Producing 

preference right leasing and required Interior to complete comprehensive 
land use plans and consider environmental impacts before coal leasing 
could.occur. In addition,,- established a minimum royalty rate, 
established exploration licenses, and required a Department of Justice 
review before leases are issued to ensure compliance with antitrust laws. 

I I’ 
s., 

The MLA, as amended by FXUA, contains two penalties for lessees who do 
not develop their federal coalleases. These penalties are designed to 
encourage development of federal coal leases and discourage speculative 
holding of leases. Depending on conditions wlthin the coal market, some 
lessees could be forced to produce from their leases under uneconomic 
conditions, give up their leases to remain qualified, or allow their leases to 
terminate. 

First, the diligent development provisions under section 7 of the ML,A 
require that lessees produce coal in commercial quantities2 within 10 years 
of the lease’s issuance or, for leases existing when FCLAA was passed, 
within 10 years after the lease becomes subject to section 7.3 If a lease 
does not achieve commercial-production within this time period, the lease 
terminates. According to Interior.‘s regulations, diligent development is 
achieved once an operator has cumulatively produced, within the N-year 
period, 1 percent of the recoverable reserves. 

.L>. I ,,s 
Second, section 2(a)(2)(A) ‘of the m penalizes holders of nonl&oducing 
leases issued prior to FCLAA’S passage. Specifically, section 2(a)(2)(A)” 
disqualifies any lessee who holds and has held a coal lease for more than 
10 years (not counting any years prior to FcM’s passage) from receiving 
new mineral leases under the MLA (oil, gas, coal, and other mineral leases), 
unless the lease is producing coal in commercial quantities.* 

j 
For leases subject to section 7 of the MLA, as amended by FCLAA, once 
diligent development has been achieved, the lessee must continue to 
produce 1 percent of the recoverable coal reserves annually, unless BLM 

grants a suspension. In some instances, this can result in the lessee’s 

2For the purpose of FUAA’s diligent development requirement, Interior’s regulations defme 
commercial quantities as annual production of 1 percent of the recoverable coal reserves. (Interior’s 
prior definition, for leases issued before Aug. 4,1976, wss 2.6 percent) 

sA lease isued before FCLAA’s passage becomes subject to the diligent development provisions of 
F&IA when the lease’s terms and conditions are rezu$usted. 

4Section 2(a)(2)(A) will rarely apply to nonproducing leases issued sfter FCLAA’s enactment in 1976 
because under section 7 such leases terminate sfter 10 years. 

t- 

i 

i 
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paying an advance royally.6 The effect of these provisions is to ensure that 
commercial production begins within a reasonable time after leasing and 
that coal continues to be produced at a reasonable rate. 

‘. ,: : : .I ::’ ‘:I :. / 
,. .I ., ; y., ‘, ‘. I, ,. ‘!* 

Logical Mining Units : F 1 FCLAA+ also authorized, the formation~of logical mining units (LMUS) to foster 
,, .’ / ;; ‘; ::: / thermaximum economic ,recoveryand the efficient, economical, and 

-\d:‘yl!, I,. /,., i I :Y ord,erly develobment of coalresources. An LMU may consist of two or more 
,, ,..i,:,.. ,,.,,,, ,. .I _) contiguous tracts of land, at least one of which must be a federally leased 

’ ? ” ,“. I’ tract. Within an LMU, diligent development, continued operation, and 
production occurring on onelease are construed as occurring on all of the 

., LMU’S fe,deral leases.6 Thus, the diligence requirement could be met 
-., .^(, through a mining ,operationthat began anywhere on the IMU and 

..j:. ‘, jxoceeded accordingto a logical mine plan. 
i ‘. ./.. ,, .,!/ j 

“A.,, ‘. The LMU provisionwas enacted,in recognition that in some instances, 
,’ :.::,s ,,_ : I’ requiring adjoining federalleasesto~meet separate diligence requirements 

, >’ v ,//, :;.,’ ,s ,:’ ‘I(: ;* , / would’not result in the’eRicient,~economical, and orderly development of 
ii’ ,.,‘J j coal resources. .However, because the LMU assumes the date of the newest 

,,I I’ .federal lease for meeting lease,diUgence requirements~ the date by which 
production is required on the older federal lease(s) is extended and the 
time for beginning royalty payments to the government is delayed. The 

,,., ~extension of the diligence requirement is provided to the applicant without 
a compensation to the government. : 

,, , i. 

Regional Coal Sales 
! 1s 

In 1979, Interior issued regulations implementing a new federal 
coal-leasing program pursuant to FCXAA and lifted the moratorium on 

1 . .’ * federal coal leasing. These’ regulations originally identified eight 
‘a geographic areas as containing significant amounts of federal coal and 

designated them as federal coal regions or subregions. Because industry 
had expressed little leasing interest in two areas, BIN promptly reduced 
the number of designated coal regions to six. In the designated coal 
regions, BLM formed regional coal teams, consisting of BLM and state 
government representatives, to guide leasing decisions. The federal coal 

%n advance royalty is a royalty paid on coal not yet produced. When coal is produced, the advance 
royalty is subtrscted from the royslties due from actual production 

the Solicitor’s office at Interior has concluded that FCLAA “allows production in commercial 
quantities (as defined for section 2(a)(2)(A) purposes) anywhere within a logical mining unit to be 
construed as occurring on all federsl leti in the unit for purposes of section 2(a)(2)(A).” 

‘This means that the diligence period for most LMUs will he less than 10 years. For LMUs containing a 
pre-F’CLAA lease, not readjusted since FCLAA’s jpassage end before the LMU’s effective date, the 
diligent development period begins on the LMU’s effective date. 
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regions were certified, or authorized, to lease groups of federal coal tracts 
within the regions at formal regional sales. 

I. ! .I: : ” ,. ,,’ t ‘., ,;.s/ 
After completing a,comprehensive land use plan for a federal coal region, 
BLM was required to solicit industry’s expressions of interest in leasing 

: ,.I, .‘,. .,X’( specifktracts and review these..txacts for compatibility @th the I I ,. i 
., ,, ,,s . . comprehensive; land use ‘plan; On the basis of environmental, social, and 

.: economic impacts; advice from ,governors of affected states; interest from 
,industry; projections of future demand for federal coal, anticipated coal 

.’ ,production; and consideration of-national energy needs, the regional coal 
i team recommended to the Secretary the amount of coal that should be 

leasedin the federal coal region.,After the Secretary established a regional 
/ /v leasing level: the regional coal team was to rank and select a group of 

tracts ,that approximated this level.. This selection was to be based on the 
economics, environmental impacts, and socioeconomic impacts of coal. 

,. .,I, BLM wasthen to prepare a regionwide environmental impact statement 
(EIS) on the recommended combination of tracts as well as on other 
possible combinations. After consulting with surface-managing agencies, 
governors, andaffected Indian tribes, the Secretary could approve the 
tracts, and BLM could offer them through a competitive sale. 

.; ‘.,\I 

Lease-By-Application, Federal coal tracts outside of federal coal regions can be soldthrough a 
simpler set of procedures known as lease-by-application @A). Tracts sold 
under this process must conform to a comprehensive land use plan, but 
BLM does not have to recommend a leasing level, nor does it solicit 
expressions of industry interest.‘Under the I5A procedures, an interested 
party can file an application for a specific tract which, if approved, will be 
offered for competitive bid. BLM reviews the application and prepares an 
EIS or environmental ZSSeSSment (EA)’ on the proposed tract. After BLM 

consults with the same parties that would be consulted for regional 
leasing, the Secretary can approve the tract, and BLM can offer it through a 
competitive lease sale. 

Fair Market Value The MLA, as amended, requires that the government be compensated for its 
coal. The compensation is provided in three forms. In B&I’S competitive 

%etwqen July 1979 and July 1982, the Secretary established regional leasing targets. Interior’s 
July 1982 regulatory revisions changed the targets to levels to reflect a change in leasing policy from a 
specific amount to a range of amounts. 

BAn EA is less detailed than an EIS. If  the EA results in a finding of no significant impact, the coal tract 
can be offered for sale. Otherwise, an EIS rn;$t be prepared before the sale. 
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lease sales, applicants submit bids called bonus bids that set out the 
amount they ti pay to BLM to receive a lease.” The lease is awarded to 
the highest bidder provided. that the applicant’s bid meets or exceeds the 

., value BLM establishes as the fair market value of the leaseel Lessees also 
payrent on leases. And once production begins, lessees pay a royalty, 
calculated as a percentage of the value of the coal produced. 

‘i : I ‘, : .“‘,., ./. 
:, In 71983, as a,result of controversiesover leasing procedures, the Congress 

?’ ,,” established the Commission,on. Fair Market Value Policy for Federal Coal 
., : Leasing (the Linowes Commission) to review coal-leasing procedures to 

: ; ensure receipt ,of fair market value, and the Congress imposed a 
moratorium on most lease ,sales. The moratorium was to last until 90 days 
after the Linowes Commission submitted its report to the Congress. In 
March 1984, the Secretary of the Interior~,again suspended regional lease :, 

,, sales, pending the development and implementation of revised ,c&l+sing 
procedures. From March 1984 toFebruary 1987, federal coal within the ’ 

. . / ,. federal .coal regions could be sold only to applicants under’ emergency J 
1,. “’ c&efia.12 ,! , _ 

,I’ ,,/ 
) .  , /  :  

I .  i. 

Lea.&@ ,Since 
D&ertifkahon of ’ ’ 

, I ,  

From 1987. through, 1990, regional coal teams recommended that Interior 
decertify, or disband, all six federal coal regions. The Powder River, 
Uinta-Southwestern Utah, and Southern Appalachian regional coal teams 

Federal Coal Regions cited a declining interest in leasing coal and poor coal market conditions 
‘ as reasons for,decert@ing; The Uinta-Southwestern Utah regional coal 

: teamfurther,concluded that existing coal production capacity was 
sufficient to meet near-term regional needs. The Utah and Eastern States 
meoffices also cited substantial savings in administrative costs by 
changing~from regional leasing to LE+A. Although all regions have been 
decertified, several regional coal teams still meet periodically to advise 
BLM ,on leasing decisions. 

,. 

Since decertification, BLM regions have leased coal under the LBA 

procedures. From February 1987 through December 1992, BLM received 40 
applications for 1.9 billion tons of recoverable coal in the decertiiied 
federal coal regions and Kentucky-less than 1 percent of the federal, 

loA bonus is a sum of money paid at the thue of the lease sale to the lessor, in this case the federal 
government, in addition to pyslty payments. 

llAccording to Interior’s regulations, fair market value is the amount for which the coal deposit would 
be Sold by’ an owner who is willing but not obligated to sell to a knowledgeable purchaser who de&es 
but is not obligated to buy. 

12An Emergency ssle could be held if an existh~! mining operation needed the coal within 3 years, if an 
existing operation needed the coal to fulfill contracts @gned prior to July 19,1979, or if the coal would 
be bypassed in the reasonably foreseeable future. Reserves are limited to 8 years’ worth of production. 
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state,, and private in-place.reserves in these areas. Thirty-three of these 
lease applications .tie for tracts adjacent to existing mines. The added 

,. ‘, Î. reserves$.will ,allow these mines to~maintain production and extend the life 
of the mines. Within.4 months of the Powder River Region’s 

: decertification, industry filed four applications for about 300 million tons 
,I’, of recoverable coal to ~maintain existing mines in that region. Similarly, 

industry filed three applications for slightly over 100 million tons of 
,a ,, 5. .> !. a: recoverable ‘reserves. within the -fir& year after decertification of the 

UintaSouthwestern UtahRegion to maintain mines inthe Wasatch 
‘Plateau. BLM officials attributed the initial surge of applications to 

j industry’s~pent-up’ demand. for coal stemming from the fact that Interior 
‘, ,:’ had not leased major coal reserves,since the last regional sale in 1934. 

,., !’ ‘,, , _, ‘,. 
_~ _, ,,’ ‘I .,/ i’ , , i 

‘Obj&fWs; Scb;pe,’ * Concerned about whether BLM was properly implementing FCLAA, the 
i‘,,‘h ’ , 

and Methodology :, 
: ~Cliairman~ Subcommittee on, Mining and Natural Resources, House 
:. Committee “on Interior’ and Insular Affairs (now the Subcommittee on 

Energy and Mineral Resources;‘ House Committee on Natural Resources), 
asked us to review various aspects of the federal coal program. 

‘, ., y_/ j/: ,,,,, :+ examin ed ,, Specifically, we actions taken by ,@,-BLM to .pcourage the 
! , J I’:;‘: ji, i,p~:“~.ad~ i 4,,. ,$*,e, :1 $I$ I” ,development of federal coalleases; (2) BLM and the Forest Service to 

‘, ‘1 ; ,. .,’ ,s i;;+j f,,j!i! 3’ address the cumulative environmental impacts of additional coal leasing, 
‘I ,_ i4 ,: c,: arid,(3) BLM to consider projected demand in coal-leasing’ decisions; 

We selected for review- four geographic coal-leasing areas: the Wyoming 
portion of the Powder River Basin, the Wasatch Plateau and Book Cliffs 
areas of. central Utah, the Warrior Basin of Alabama, and the Appalachian 
Basin of eastern Kentucky. Descriptions of these areas appear in appendix 
I. At the time we developed our audit methodology, these four geographic 
areas contained 23, or 68 percent, of the 34 lease applications filed since 
decertification; 80 percent of the acreage under application; and 
93 percent of the coal reserves under application. The four areas selected 
are also diverse in terms of their geology, topography, and environmental 
impacts. Finally, the areas contain lands administered by different 
surface-managing agencies, such as BIM and the Forest Service. 

To determine if BLM was taking actions that would encourage the 
development of federal coal leases, we concentrated on BLM’S rationale for 
approving the formation of LMUS. To determine whether BIN was allowing 
companies to use LMUS primarily to extend the life of existing leases, we 
reviewed all 13,existing LMUS in the geographic areas we selected. We 
reviewed BLM’S files to determine if each LMU was currently producing coal, 
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.’ 

how the formation of the LMvaffected the termination of individual leases 
: + within each m, and ~the~justification cited in each LMU application for 

,.’ : :I’ et formingthe:LMvl~We also.reviewed%&s’nationwide data on outstanding 
leases to determine the number of active, nonproducing leases with fewer 
than 5 years remaining to meet their diligence requirements. These leases 

..i /, I * constitutethe,universe of leases that potentially could be candidates for 
i .I. ,LMUS formed to .extend .the &of leases that would otherwise terminate. 

,\, _,,’ ; :) :,:;;;j:,“..‘, ,:. , , >‘.“,P /, 
During, discussions,with BLM and.Interior officials, we learned that a 

t potentially unqualified lessee had acquired mineral leases contrary to the 
provisions of FCLAA,, To assess this, situation, we interviewed BLM OffiCi& 

in Washington, .D:C.; and inCasper and Cheyenne,, Wyoming. We also 
sought the, legal views ,of Interior’s Office of the Solicitor and examined 
relevant ,laws, legislative histories, and agency regulations. We did not 
review all .existing~ federal leases, to determine if Interior awarded any 
mineral leases to lessees that were not qualified to obtain additional 
mineral leases. Suchaa review would have required that we examine 
ihundreds of ,lease files and make ,determinations of the lessees’ 
qualifications However, we did review Interior’s files and internal controls 

! to determine,whether the Department was disqualifying lessees that did 
not, met .Fcw’s lessee qualification provisions. 

.I’I;.l _ ,. I 
To assess the extent to which environmental documents prepared under 
the IJ3A process addressed cumulative environmental impacts and met 
BLM+ and the Forest Service’s requirements that the agencies analyze and 
document these impacts, we reviewed pertinent legislation and 
regulations. For example, we reviewed the National Environmental Policy 
Act @EPA), FcI@, and the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 

‘. 1977. We also reviewed BIN’+3 and the Forest Service’s @A handbooks to 
identity the agencies’, requirements’ for documenting cumulative impact& 
We .consiclered that the agency had addressed cumulative impacts if the EA 
or EIS (1) contained a brief discussion presenting evidence demonstrating 
no significant cumulative impact on the individual resources or 
(2) referenced directly to a section in a prior environmental document or 
study. 

We also interviewed personnel who prepare and review environmental 
analyses in (1) BLM’S District Offices in Price, Utah, Jackson, Mississippi; 
and Casper, Wyoming; (2) the Mar&i-La&l National Forest Supervisor’s 
Office; and (3) the Office of Surface Mining’s offices in Denver, Colorado, 
and Knoxville, Tennessee. The leaders and resource specialists on the 
teams who prepare environmental documents in these areas informed us 
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of the resources for which. cumulative environmental impacts must be 
: analyzed:We also contacted environmental groups in Kentucky, Utah, and 

r. , .‘,.. :s ,. Wyoming todetermine theirlevel,of participation in environmental 
’ : reviews; ! : .*I.. “:. 

i 1; ,>‘_,, i ,I_, 

We then’analyzed the; environmental documents prepared under the LBA 

‘, //,” process in thewyoming portion ofthe Powder River Basin, the Book Cliffs 
and Wasatch Plateau of central Utah, and the Warrior Basin of Alabama, 

b since’tht5r respective coal regions were decertified to determine how 
cumulative impacts were documented. We also examined environmental 
assessments prepared in eastern Kentucky under the USA process since 
February6,1987. For the areas examined, we also reviewed pertinent 
‘documents such as cumulative hydrologic impact assessments, B&S tract 

delineation and, geological reports, regional ENS, and hydrologic reports 
prepared by the U.S:~Geolo&aVSurvey. ,, 

:: i I, ,/‘> 
i, To~determine how Bm usesmarket demand in leasing federal coal, we 

interviewed Br,M~persomiel ‘and industry representatives to z&certain how 
I. demand had been usedand is presently being used,in the federal 

‘coal-leasing program., In addition, we reviewed the legislative history of 
‘, ‘FCXAA and reviewed the literature on the federal coal program to identify 

any requirements for using demand. 
,: :’ ’ ,, 

We performed our review from December 1991 through April 1994 in 
I accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. 

,. ~8 ,j I, .- 
‘, ‘I ; ,I_. 

.C. 
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Speculation and Encouraging Development 

BLM has taken actions that do notfurther FCLAA’S goals of discouraging 
speculation and encouraging the-development of federal coal leases. In the 

< first actioni BLM issued federal OiljlgaS, and coal leases to a lessee who is 
tmqualifled to receive them. The lessee holds two pre-FcLAA leases which 
havenot met the coal productionrequirements that FCLAA added to the 
MLA: In the second action,, BLM allowed the act’s I.&W provision to be used 
for the primary purpose of extending the life of a federal coal lease that 
was within months of being terminated for lack of production. The lessee 
acquired a new, much smaller federal coal lease; formed an ti with the:. 
two leases, and thus obtained a 19-year extension of the older lease’s 
diligent ,development period: This action could set a precedent for 
allowing nonproducing federalcoal leases to be formed into LMUS to avoid 
~being~terminated. 

: 

Unqua$fied L&spe ‘_ 
Allowed’to Acquire 
Additional Miheral 
Leases ” 

BLM has issued federal mineral leases to a lessee who does not meet the 
coal production qualification requirements that FCLAA added as section 
2(a)(2)(A) to the MLA. Under section 2(a)(2)(A), no lessee who holds and 

.’ has held,a’pre-Fcm coal .lease for more than 10 years is qualified to be 
issued new mineral leases under the MLA (oil, gas, coal, and other mineral 
leases), unless the coal lease is producing coal in commercial quantities. 
The provision seeks to spur development of pre-Few federal coal leases 
by discouraging.holders of pre-Fcr& leases from keeping those leases for 
long periods of time without ‘producing coal from them. BIN considers 
that;although:the Kerr-McGee Coal .Corporation has held two pre-Fcr.,AA 
coal leases in an LMU from which no coal had been produced since 
February 1988, Kerr-McGee is qualified to be issued additional federal 
mineral 1eases.l From March 1988 through November 1992, Kerr-McGee 
acquired 36 additional federal mineral leases435 oil and gas leases and 1 
coal lease. 

If found to be disqualified, companies can reestablish their qualifications 
in anumber of ways. Among these ways are (1) relinquishing the 
nonproducing lease, (2) assigning the lease to an unrelated entity, or 
(3) combining the lease into an LMU that is producing in commercial 
quantities. Once these actions have been taken, the company and its 
affiliates are removed from the list of disqualified lessees. However, if the 
company holds any disqualifying leases, it remains disqualified from being 
issued additional mineral leases. For example, a company included four 

lBLM’s headquarters provides its state offices with a lit of lessees who are disqualified under section 
2(a)(2)(A) on the basis of their pro+xtion activities on federal coal lease tracts in all states. In the past 
few years, these disqualification lists have identified 20 to 30 companies that are not qualified to obtain 
additional mined leases. 
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,:. / 
(1 

Furthei FCLMf Go& o~Ikwo&gin~ 
,t 

Speculation and Encouraging Development I ‘. 
/,. :. :;I, ,. I’ ,’ 

I, ‘, ’ : 
_ . 11 

nonproducing federal coalleases in a producing LMU, and BLM determined 
,. that while these leases no longer were disqualifying leases, because the 

,. ,” I ,j ‘. / .’ company had other disqualifying leases, it remained disqualified. In 
.: . * .’ another case, a company includepleases in an LMU; however, BIM 

determined. that because the LMV was not producing, these leases 
‘I ” continued to disqualify the comp,any. 

‘., ,I._:. ,,*.: , , : .I.’ .! ,‘, 
I.,, .,’ 

History of K&-McGee 
,;;.y : 

. In 1966 and 1970, Kerr-McGee obtained two federal coal leases. After the 
Leas& passage of FC~AA in 1976, Kerr-McGee became subject to the act’s 

requirement that it produce coal in commercial quantities from these 
leases after December 30,1986,V,or become disqualified from obtaining 
additional oil, gas, coal, .or other mineral leases covered by the MM. AS of 
September 26,1986, these two pre-Fcm leases had not produced coal, and 
Kerr-McGee had combined these leases with an adjoining,producing, state :.‘,J‘..:~;, ‘). ij*.’ . ( ‘: ,“,: 
coalleasetoform an LMU. As a result, Kerr-McGee would be ,aqualified 
lessee as ,long as the INU was producing coal in commercial qu,antiti& 
Under the act, production,on shy lands contained~4n the LMU is considered 
as occurring on all federal leases in the LMU. On October 26; 1987, 
Kerr-McGee notified B&S ,Wyoming State Office that it intended to,‘place’ :_ 

I the I+W ontemporarystandby, ,and production stopped in February 1988. ’ 

The question of Kerr-McGee’s qualification arose several days before a 
scheduled September 1991 coal lease sale in which Kerr-McGee would be 
a bidder. BLM staff raised questions .of how to interpret a lessee’s 
qualifications under,section 2(a)(2)(A) for leases in an LMU that was not 
producing and had notyet produced in commercial quantities. On 
October 1,1991, attorneys for Kerr-McGee wrote to Interior’s Regional 
Solicitor’s office to explain why the company was qualified to bid under 
section 2(a)(2)(A) for this and other federal mineral leases; They noted 
that because of depressed market conditions and contract requirements, 
Kerr-McGee temporarily suspended mining operations on the LMU. They 
asserted that in accordance with Interior’s regulations implementing this 
provision, Kerr-McGee had a “producing” mine because it was “operating 
an ongoing mining operation consistent with standard industry practice.“. 
As evidence, their letter cited the multimillion-dollar investment already 
made in the LMU and the fact thatthe company was maintaining all its 
permits. Furthermore, they contended that the temporary cessation of 
production was typical of industry practice. The letter also indicated that 
Kerr-McGee expected to resume production in the near future. Over the 
next year, discussion took place between the district and state offices, 
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., 

:headquarters, and the Regional and Headquarters Solicitors’ offices about 
whether Kerr-McGee was qualified. 

. . ‘i’, , .’ 1 f’ :,, , ‘,.a., L., ,,,’ , ,, 
II ’ : ‘On Fe,bruary 22,1993, we asked Interior’s Solicitor to provide its opinion 

onwhether Kerr-McGee was qutied to receive new mineral leases. (See 
app. III.) On August 4,1993, Interior’s Associate Solicitor for Energy and 

.i Resources advised us that BLM had been properly issuing MU leases to 
, ‘: Kerr-McGee since.March 1988;despite the continued absence of 

commercial production on its LMU. (See app. IV.) The Associate Solicitor 
did not rely on tlmreason cited by Kerr-McGee’s attorneys in their 1991 
letter. Instead, the Associate. Solicitor argued that a federal lease is 

,, ‘:, : ,producing coal m-commercial quantities pursuant to section 2(a)(2)(A) if 
that lease is within an LMU that is producing in accordance with its 

1 “stipulations~ of approval.“2 The stipulations of approval for Kerr-McGee’s 
,’ .‘, >: .I INU provide. that Kerr-McGee must meet the lo-year diligent development 

requirement, under which the operator promises to produce coal in 
commercial quantities from the LMu within 10 years of the L&s effective 

,, ‘, : ,date. Accordingly, in the Associate Solicitor’s view, “the holder of a lease 
,. .; in an LMU meets the production in commercial quantities requirements of 

./ .‘, section:2(a)(2) (A),when the LMU is meeting the diligent development 
I_ requirement, for the LMU. n 

0 
., ‘~ ‘. The Associate Solicitor concluded that section 2(a)(2)(A) has not 

‘” ! prohibited BLM from issuing leases to Kerr-McGee. However, the Associate 
;,/ I( : Solicitor acknowledged that this view was “not entirely free from doubt” 

I and represented an interpretation that was “a matter of policy formulated 
by the previous administrationthat meets the letter of the law.” 

../’ Furthermore, the Associate Solicitor conceded that this interpretation 
~, “appearsnot to be in concert with amajor goal of FCLAA, which was to 

reduce speculation.” 
_,,-’ : 

FCLAATs and BLM’s II 1 We believe that Kerr-McGee #is not qualified to obtain federal mineral 
Regulations and leases under section 2(a)(2)(A) because it has not produced coal in 

Instruction Memorandum commercial quantities from the LMU since the LMU was formed and has not 

Do Not Support BLM’s produced any coal at all from the LMU since 1988. The language of this 

Determination section is clear that a holder of a pre-Fcm coal lease who has held this 
lease for 10 years only qualifies to obtain any additional MU leases if the 
holder is presently producing’coal under the lease in commercial 

:, quantities. For the purposes of this determination, under the act, actual 
coal production anywhere in an LMU is attributed to all leases in the LMU 

%tipulations of approval are provisions governing a lessee’s operations under a specific LMU. 
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and could be used to, satisfy section 2(a)(Z)(A)‘s present production 
requirement. However, inthis case, Kerr-McGee has never produced coal 
from the two federal leases in the L&NJ and has not mined coal anywhere 
,else in ,the LNU since 1988.~Additionally, while coal was produced from the 
LMU prior to 1988, coal wasnot Iproduced in commercial quantities. 

3 .‘. /. I.’ i ,, 
We disagree .with Interior5&5sociate Solicitor’s interpretation that FcLAA 
permits BLM to,use the lo-yeat? LMu,diligent development period to satisfy 
the commercial production requirements that holders of pre-Fcm leases 
must meet to remain eligible under section 2(a)(2)(A). FCLAA’S legislative 
history indicates a, con’gredsional awareness that the term “diligent 
development” refers to a period of time distinctly preceding “producing in 

, commercial quantities.“s The Congress chose to employ only the latter 
phrase in section 2(a)(2) (A). Where the Congress wished to make a lessee 
subject to ‘Viligent development,” as in section 7(b) of FYXAA, it specifically 
used this term. li,,’ ,,‘? 

‘. Also, both section 2(d) of ~~~~~~which,authorizes the formation of IBUS, 
,’ /. b as well as ,the JLMU stipulations distinguish between “diligent ‘development” 

and coal “production.” Furthermore;‘the Associate Solicitor’s 
interpretation is at odds with .a: previous Solicitor’s opinion that concluded 
that equating diligent development with the production of commercial 
quantities f”would, empty the section [2(a) (2) (A)] of any meaning.“4 It 
would permit the lessee to etiend its eligibility under section 2(a)(2)(A) 
for the length of the LMU?S diligent development period, thereby defeating 
the antispeculative purpose of this’provision.6 

c 

We also disagree with the assertion of Kerr-McGee’s attorneys that the 
company is not disqualified by section 2(a)(2)(A) from receiving new 
leases because it has been producing coal from its LMU since 1988 in 
accordance with standard industry practice. BLM’S regulations and 
guidance make clear that a lessee still would be considered as producing 
coal in accordance with standard industry practice, even’though 

t 

I 

3H.R. Rep. No.,681 at 13,122 Cong. Rec. 488 (1976): 

492 I.D. at 648-61(1986). The Associate Solicitor’s opinion is also at odds with an Office of Technology 
Assessment report on section 2(a)(2)(A). “Potential Effects of Section 3 of the Federal Coal Leasing 

1 

Amendments Act of 1976-A Special Report,” PTA-ITE300, Mar. 1986, p. 84. ( 

6We also note that sccording to the Solicitor’s April 11,1994, opinion, even if a lessee’s LMU failed to 
produce coal in commercial quantities during the LMU’s diligent development period, the leasee would 
not be considered ss retroactively ineligible to receive the leases issued during this period. We 
disagree. Such leases would have been issued in violation of the statutory requirement of section 
2(a)(2)(A), i.e., a lessee is ineligible to receive new mineral leases when not producing coal in 
commercial quantities on a pre-FCLAA lease. 
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/ .  production, isinterrupted for short periods (i.e., days tomonths). wethe 
re@r.of equipment and weather conditions are examples of such 

‘. ” short-term interruptions, the cessation of production because of market 
conditions is notlisted’as an exception. In fact, BLM Instruction 
Memorandum No; 87-525, clearly states that market conditions do not 

:, ., justifythe suspension of production. 
/ ,; ,,I 4 ! ‘, ‘>’ ,v /,i ,, ,,I, ,I I, y:: 

,,.,I tie believe that Kerr McGeeGnterpretation of “standard industry 
practice” conflicts with the congressional policy behind FcLAA--to spur 
coalproduction from federal leases-which remains as valid now as when 
enacted in 1976. In.passing FCLAA, the Congress wished not merely to 
‘increase the nation’s supply of coal but also to increase the federal 
contribution to that supply. There is no evidence to suggest that during 
periods of low coal demand, the Congress intended federal coal leases to 
remain :idle while state and private leases with more stringent terms 

.‘, r provided such coal asthe market required. Indeed, the idea that operators 
could.treat their federal coal reserves as surplus to be called on only in 
periods of peak demand appears to contradict squarely FTUA’S goals of 

.’ encouraging current production and discouraging the speculative holding 
of federal coal. 

,,;‘I 

Section 2(a)(2)(A) does not require coal production in a depressed market. 
Rather, a lessee wishing to qualify for new leases may sell or relinquish the 
leases that are causing disqualification. Such transfers will either allow the 
leases to be obtained by an operator who wiIl produce coal from them or 
will allow Interior to ,re-lease the tracts in question. 

Lessee Allowed to FCUA provides that LMUS be used to foster the maximum economic 

Form an LMU to, Keep 
recovery and the efficient, economical, and orderly development of federal 
coal. However, BLM allowed the act’s LMU provision to be used when the 

a Nonproducing primary purpose was to extend the life of a soon-to-be-terminated 

Federal Lease From nonproducing federal lease by combining it with a much smaller, newly 

Being Terminated 
acquired lease. This action raises concerns about fairness, precedent, and 
compensation to the government for 89 other federal coal leases that are 
within 5 years of being terminated for lack of production. In July 1994, 
Interior officials advised us that they are developing criteria to prevent 
lessees from using the LMU provision principally to extend the life of 
nonproducing federal coal leases. 
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I 

. . 

: : 
: ,. ‘_, 

:. 
H@gJi 06 qTy&.n&s mu. fi The NorthwesternResources Company (NWR) LMU is different from other 

,,“,&‘,“ :’ .. existing LMUS in the areas covered, by our review in that a nonproducmg 
., ; .;‘(e:., i,,: ‘,1,‘1 ,.: _‘.I :“,. 1. * 2 federal lease that otherwkewouldhave been terminated was combined 

,,/,:I, /:,.. .! : .‘. with a much, smaller; ,newly acquired federal lease primarily to extend the 
,I,. (,, ‘ :..;,,L,, ! :‘, life of :the nonproducinglease: :BLM?S Wyoming state office noted that the 

smalllease, ‘acquiredunder ,the’LnA process, was the only I+ lease that the 
,.’ ‘. office was aware of that would require a new mine to start production-all 

.y):..‘;r’ ,; , ,,’ ; .;, :‘I other,I;LjA! lek&khad been-a.cquGed%o extend the life of or solve coal 
A\.,, _’ :,, i, ‘qualilyproblems with existing ‘mines. In July and September 1992, BLM 

,, ” s,, ,“. , ‘. officiakresponsible for’the‘sreas included in our review told us that there 
I,,,,’ .“,;,,,, were 13 existing~s, 12 of whichvwere producing at that time. All 13 LMUS 

1,: had been ‘formed from; existing federal coal leases, none of which was less 
, .; “/.’ : ,;~, ,,,, ;/ th~‘4$e~&j~ ,r’~,:i., 

, : -,,’ ,. $,. ‘. : ,;‘,’ ,, .. ,,,:: ,)J ,!!:‘b’, , / “. ‘IT..< ,,’ 
“, ,’ / ‘:, \(, s ., ,’ Inthe! Wyoming:portion of the Powder River Basin, a large federal coal 

” ‘. ,,i/ ,‘, ., ‘,( ,, /‘,’ lease, known as the Rocky Butte tract, containing an estimated 646 million 
““;; ,‘$ .,. : tons of recoverable’ coal; was due to terminate in February 1993 because 

a ,.’ :.! : I ,, the,lessee-Nwr&uxd not’produced coal from the lease. NWR acquired the 
: I(I ,i; ,_. .!’ ,,” Rocky .Butte lea&e from another company in late 199~less than 3 years 

\ before the lease had to ,meet its diligence requirement or be terminated. As 
part of a subsequent evaluation, BIM’S Northwest Regional Evaluation 

,, ‘, .ei, ,,,, ,‘,,, ’ ,,,,, ,, ,’ “. ” Team cohcludedthat the,price that NWR paid to acquire the Rocky Butte 
., ..,;.. ,‘-‘: /,;, lease represented a speculative ,coal value and the lease had no chance to 

: ,,‘I ‘, : .y’. ‘, .,. achieve production intime to meetits diligence requirement. 
‘.i’ .I ‘:, ..,,, <,. ,(. ,,, . . : i, : ‘,‘> ,, : ,( .j, .‘,’ .: i( 

I’. ., . ,,.,. Bowever, before the Rocky ,Butte tract lease would have terminated, NWR 
.’ applied for a federal coal le,ase on an adjacent tract of land containing an 

.’ estimated- 95 million. tons of rccovf$+ $.q&y@~ ~@p,,$+$~$ fprn$pg ,@ 
I .. , !+ ‘, 

‘. ’ (‘: : ‘, 1’ IA@. mvn. publicly: stited that the primary ,@urpose of acqu@ng~t;he smaller, 
.: ‘, : ,,‘, :.; .,I 
,,,I .,: ,‘.,\, ,, ,‘. _. ..: :,,, . . . ;,.tract, known ,as,West ~Rocky Butte~wasto form ,ari .~&u:to save the Rocky 
a .., ,, : : ,, : ‘. ,I_ . . ,.I Butte ext. fJ& t&n&&&g. f&riot @&ins &li&&. ‘&&?k&$ the 

., .’ <lease sale was held, ~~~:offici&‘in ,&he Casper District,Cffice were 
.I :_. s reviewing a,draft application ,and mine plan for the proposed LMU. By 

,, : leasing the West Rocky Butte tract and combining it with the much larger 
,I 1, ,. Rocky Butte tract into an LMU, NWR would extend by 10 years-mtil 

2003the diligence~period~within which it would be required to begin 
commercial production and payment of federal royalties. 

‘I ,I ‘$’ . .’ 
On September ‘24; 1992, before the pending West Rocky Butte lease sale, 
we requested that the Director of BIM reconsider the appropriateness of 
the sale and the subsequent formation of an LMU. (See app. V.) We were 
concerned that the effect of allowing NWR to form this LMU would be to 
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provide, the company with &additional 10 years in which:@ meet ,F+‘s 
diligence provision. onthe existing lease and could set a precedent for 
other nonproducing federal coal leases that were. getting close to 

?‘/ .’ ., termination. ST+M’S responseto our inquiry noted that holding the lease sale 
I :, ,.I ; ‘., .for theAVest!RockyButte ‘tract wasin the public’s best mterest, but the 

.‘I, ,‘>, I,: ,,I / , ,) ,,, /;o response- did notexplain how the ‘we and prop.osed IAN would foster.the 
._ .I .: :/ ,,’ ” ,!., : , : : ‘-. .;I A ,rna+i@in economic!recovery .obthe coal deposit any more than reoffering 

. I!. : /., ,,f: ,A. ,;. ,I’,. the!lea&-ract~for~sale at alater,date would. (See app. m.) 
‘, ~ ; ,~ ::.r”: ! -, ?r !,, _,>;:, .‘/ :,’ ,_ I “j ‘A ( : “j’; _ , ::, 2; c ,ji’; 

/a, 
’ 

NV& subnutted a formabapplicationto BIM on January 7; 1993, to combine 
: _’ the Rocky :Rutte and: West, RocbButte tracts into an ~n(nr. Subsequently, 

.’ : ; , ‘,’ / ,on January. 19,8993, BINawarded the West, Rocky Butte lease to NWR, the, 
i. ,‘..$\.. ,, i sole..bidder. The~lease~was maderetroactive to January 1; 1993. And, on 

DecemberlO, a9935 Bm.approved,the LMU, effective January 19,1993, 
thereby extending, by almost 10 years, the life of the Rocky Butte tract, 

I’ : which otherwise .would have,termmated in February 1993. BLM, however,, 
, ‘: G did not,have Criteriafor dete : mining that approval of an IMU was 

!-! consistent with FCGSA!~: gotis of discouraging speculation and encouraging 
i I the development, of ,federal coal ‘leases. 

::: ,‘, ;; : 
Furthermore is nm a&roved the formation of the LMU application, 
apparently ,accepting the company’s statement that it would begin 
production ~within the new ,diligent development period, even though BIM’S 

.’ figures suggested0 that the LMU could not begin production within this time 
frame. NWR stated inits LMU application that coal production from the LMU 
would begin in ~A99~wellwithin the time frame required to meet the act’s 
diligent development provision. However, in arriving at a minimum 
acceptable bid for the West Rocky Butte tract, which in part was based on 
the assumptionthat the tract would be included in the proposed LMU as 
well ason BLM’S analysisof,the market for Powder River Basin coal, BIM 
concluded that coal production from the LMU would not start until 2016. 
BLM’S projected production date is 13 years after the proposed LMU’S 
diligence period terminates. 3 

Approving NWR’s LAW 
Raises Concerns 

BLM$ approval of NWR’S LMU raises concerns relating to fairness, precedent, 
and compensation to the government. hi order to meet FCLAA’S diligence 
requirements; other coal lessees have allowed their leases to terminate or 
faced having to.produce coaKunder uneconomic conditions~in order to 
hold them. In the case of ,NwR, the company acquired a small coal tract, 
located next to anexisting,, much larger, but soon to be, terminated federal 
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lease. Consequently, it was able to obtain a lo-year’diligence extension 
,throughthe LMu provision. 

,. ; ..’ / ;: ) 
M’S LMU could set’ a (precedent for other nonproducing federal coal leases 
to be formedinto IMUS to primarily extend the diligent development period 
of the existing lease(s);: In the.,aress we reviewed, 16 nonproducing federal 
leases were in pending~~us. Fortexample, in Utah, there were 9 pending 

I) LMU applications to eons&date 14 nonproducing leases. Three of the 
applications, if approved, would result in LMLJ tracts with no mine. A fourth 
application included a lease with a mine, but the mine was not producing. 
The remaining three LMvswould each contain at least one producing lease. 
Nationwide; as of,September 30,1992, there were 89 active but 
nonproducing leases with ,5 years or less remaining to meet their diligent 
development requirements. 

,, ’ 
Approval of mus pr&rily to extend the life of a federal coal lease may 

, ,: result in a substantial loss of revenue to the federal government compared 
with reoffering the tract for lease. By extending leases that are about to 
terminate, the federal government grants lessees the right to postpone 
production and related royalty payments without compensation to the 
government. Furthermore, while,Nwn was the sole bidder for the West 
Rocky Butte lease and the federal government received a $16.5 million 
bonus ,bid,. allowing #the Rocky Butte lease to terminate and reoffering the 
two, tracts as a single new lease tract may have generated a larger bonus 
bidand brought the lease into’production as soon or sooner than BLM 

estimates that NK% will. BLM officials concluded in 1990 that if the Rocky 
Butte lease terminated, there would be no impediment to future 
development of the tract by the lessee or another entity when the market 
for Powder River Basin coal ‘was no longer saturated. BLM also noted that 
letting the lease terminate and then offering the combined Rocky 
Butte/West Rocky Butte tract would create a far more competitive leasing 
situation where numerous companies could bid on the combined tract, 
rather than just NWEL BLM’S Branch of Mining Law and Solid Minerals and 
the Northwest Regional Evaluation Team in Wyoming estimated that 
bonus bids for the Rocky Butte tract could range from $25 million to 
$126 million. Tracts in the Powder River Coal Basin, somewhat smaller in 
size than those in Rocky Butte, have sold for large bonus bids. For 
example, in 1992, the West Black Thunder tract, with an estimated 
418 million tons of coaL(compared with the estimated 600 million tons of 
recoverable coal in the combined Rocky Butte/West RoclCy Butte tract), 
sold for $72 million. And the ‘North Antelope/ Rochelle tract, with an 
estimated 394 million tons of coal, sold for $87 million. 
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BLM Is Developing Criteria FCLAA does not specify, nor does BLM have criteria for determining, when 
to Ensure: That LMUs Meet an &MU is consistent with FCLAA?S goals of discouraging speculation and 

FCLAA!sGoab ‘. encouraging the.development of federal coal leases. However, on 
j‘ December. 10,1993, BLM published in the Federal Register an advance 

i .,/: notice of proposed rulemaking requesting public comments on all aspects 
.’ of LMUS, including the issuesdiscussed in this report. In July 1994, Interior 

“_:, , ,-. I officials told us that they are considering proposed regulations that would 
: ,/. _“ ,/,,,,. : j , “, ‘., provide criteria for BLM to. use in determining whether to approve an LMTJ. 

I. 

Conclusions a I 

‘. 

Both we and Interior agree that BLM has t&en certain actions that do not 
further FCw’s goals of discouraging speculation, and kncou$&g ,$&’ ” 

‘,_’ 

‘: 

, - ‘ , .  .development .of federal coal leases. We continue to believe that ’ 
Kerr-McGee is not.qualified to obtain federal mineral leases under section 

i, .; .2(a)(2)(A) because ‘it has not produced coal in commercial quantities from 
.,’ ” :. : .the LMU since the,LMuwas formed and indeed has not produced any coal at 

all fronkthe LMu since 1988. Interior’s interpretation of this provision fails 
..,I., ,,‘. ’ to encourage the ,development of ,those federal coal leases as 

I., : ;, contemplated by the act. While Interior concluded that section 2(a)(2)(A) 
:, ‘,;,, has not ,probibited BLM from issuing’leases to Kerr-McGee, the Associate 

Solicitor acknowledged that thisview was “not entirely free from doubt” 
and represented an interpretation that was “a matter of policy formulated 

i by the previous, administration that meets the letter of the law.” 
j, ‘, I Furthermore, the .Associate Solicitor conceded that this interpretation 

-%ppears .not, to be .in concert with a major goal of JXXAA, which was to 
reduce ,,speculation” and the regulation could be amended as part of the 

‘.’ proposed rulemaking on LMLJ issues. 

Since March 1988, Kerr-McGee has obtained 36 mineral leases covered by 
the MLA. Because BLM has deemed Kerr-McGee to be a qualified lessee, 
Kerr-McGee can continue to obtain additional oil, -gas, coal, and”other 
mineral leases, even without producing from existing ‘coal leases that it 
has ,held for over 20 years, until later in the IXIJ’S diligent development 
period. By contrast, BLM has regularly disqualified other lessees with 
nonproducing federal coal leases from obtaining additional mineral leases. 
In addition, other companies that were not qualified to obtain additional 
mineral leases reestablished their qualifications by relinquishing 
nonproducing leases, assigning leases to unrelated entities, or combining 
leases into producing LMUS. 

BLM has also allowed the act’s IXU provision to be used when the primary 
purpose was to extend the life of,afederal coal lease that was about to be 
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terminated because it had not achieved its diligent development 
requirement. We are concerned that Bwl'sactions may.encourage other 
coal lessees to form Ln4us for, the primary purpose of extending the ~diligent 
development periods of their nonflroducing federal coal leases. While 
BLM’S actions were taken .without criteria defining when the formation of 
an LMv,would further FCLA&+goal of discouraging the speculative holding 
of federal coal leasknd encouraging the development of coal production 
from :federal leases; Interior isnow considering proposed regulations that 
would provide such criteria 

- :  1 . ,  . ,  
. . , , ,  I I  

:  

Recommendatiork ‘( We recommend that the Secretary of the Interior cease issuing any 
additional subleases to unqualified companies and amend existing 

.’ 

regulations to ensure thatlessees holding pre-Fcm leases will not be 
issued new mineral leases under the MLA unless they have met the coal 
production requirements that Fcaedded to the MU 

I .: 
With respect to the MLA leases already improperly issued to Kerr-McGee or 
other companiesthat were not qualified, we recommend that the Secretary 
review these leases for action in accordance with all applicable statutory 
and regulatory provisions. 

,In addition, we recommend that Interior continue its efforts to revise its 
regulations to provide criteria that’sm can use to determine whether the 
formation of an LMU is consistent with FCLAA’S goals of discouraging 
speculation and encouraging the development of federal coal leases. We 
also recommend that for each LMU approved, BLM document how the 
approved UVITJ meets these regulatory criteria 

Agehcj Comments 
and Our Evaluation 

Interior’s Solicitor,’ as well as Kerr-McGee, disagreed with our conclusion 
that Kerr-McGee was ineligible to receive new leases under the MU 
because two pre-Fcm coal leases that Kerr-McGee holds have not 
satisfied the production requirements of section Z(a)(2)(A) of the MLA. The 
Solicitor stated that the Secretary of the Interior has the authority to issue 
regulations that substitute an LMU’S diligent development requirement for 
commercial production requirements that holders of pre-Few leases must 
meet to remain eligible under section 2(a)(2)(A) to obtain additional 
federal mineral leases. We believe, that the MLA provides no authority for 
exempting Kerr-McGee’s pre-Fcm leases from the requirement to produce 
coal from those leases in order to continue to be eligible. In addition, 
although Interior’s regulations provide for temporary suspensions of 

I 
I 

L 
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mining operations, we do not believe that Kerr-McGee’s production 
stoppage for a continuous 6-year period is the kind of temporary 
suspension envisioned by Interior% regulations. Despite the Solicitor’s 
disagreement, the Solicitor stated that while BUM’S interpretation of and 
compliance with section Z(a)(2)(A) was the policy of past administrations 

,’ :; ,and arguably did not well serve a major goal of FCLM-t0 reduce 
/ ‘,, ,i. speculation-the regulation Gould be amended at any time and may be 

considered in the proposed rulemaking on LWJ issues. 

./ 
,,_ 

! 
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Since decertification of the federal coal regions, most lease sales have 
added reserves to existing mines rather than providing the basis for new 

: -., i ,..~ . . ; _ ,~ ,_ mines;Consequently, ,~~~,andtheForest Service have generally prepared 
tract-specific environmentalassessments rather than the more 

‘:‘. ’ ,’ comprehensive, regional environmental impact statements prepared under 
the ,regional leasing process.: Federal regulations a.nd’BM’s and the Forest 

I ‘, ; Servicelspolicies. require that :cumulative impacts be adequately assessed 
and that these impact&be .documented in EAS and EISS. 

While EAS can provide an adequate basis for identifying and addressing 
cumulative environmental impacts, we found that documents prepared by 
BLM and the Forest Service did not always identify and address the 
cumulative impacts of coal mining. Specifically, the EAS and EISS prepared 
for coal leasing in three of the four locations that we reviewed addressed 
cumulative impacts on most resources, whereas EM prepared in Utah 
addressed cumulative impacts on only a few resources. For the purposes 
of this review, we considered that the agency had addressed the 
cumulative impacts if the EA or EIS (1) contained a brief discussion 
presenting evidence demonstrating no significant cumulative impact to the 
individual resources or (2) referenced directly to a section in a prior 
environmental document or study. Documentation of impacts in EISS and 
EAS is important because it clearly demonstrates that environmental 
impacts have been considered. The failme to consider the potential effects 
of coal mining on key resources, such as groundwater and wildlife, could 
have serious adverse consequences. 

Coal Mining Can 
Greatly Affect the 
Surrounding 
Environment 

Both the surface and underground mining of coal can greatly affect the 
surrounding environment. Surface mining disturbs the overlying topsoil 
and vegetation, while underground mining can fracture the overlying rock 
strata and cause it to subside. Also, water draining from mined areas can 
pollute surface water, and groundwater aquifers can be destroyed, 
depleted, or degraded. Coal mining can also adversely affect fish and 
wildlife habitat and can degrade the human environment by putting 
additional strain on a nearby community’s infrastructure. For example, a 
large influx of new workers at a coal mine can put an additional burden on 
existing transportation, housing, schools, health care, law enforcement, 
water, and sewage facilities.~When the potential impacts of coal mining are 
identified in EAS or EISS, these impacts can often be mitigated, and the land 
can be reclaimed and restored: to some degree, to its original appearance. 
In some instances, wildlife habitat can actually be improved. Coal mining 
can also have positive impacts. The creation of new jobs in an 

d 

L 
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economically .depressed,area..is generally welcomed by the community. 
Associated increases in state and local taxes can be used to improve the 

” :,” : , .,, >.. community’~t~~tructie~ : : 
, , -  ,  

/ .  . ,  ,‘. , ,  8: , /  * ”  

( ,  / , ,  - ,_  .’ I  “ I  ,  )  J ‘, . ,  

N~~A’,!&dFQt&,‘. Beginning >m, the 196Os, the Congress passed legislation to protect the 
,I d R&iAk qp~;, ; ]’ ‘:,, envjronrnent ,fkom$he effect.++ of various activities including coal mining. 

,*1 j..,,, : 
&~O~&~ j: .‘. : 

‘Jhe National Environmental Policy Act directs the responsible federal 
.agency toprepare a detailed statement on the environmental impact of 

tip&&s Worn LeaSing ,major federalactions that significantly affect the quality of the human 

Coal on Public Lands 
environment. FCXAA specifically directs the Secretary of the Interior, before 
issuing a coal lease, to consider the effects that mining may have on the 

Be Asses&d: .Q7  

5 

, environment,. the .economy, agriculture, and public,services. I 
‘; / , 

Under,reg;lations.implemkntin~l~PA, federal agencies are,reqt&ed to 
analyzerand document, environmental impacts ‘iri either an JZA or an hs. An 
m,.is intended,to,be a concise public document that bikeflyprov&s’ ’ 
sufficient evidence and analysis for..determining whether any significant 
impacts exist. ,If upon completing an EA, the agency does not identify 
significant ,impacts, it preparesafinding of no significant impact; this 
completesthe environmental analysis. However, if significant impacts are 
found, after .preparing an EA or significant impacts are expected initially, 
the agency must prepare a more;detailed and formal EIS. NEPA’S regulations 
list extensive requirements for. the:format and content of EISS but are not 
as specific for EAs. 

NEPA’S regulations allow individual agencies to identify specific acuons for 
which an EIS must be prepared and other actions for ‘wmch a h&s-detailed 
EA is adequate. In implementing FCLAA, BLM has promulgated its own ” 
regulations, which. outline how BIM is to assess the environmental impacts 
of coal leasing and how to determine whether’,an ~1s or an EA is needed. 
When leasing federal coal under regional leasing procedures, BL$ 
regulations require that the Bureau prepare an EIS on the combinations of 
tracts that are to be offered for lease. When leasing under the USA process, 
the surface-managing agency may prepare either an EA or an EIS, 
depending on the significance of anticipated impacts. Of the 11 
environmental documents that we examined, the surface- managing 
agency prepared an EA for 10. BLM prepared an EIS for the West Rocky 
Butte Tract in Wyoming’s Powder River Basin because the lease 
application was for a new mine. start, which could significantly affect the 
environment 
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The preparation of environmental documents can be a collaborative effort 
of the affected federalagencies.‘For example, in Wyoming, Interior’s 
Office of Surface Mining contributed to the preparation of all four EAS and 
EISS that we reviewed, even though BLM was the lead agency. The Forest 
Service. also contributed to the EA prepared! by,nw.for the W&t ,@a& 

.’ : Thunder Trkict’m Wy&iiig:because some federal lands within thelease; ‘I 
‘boundary&e managed bylthe Forest Service. In the W&.tch’.Plateau‘of 

;I ./‘. ce-&a Ufi; t& ‘For& S&i& tsili,ks the lea h prep&i &v&&fi~ 

documents, and-Br,M is a’contributing agency. BLM w&the sole agency 
involved in preparing ,the &&hat we examinedin Alabama and Kentucky. _ ,. ,. i .‘. .,. ‘I 

I _‘. ,,I’.. 

BLM and the Forest’ In addition to’ ~PA’sregulationa that require agencies tc evaluate 

Service Must Document cumulative impacts, BLM'S and the Forest Service’s handbooks for NI&A& 

Cumylative ,Jmpacts on implementation contain policy stating that the results of agencies’ analysis 

Individual Resources must be documented.in r&and ENS. A cumulative impact is the impact on 
the environment thatresults fromthe incremental impact of a single 
action when added to ,other past; present, and reasonably foreseeable 
future actions. For example, when a federal agency evaluates the impact 
of ‘water draining from! a mine Ion ‘a nearby stream’s trout fishery, it must 
determine this impact together ‘with drainage from nearby mines and from 
‘new mines Tom ~which~water isplanned to be discharged into the stream 
‘inthe future.:It is important to consider actions collectively because a 
certain action that individually may seem to have a minor impact may have 
a significant impact when added to other actions. 

Sotie Envirbtiental Environmental documents prepared for coal lease applications in Utah 

Assessments Address 
addressed few of the cumulative impacts from coal mining, whereas 
environmental documentsthat we examined in Kentucky and Wyoming 

Cumulative Impacts addressed cumulative impacts on most resources. Bm and Forest Service 

on Only Few officials in Utah reported that they’ did not address cumulative impacts in 

Resources 
EAS because these, impacts were already discussed in previously prepared 
EISS that they used in their analyses. They added that documentation of 
cumulative impacts on many of the resources was unnecessary because no 
issues concerning these resources were raised during scoping meetings.’ 
However, this determination was not made part of the EA. In Wyoming and 
Kentucky, where environmental documents more completely documented 
cumulative impacts, we found that the public was more involved in the 
environmen,tal evaluation ‘process.. 
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” , :  ,5, ‘,‘, I  
..’ .:Inthe-fourareaswe visited,::rxr@and:Forest Service interdisciplinary.teams 

prepare EAs and Erss. These interdisciplinary teams ,generally consist of : 
! i@li~dijals with occupations appropriate to the scope.arid,issues to be e 
i d%xussedGn the environmental document. For coal leasing, these ,‘. 

‘, ind@hml$nclude geologists, biologists, mining engineers, and 
.. ,I 

.., ‘,! _. ;,, !, ’ 
/; ecor-$ais~,:~~~$~s and’the Forest Service’s handbooks contain lengthy lists 

‘, ” ‘,’ ‘, .Lif ‘,, __ ; ..; ,, ,” ., , ., ,” ‘, ; : 
:of resources ‘that should be analyzed when preparing ~envirorimental /,. .:\ ‘,l, ‘: , ‘;,:, 4: ‘1 ‘:; 7” \ \I- ‘?;,’ .:,, ;: \ 

1. ,,, .I 
anal$%s;! .Hoyev$ not all res,omces are affected by coal mining. BLM and 

!.,, ,’ ~~ForestService oqcials said th$ when evaluating coal leasing, it is 

’ 
iimportant to.evaluate cumulative impacts on air quality, surface water 

! 
’ 

qualiti and quamity, ‘gi%&dwater .quality and quantity, fisheries, game 
: /. 

i .’ ., : sp~cies;‘.thre~d~e~d.gjridI~nd~ge~ed species, socioeconomic resources, 
i. ‘+ ‘. ; transportation facilities, ‘v@ualreso.$rces, and recreation. In addition to 
:, ,’ : -these resoUrcesj Br,M officialsresponsible for EAS in Alabama and Kentucky 

8 I, 2 1, :also evaluate bumulative impacts on wetlands and floodplains and on ._... ,, :, 
,’ I ‘veg&,&io’~.l,~ : ,,’ I /s:, ,!’ 1, _.. _ ,.. 

ig,; ,’ ‘f .. ‘.,;,.: 

/ xamined EAS ‘and’. EIs‘s prepared for 11 leases-by-application filed for 
tracts in the. Wajatch, Plateau-Book Cliffs of central Utah, the Powder .,. ,.. 

/ : ‘, : Rivei l+in hj Wyoming, the, Warrior Basin in Alabama, and the 
: ,. <,;.n ~Appalachian l3asm inKentucky. We’determined whether cumulative 

* .impactsto theabove resources were addressed in each EA and EIS and the 
leve{ of detail, contained in each document. Our criteria for considering the 
cumulative impact to be>addressed was that the environmental document 
.( 1:) contain a brief discussion of the evidence demonstrating no significant 
cumulative impact on the individual resource or (2) reference directly to a 
section in a prior environmental document or study. Some agency, officials 
said that they considered cumulative impacts but did not document the 
results in EAS or EISS. For the purposes of our analysis, we did not consider 
thisto’meet the agencies’ regulatory requirement that cumulative impacts 
be assessed and documented in EM and EISS. However, we do not intend 
our’analysis to be a review of &~‘s’compliance. Our results are 
s&nmarized,in figure”3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Cumulative Impacts on 
Individual Resources Addressed in 
Environmental Documents, 

/. 
, I’ 

..’ 
Reshrce 

0 = Agency addressed cumulative impacts on a specific resource. 

l = Agency did not address cumulaJive impacts on a specific resource. 

NA = Cumulative impacts on a specific resource not applicable. 

Source: Trail Mountain, Quitchupah, and Castle Valley EAs were prepared by the Forest Service. 
All other documentk were prepared by BLM. 

Environmental 
Assessments in Utah Do 
Not Specifically Address 
Cumulative Impacts on 
Most Resources 

Upon reviewing EAS and EISS prepared by BLM and the Forest Service for 
the 11 lease applications, we found that 2 of the 11 documents specifically 
addressed cumulative impacts on all relevant resources. Four EAS, all of 
which were prepared in Utah, addressed cumulative impacts on less than 
half of the resources, while three EAS and one EIS prepared in Wyoming 
and one prepared in Kentucky addressed cumulative impacts on 
90 percent or more of the relevant resources. Resources most frequently 
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absent in discussions on cumulative impacts included fisheries, recreation, 
and game species. On the other hand, all documents addressed cumulative 
impactson socioeconomic resources, and only one document failed to 
address threatened and endangered species. 

The number of resources absent from discussions on cumulative impacts 
varied according to,where the environmental documents were prepared. 
BLM'S Wyoming Office addressed cumulative impacts, on average, on 
87 tiercent of,the relevant resources per document. On the other hand, BLM 
and the Forest Service in Utah only addressed cumulative impacts on an 
average of’22 .percent of the relevant resources per document. The Eastern 
States BIN Office, which,is responsible for EAS prepared for AIabama and 
Kentucky, addressed cumulative impacts on an average of 81 percent of 
the relevant resources. 

Reasons for Not Although BIN and Forest Service officials in Utah stated that they 
Addressing Impacts I evaluated cumulative impacts on all the resources; they did notaddress or 

document all of their results in EAS. They told us that it was unnecessary to 
,, *, 8, document much of the cumulative impact analysis because these impacts , 

,b.,.., had aheady been documented in the previously prepared EI& for the 
Round II Regional Sale (Round II EIS) and for the Man&La&l National 
Forest EIS (Manti-I&Sal &IS). They said that the EAS they prepared simply 
updated’these cumulative impacts. 

This process of referring to a previously prepared environmental 
document is called tiering, and its use may eliminate repetitive 
discussions. Agencies may incorporate by reference general discussions 
and concentrate solely on the issues specific to the statement being 
prepared. We believe that neither BLM nor the Forest Service in Utah 
clearly tiered their EAS to previously prepared EISs. None of their attempts 
to tier specifically state that cumulative impact analyses from the 
previously prepared EISS were used to prepare the current EAS. Also, none 
of these attempts summarized cumulative impact discussions contained in 
these EISS. For example, BLM'S only reference to the Round II EIS in the 
Centennial Tract is a statement explaining that this .&act is part of two 
proposed tracts previously recommended for leasing. The only statement 
in the Forest Service’s EAS linking them to the Manti-L&al EIS ,is a sentence 
stating that cumulative impacts are expected to be within threshold limits 
established in the Manti-La&l EIS. Although the Forest Service documents 
that it used the Round II EIS in deciding to lease, this statement makes no 
reference to cumulative impact analyses and only appears in the llndings 
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of no significant impact; a two- to three-page document issued separately 
from EAS. .BLM and Forest Service interdisciplinary team leaders stated that 

,.I ,,, their ,links to cumulative impact discussions in previous EISS could have 
been clearer. ‘,’ 

I : BLM and Forest Service officials also. told us that cumulative impacts on 
8,. : manyof the resources were not documented because they were not raised 
/’ as issues during scoping., Scoping is a process employed early in the 

environmental evaluation by which ‘agencies, together with interested and 
affected parties, identifythe~.significant issues to be analyzed in depth and 
eliminate ,&orn detailed study the issues that are not significant. Although 
we.acknowledge that scoping can be effective in focusing the analysis on 
important issues, we were tiable to. verify that the agencies had evaluated 
the cumulative impacts on all the resources because of the lack of 
documentation in EAEL 

The Extent to Which, 
: 

Cumulative impacts were more completely addressed when the public 
Cumulative Impacts Were chose to be more involved.,B]LM officials in Wyoming told us that because 

Addressed Is Associated of concerns expressed by environmental groups and local citizens, they 

With the ‘l&e+ of Public addressed environmental impacts in more detail than would be expected 

Invol~qnent 
in most EAEL In addition, they <added that when the public expressed 
concern over impacts on a.specific resource, they discussed impacts on 
this resource in greater detail in subsequent environmental documents. 
Attendance at public meetings on environmental impacts in Wyoming was 
high, and an environmental group%ms also active in commenting on EAS 
prepared for tracts in Kentucky 

On the other hand, BLM and Forest Service officials in Utah told us that 
1 there was a lack ,of public concern over coal leasing in central Utah. At 

meetings to identify the possible scope of environmental impacts, 
attendance was low, generally consisting of coal company representatives 
and BIM and Forest Service personnel. In addition, Forest Service officials 
noted that they received few public comments on the three EAS that the 
Forest Service prepared. Members of one Utah environmental group told 
us that because of their limited resources, they are not concerned with 
coal mining in Utah’s Was&h Plateau and Book Cliffs but, instead, 
concentrate on their higher priorities in the Canyonlands and Kaparowitz 
Plateau. We also noted that there was little public involvement in 
environmental review in Alabama, where the Yellow Creek EA addressed 
cumulative impacts on 62 percent of the resources. 
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Conclusions ,, Since decertification of the. federal coal regions, surface-managing 
agencies,,for the most part, have prepared tract-specific EAS rather than 
the ~moredetailed..Elss, prepared .under the regional leasing process. While 

I these documents can provide an adequate basis for identifying and 
addressing the cumulative impacts :of coal mining, they did not always do 

‘,_..‘, that. NEPA requires that cumulative impacts be adequately assessed, and 
” -federal regulations and. n&s and the Forest Service’s handbooks require 

I,- that these impacts be documentedin EAS or EBS. The environmental 
> documents prepared, by BIA4 in Wyoming and the eastern states addressed 

cumulative impacts on,most resources, whereas EAS prepared by Bm and 
the Forest Service in Utah addressed cumulative impacts on an average of 
only 22 percent of .the resources. In Kentucky and Wyoming, where EAS 
and EISS more completely addressed cumulative impacts, the public chose 
to be more,involved in the environmental evaluation process. In Alabama, 
there was little publicinvolvement in the environmental review process, 

Agency CormWnts Both Interior and Agriculture accepted our proposal to reemphasize to’ 
,,.,,,, 

field personnel the importance of complying with requirements for 
and Oqr Evqluation ’ . identifying and’addressing cumulative environmental impacts from coal 

leasing and development. As a result, we are. no,longer making a 
,/. recommendation. On March 17, .I994, in response to a draft of this report, : 

BLM issued,an instruction memorandum to its field offices directing that 
,each environmental document either directly address cumulative impacts 
or incorporate, by reference, other environmental documents that address 
cumulative impacts. 

‘. 

‘, 
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BLM initially used projected demand for coal in its regional leasing.,program 
.). to help it determine the amount of coal to lease. Although FCLAA did not 

,‘?~’ requirernm to consider the> demandifor coal when making leasing 
: .; decisions, BLM chose to consider, demand under its regional leasing 

,’ ,’ , ” process to set leasing targets and:meet objectives that it had set for the 
;. ‘, 1 ,< coal program. ‘However;difficulties’in accurately projecting demand led 

;. ,, ?d ) sin‘l.to quickly reduce its reliance~ondemand in determining the amount of 
,/ /, coal to lease. Under the leaseby-ap@ication process, BLM does not set the 

‘, ’ amount of coalto be leased, and thus does not use projections of the 

/ demand for coal for that purpose. Not using the demand for coal in B&S 

LnA,process should not adversely affect FCLAA’S objectives, provided that 
‘provisions-in FCIAA such asthose dealing with diligence and*fair market 

.’ valuearesenforced. These provisions, for example, help ensure that leased 
,.j e’ I .s’ coalwill be developed i&timely manner and that the government 

:. ., ,.,, .,.‘,‘, ‘, receives a fair price) ’ ‘, ;. 

In, 1979; Interior issued regulations for a coal-leasmg\program designed in 
response< to an anticipated ‘large demand for federal coal. YI$e& regulations 
established proceduresfor.dete mg h&l+ ~&e&&g &g&q’ h p&, 

Consideted in Setting on the basis of the.projected demand for coal1 Although consideration of 

R&gional’C&$l hle” ,. the$rojected:demand for coal wasnot required by FCIAA, BLM chose to use 

_, ... 
projected demand along ‘with .otherfactors to meet the coal program’s 
objectives; These .objectives include (1) meeting national energy 
objectives, (2) promoting more desirable methods of developing coal, and 
(3) increasing competition in the coal industry. 

Under regional leasing, BLM initially tried to lease enough coal to exactly 
meet the demand and production estimates derived from the Department 
of Energy’s (DOE’S) projections. BIN estimated the amount of coal 
production expected ineach coal region in the absence of new federal 
leasing, and if this estimate fell short of DOE'S regional coal production 
goal, BIN would initiate new federal coal leasing to compensate for the 
shortfall 

However, the procedures for setting leasing targets provoked considerable 
controversy over the feasibility of precisely predicting coal’s supply and 
demand. It is very difficult to accurately predict the demand for coal, and 
the further into the future the forecasts are extended, the more unreliable 
the predictions become. For example, DOE'S medium 1978 coal demand 

‘Interior’s July 1982 regulations changed the process for determining future coal demand from one that 
sets leasing targets to one that sets leasing levels to account for the uncertainty in forecasting the 
future demand for coal. 
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projections for 1990 were 70 percent higher than what .actuallyz occurred. 
Difficulties in projecting demand, stem from the inherent uncertainties in 

’ ‘.,,, p;rojec~g&c~c~ cOn&nption, the use of.&&&& f&1$ LG .: : 

improvements in technology~ and. the ultimate effect@ of the, (2Jea.n & Act. 
As a result; Interior-de-emphasizedthe use. of projected demand as a. i’ 

‘/ determinant of the’ amount of coal to be offered for tease’ and instead used’ 
,’ :, 1 ‘: ./,,,i, projected’demand,as onlyone of many factors in deciding the amount of 

I, .’ ::. .< ! _,# coal to be offered:, ; 
’ I,,, ,’ ! 

,, “, ‘. 
: ,, 

Proj~ct~d,D~~~d: i .. Under the’ current IBA process, projected demand does not determine the 
,. :.: I 

Does T\T& .Determine~ ,. 
amount of coal that BIN offersfor lease. BLM’S coal regions changed to the 
mA,grocess because companies had excess production capacity from their 

the Amount of Coal to existing leases and the demand for additional coal leases was low. 

Be .Leqsed in the ,LBA Although BLM regulations require that projected demand be considered in 
the regional sale process, they do not require BLM to use such projections 

Process in the:LsA processConsequently, BLM does not base its decision to offer a 
speciti‘c tract for lease orrprojected demand for federal coal. Instead, a 

, company’s applicatiorsto lease a specific coal tract initiates the leasing 
processCollectively, industry’s expressions of demand for leases largely 
decide the amount of coal offered. :BLM also exercises some discretion 
about the amount of coal ,offered by reconfiguring lease tracts to ensure 
maximum economic recovery2 or delaying processing applications in 
response to changes in the coal market. 

According to a BIN offkial, companies generally have a good 
understanding of the coal market; and if they are willing to pay the fair 
market value for a tract, then they are demonstrating the demand for coal. 
Also, this official stated that FCLAA’S diligent development requirement 
discourages companies from leasing tracts that they do not intend to mine 
in a timely manner. As mentioned earlier, FCLAA’S requirements that leases 
be terminated if they are not producing commercial quantities of coal 
within 10 years of a lease’s issuance, were intended to discourage the 
speculative holding of coal leases. 

2Maximum economic recovery means that, on the basis of industry’s standard operating practices, all 
profitable portions of a leased federal coal deposit must be mined. 
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FCLA;4ls~,Obje~t~~es ‘. Ecm’addresses major congressional concerns with the federal 
.., 

CZUI Be Met: W$thout~ I; 
coal-leasing program-speculation, concentration of holdings, fair return 

.‘, to the p.ubl.ic -rnaxbnti teconotic’recovery of the resource environmental 
mg he:&@ Levels protection, and planning and:,public participation. It addrekes these 

to ,proje$tid D$i+i,, concerns by requiring ‘that companies diligently develop their leases, the 
r Justice iDepartment .revievir the concentration of the market, the federal 

;, :,,:* ,,I; ‘,‘;: ,; ” ). J : ,government receive, fairmarket value, and potential lease tracts be 
‘, configured to maximize the recovery of coal. If these provisions are 

enforced, FCIAA’S objectives can be’ met without trying to match leasing 
levels to projected demat-d. For ewW~~~,~@y@g,~~ d$genq, 

,’ development provision discourages companies from leasing tracts that’ 
they do not intend. to mine,in a timely manner, thereby discouraging the 

:’ ; ‘*;’ ,, ‘I speculative holding of leases and encouraging the. production: of leased f 
I I co& ,I ;’ . . ; ‘ I ,,I 1. 

_,.I j,j. j ‘, : ! ,/ ,I. :- 
‘FCIAA does notrequire that leasing levels betiedto’projected demand,as a 
means of achieving the act’s objectives. However, under the regional 

‘: leasing process, BLM tried. to tieleasing levels to projected demand. 
I, ,‘. Although some ofCongress)s concerns could be partially addressed by 

leasing exactly the amountof federal coal needed to meet projected 
,. demand, this proved very hard to do and the effort was discontinued. (See 

! app. II ,for a discussion of the demand for coal and the problems involved * 
in forecasting those levels). I 

.c 

Proponents of using projected demand, however, argue that demand 
projections are.impo&ant because they influence the government’s return 
from lease sales and should, therefore, influence whether and when BLM 

offers leases. For example, they argue that leasing would be curtailed in 
’ weak markets where leases would: obtain a lower fair market value and 

i ; ., . . increased in strong markets where lea& values would be higher; However, 
we. do ‘not believe Interior could count on receiving a higher value for 
leases if it adjusted leasinglevels to meet projected demand. Even if 
projected demand and coal prices are low when a lease tract is sold, there 
is no guarantee that they will be higher in the future or that the net present 
value of the resource will increase with a delay of the sale. Furthermore, 
FCLAA requires the receipt of fair market value, not maximization of federal 
revenues. BLM ensures that it obtains fair market value by independently 
assessing the market value of each coal tract and using the assessed value 
asthe minimum bid it will accept for a proposed sale. 
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Groundwater moving through mined areas becomes more mineralized. 
: Aquifers over surface-mined areas are removed, and aquifers adjacent to 

0 ,. i.,., fr surfaceandunderground mines can experience local drawdown. 
Mineralized or acid drainage from underground mines can pollute 

,!I ,’ ‘receiving streams,,killirig aquatic life and adversely affecting the water for 
_. :,, : recreational, ,domestic, and industrial use. 

,. .,,, ,’ -:’ ,/,I,, ‘_ :,_ .1. : j’, : s_ 0 ‘?:“,:,, , , 
// 3 Thd clea&cutting ‘of forests over large areas during surface mining 

increases erosion and subsequently increases the deposition of sediment 
in streams and reservoirs. Clear-cutting also degrades visual quality, and 
the associated increase in runoff can result in loca@Iooding.JVith the _,. ,, ,., 

,. : removal ofvegetation,~wildlife’s habitat is temporarily lost and can be 
permanently altered depending on how the land is reclaimed;“’ ’ -,vi I. ,.a, ‘8 ’ 1 ,: : ‘I ,’ ‘_ , ,’ 

/,I’. ! / ‘, . < : ” :. ,,: I’ )*‘. r., 

consist of broad plateaus, narrow ridges and valleys, and rugged hills. 
“< !, Elevations range up to 3,OOO:feet. An average annual precipitation of over 

‘.*,:, ,; I. 45 inches per year supports a forest consisting primarily of upland 
., ‘I. _,::t hardwoods. 

This portion of Kentucky is rural and contains no major cities. The 1990 
population of the 35 counties comprising this area was about 336,000. The 
principal land use is forest, and subordinate uses of land include pasture 
and cropland. Coal mining is a major industry in the area 

The Kentucky Department of Mines and Minerals has estimated that this 
portion of the state contains over 55 billion tons of coal reserves. Most 
federal coal is located on small isolated tracts, and less than 1 percent of 
the state’s reserves are under federal lease. Most of the minable coal 
occurs in the Pennsylvanian Breathitt Formation-a sequence of siltstone, 
sandstone, shale, and coal. Coal is mined by both surface and underground 
methods. 

Environmental impacts associated with coal mining in the Kentucky 
portion of the Appalachian Basin are generally similar to those we 
described in Alabama However, acid-mine drsinage in this part of 
Kentucky is seldom troublesome as it is quickly neutralized by cakxreous 
minerals in the surrounding rock. 
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Accurately Estimating FYut~re Demand for 
Coal Leases Is Difficult 

Accurately Predicting 
Future Demand for 
Coal Leases Is 
DifficUlt 

! 

In relation to the Bureau of Land. Management’s (BIM) cod- leasing 
program, there are two typesof demand the market demand,for coal and 
individual companies’ demand. for coal leases.’ The market demand for 
coal is the ‘total of all demand .from companies that use coal. In other 
words, it is the number of coal purchases that companies are willing and 
able to make, given the price of coal and its availability. Similarly, the 
demand for coal leases is the number of coal leases that individual 
companies’ are willing. and able to: lease, given the price and availability of 
those leases. 

It can be extremely difficult to accurately predict the demand for coal, and 
the further into the future the forecasts are extended, the more unreliable 
the predictions become. For example, the Department of Energy’s (DOE) 

1978 medium cod demand projection foyV$~~y~ ?fi ,pqx$@3yy $* 
what actually occurred, and its projection for 1990 w$s 70,percent higher. 
The demand for coal is reflected”in the amount of coal cons$ued. Figme 
II. 1 illustrates, the difference between DOE’S projection for consumption. ‘ 
and actual consumption. As a result, if BLM sets cod-leasing hkels strictly 
on the basis of the projected future demand for coal, it risks offering and 
evaluating more (or fewer) leases than the number that will sell. 

‘In economic terms, “demand” refers to the purchases (e.g., of goods) that people are willing and able 
to make, given the prices and choices available to them, Demand, in this general sense, is determined 
by a variety of factors, including: a good’s own price, related goods’ prices and availability, the size of 
the population, people’s level of income, and people’s expectations. 
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_ , /  :  -’ 

Figure 11.1: Comparison Between DOE’s For-St@ COdConsumption and,Actu&! Consumption 
-.” :+i, ‘, ,;.I .., “( : ; ,I~,.. ,.I +, :, !,- : ; 1: .; I;,:* ! ’ : *, 
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Source: Forecasted consumption-W’S Regional Coal Production Forecasts, DOE. Actual 
consumption-i 992 Annual Energy Review, Dot. , 

This difficulty in accurately projecting the demand for coal and coal leases 
arises primarily from the large number of factors that influence the 
demand for coal and the urkertainties surrounding those factors. Some of 
the significant factors that influerke the demand for coal and coal leases 
include: the demand for electricity, coal prices (including the cost of 
transporting the coal from the mine to the buyer (primarily public 
utilities), the quality of coal (includ@g Btu2?a measure ,of hea@ng , 

’ ~&i&-and sulfur content), the price and”av&labiliQ?of other energy 
sources (e.g., hydroelectric, nuclear power, and energy conservation), the 
number of coal users, government policies (e.g., the ultimate effects of the 
Clean Air Act amendments) and expectations about the availability of 

2British thermal unit. 
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Coal Leases Is Difficult ’ 

’ f,.ime e&era; io,.,@t&s”:-;lF& &&plei; &8’ e&&&&bi&, tl.,e;tl&e ‘197’s a;nd 1 

early 1989s ,of energy shortages resulted in’G~ increased demand for coal, / 
higher coal prices, and consequently a higher demand for coal leases. 

‘, _’ .,/, 
1 
I 

Accurately estimat&g the demand for coal leases is, also diflicult because j ‘. 
‘a of the lag time between when the demand for cod is estimated and when 
_ !, the leases are sold and developed., l$ring regional leasing, for example, i 

market conditions,changed significantly after leasing levels were set. As a’ :r 
., result, BLM selected and evah&ed many tracts that .were not leased. 

8’. ,: ;<: 
? 1,. 

‘,, ‘, 

<‘Coal Prices Have 
~~,~eclined~&n& 1975, 

con&& so today., Slowgrowth in demand by public utilities, chronic 

I overcapacity in the coti industry, and.!@proved, production technology 
., havesforced coal pr@es”down sincet&e~ly-~999s. The average price of 

coal somi$the~Umted St& ~~,r~as~~‘.~o~~~u~. J~9~~ but has 
.’ stea&ly decreased through 1991; ‘(See fig. ni.“2.j’- ““’ ” s _, ’ 
: ,. ; ,’ , ,,., : , i “’ _I, ‘_ :r “., .” “‘, “,, , r’ ,. Y& ‘0: ‘;f : ,: ,,, , ,, :y:,: ‘, :P :, 2’; ,,_,I ,, 

(1, ., ,d,. W:;.( (: ,, .,,lj ‘“-‘:m:<,, ~,‘,‘~~~~!~~~~$i ,T, G<:,,i ,!,,, ‘1; iji~,~~i,Fll~~~J~:‘, ,,I r 1 ( ;!;-’ ,: ,:’ ‘i,, ,, 
_. ’ ‘: !. ‘.>I, .i 

Figure 11.2: Average U.S. Coal Prices, 1959 Through 1991 

40 Dollars 

Year 

sourde: 1992 Annual Et&& f3db.b~ bOl!: ! 

I.- 
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‘1,’ 

/I. 

/“, :, 

“1. ,: 

We found,general agreement:among nr,Moffici& that the decline in coal 
prices can be attributed to the~increasingamountsof less-expensive coti 
produced from Powder River,Basin mines. In economic terms, the decline 
in coal prices is primarily the result of a %hift,” or increase in the supply of 
coal, rather than a change in demand. This increase in supply is a 
consequence of coal suppliers’ bringing more coal to the market at each ., 
price level. This is possible because of changes in technology (such as the 
“long-wall miner”- a machine used in underground mining operations) 
and larger surface operations in the West (thus, taking advantage of 
economies of scale in coal mining). As a result, supply has increased, and 

-I the price of coal has dropped-even though demand may not have 
changed-d the quantity of coal has increased. 

,I ,j,./ “.’ .I 
Primarily as a result of supply increases and price decrepes, ,the qua&y 
of coal demanded-as measured bythe consumption of coal-has steadily 

:. risen over time.3 Figure II.3 shows the co&xunption of U.S. coal, from 1949 
through 1991. 

, ::. ,:I,: ” j !,<,(,i! . .I,,, ,../,,“,, ‘. :, _,: ?I I ,: :,,,.,.. : >’ ;. 4:‘: ‘2,~. ,k-,,i: : T?’ .:*: ., .Z‘. _:: _ .’ t,‘d,,‘i,~,.~‘.~ ,,b ,,, i, ,1, ,:.,fi ,’ _’ .j 1,..:, s., .,,’ ., ,- ,, / , < ,&‘! ,; ‘:- .,., ! I’ :,‘, : ,‘i* ,,‘;:.” (.._ :. 

3The growth rate of consumption, however, has decreased since 1983. 
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Accurately Estimating Future Demand for ’ 
Coal Leases Is Difficult 

Figure 11.3: U.S. Coal Consumptidn, 1949 Through 1991 .j 
‘I II(,;~ ‘,’ ,i,‘,,,‘- ‘> ,‘. ,i:’ 

900 Tons “’ 

1949 

Year 

Source: 1992 Annual Energy Review, DOE. 

Even though the consumption of coal has risen (albeit recently, at a 
decreasing rate), the demand for federal coal leases has not similarly 
increased. Figure II.4 shows the number of federal coal leases issued from 
1978 through 1992. The demand for federal coal leases remains far below 
the high level of demand experienced in the early 1980s. The demand for 
leases peaked in 1982, when 40 federal coal leases were issued. In 
comparison, three federal coal leases were issued during 1992. Thus, even 
without a large number of federal coal leases being issued, the I L- 
consumption of coal increased. 
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Figure 11.4: Federal Coal Leases Issued, 1978 Through 1992 
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O 
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Year 

1990 1991 1592 

‘Source: Federal Coal Management Report, fiscal year 1991, the Department of the Interior. 

, , a  

According to a BLM official, the slight increase in demand for coal leases in 
1990 and 1991 reflected a “pent-up demand.” That is, applicants fi-ustrated 
by the delays inherent in BLM’S regional coal sale process were eager to 
submit app&ations under the, lease-by-application process. In the near 
future, BLM officials do not anticipate an increase in the number of coal 
lease applications. 
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Letter to the Acting, Solicitor; ,I)epartment of ,’ 
the Interior 

,/’ :  I ,  

oaceoftheGeserdc4lamel , !  ., 
i 

,. K, 
B-252412 :,1, 

February 22, 1993 

Timothy S. Elliott Esq. _' 
Acting Solicitor 
Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 ./ .( 
Dear Mr. Elliott: " 
The General Accounting Office is presently reviewing various 
aspects of, the Bureau of Land Management's (BLM) coal 
leasing program'pursuant to a congressional request. one of 
the matters we are reviewing concerns the application of 
section 2(*(2) (A) of the Mineral Leasina Act GYLA). as 

30 Uc.9.C. § 201 (a) (2) (A), to'the Kerr-i&Gee Coal '- 
Corporation. As of December 31, 1986, under this provision 
the Secretary of Interior is barred, except in certain 
limited circumstances, from issuing 'any new &%A leases (e.g. 
oil and gas, as well as ccal leases) to any entity which 
presently Holds and has held a federal coal lease(s) for a 
period of 10 years and is not producing coal from its lease 
deposits in commercial quantities. 

Although Kerr-McGee has not mined coal from the East 
Gillette Federal Mine/Clovis,Point Mine Logical Mining Unit 
(Clovis Point LMU)' for several years, BLM has continued to 

"issue new,MLA oil and gas and'coal leases to the company, 
having concluded that section 2;(a) (2) (A) does not prohibit 

'the issuance of such leases. On February 4, 1993, GAO staff 
met with Paul. S,myth, Acting AS,sOCiate Solicitor for Energy 
and Resources, and Sharon Allender, Assistant Solicitor for 
,Onshdre Minerals, to discuss this matter. 

This letter includes a list o'f &estions, some of which were 
discussed in our February 4 meeting, for which we would like 
a written reply. 

The key facts in this case are as follows: 

-- BLM issued two coal leases to Kerr-McGee on 
October 1, 1965, lease W-0313668, and on 
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,January I, 1970, le,ase W-0311810.' We understand 
that coal has never been produced on either of 

',Z these leases. Section 2(a)2(A) of the MLA'applies 
to these Xeases.' 

J, . ,  

,._ -- Cn ISeptember 26, 1986;' Kerr-McGee received ELM 
approval:,to,comb$ne'these two nonproducing federal 
coal leases with its producing state coal lease to 
form the,Clovjs Point LMU.' As a result of the 
formation of the LMU, Kerr-McGee was considered to 
have satisfied the requirkments of section 
2 (a) 2 (A), and accordingly, was eligible to receive 
new ML+ leases. Under the LWU the production on 

. Kerr+cGee's state lease is construed as having 
: %' occurred. on the federal leases in the LMU.a 

-- Kerr-McGee commenced production on the stmte lease 
'5' in: AugustL.979.. Since then, Kerr McGee has 

produced 18.5,million tons of coal under this 
":lease, cf which 2.3I'million has been prodticed 

since.the LMU was.cr,eated in 1986. The company's 
investment in'm'iniiig and'eguipment since 1979 has 
exceeded $27 million.' 

-- In March 1988, bicahe‘of depressed market 
cond&t@ns-.and c.ontract regui$xments, the LMU 
mining operation was temporarily suspended. The 
mine was placed in a standby status in accordance 
with a plan for interim stablilization apgtoved by 
the Wyoming Department df Environmental Quality 
and subsequently'submitted to, and approved by, 

%&a&e No. W-U313668 was readjusted on October 1, 1985, and 
Lease No. W-0311810 on January 1, 1990. 

aA Logical Mining Unit refers to an area of land in which 
the coal' reserves can be .developed in an economically 
efficient manner as a unit. It may consist of one or more 
Federal leases and, may include adjacent lands in which the 
United States does not own'the coal. All lands in the LMU 
should be under the effective control of a single 
operator/lessee and be operated as a single operation. 
30 U.S.C. § 202a(l) and 43 C.F.R. §3480.0-5 (19). An LMU 
mining plan approved by the Secretary of Interior will 
contain diligent development, operation, and production 
requirements for mining the coal. 

'Section 5(b) of FCLAA, 30 U.S.C. § 202(a) (3). 

'Letter, dated October 1, 1991, from Bolland h Hart, 
attorneys for Kerr-McGee, to the Denver Regional 
Solicitor's office at p.1. 

2 B-252412 
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‘>, 

other agencies, including BLM.' Kerr-McGee never 
applied for the suspensio‘n of operations because 
of force maieure‘ or any other reason. 

,-.- Since ,i,ts.temporar,y.,suspension of coal mining on 
the LMU, Kerr-McGee ha's cbnU.nued to maintain and 
abide by the terms a'nd conditions of its permits. 
Full time security is provided and monthly 
regulatory inspections. are conducted. Facility 
reclamation maintenanre takes place at annual cost 
of $75,000.' 

,I 
-- In October 1991, Kerr-McGee asserted it could 

reactivate the LMU'within'a short period of time and 
had several possibilities for selling newly recovered 
coal .’ 

-- In'the fieriod March 1988 - October 1992, BLM issued 109 
oii' and gas and' coal lid$es to Kerr-McGee. &December 

'~1991ySLM staff determined that section 2(a)2’(A) did 
notdisqualify Kerr&McGee from participating in the 
Jatiobi, Ranch coal: lease sale. On October 1, 11992, a 
lease (WYW117924) was' issued to Kerr-McGee as the 
successful bidder forthis sale. . . '. 

smEwyrsTA-luor, RtGmim1om9 / 

Section 2(a) (2) (A) of the,M& 30 U.S.C. 5 201(a)(2)(A), 
provides, in relevant part, ', 

"The'Secretary shall not issue a lease or leases 
under the terms of this Act to any petson, 
association, corporation, . . . where any such 
entity holds a lease or lispses issued by the 
United States to coal deposits and has held such 
lease or leases for a period‘of ten years when 
such entity is not, except as provided in section 
7(b) 130 U.S.C. 9 207 (b)] o,f this Act, producing 
coal from the lease deposits in commercial 
quantities. In computing the ten-year period 
referred to in the 'previous sentence, periods of 

'Holland 6 Hart letter, at Q. 2. 

“Section 2(a) (2) (A) of the MLA incorporates the force 
maieure clause of section 7(b) of the MLA, 30 U.S.C. § 
207 (b). Production can be suspended because of “strikes, the 
elements, or casualties not attributable to the lessee." 

'Holland h Hart letter at p. 5. 

'u. at Q. 5. 

3 El-252412 
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:  

I  

1 

time prior to August 4, 1976, shall not be 
counted.” 

Under BLM regulations, "producingn means-- 
,’ ” :actix+y severing coal, 'or.bper&ing an ongoing mining 

' operafioh in accdrdance with sthndard industry .' _: operaticn pxaci'i'ces'. A lease is deemed to be 
producing, even though: 

‘“(k) Seyerance is teinEjorarily suspended for 
reason's beyond the’reasonable control of the 
operator/lessee . including but not 
l'imitsd to factors'*s&h as: Dragline or 
other equipment maying, breakdown, or repair: 
'overburde!n ‘+noval; sale of coal from 

,, stockpil;s,s; 
I' governmental 

vacktions and hkidays; orders of 
authoritiyj.,coal buyer's 

operatious',pf its p,gyOr pldnts that require 
) ,' the,;coal. buye,r,to stop taking coal shipments 

for’a’limitkd duratibn"of'time; or 

"(ii) Severed coal is being processed, 
loaded, or'transported'from the point of 
severance to the poiht'of sale. 
43 C.F.5. 9 3qfO.O-$t(rr) (6) ,(1992). .' ,I ,, 1. 

‘Q~T10pr8 

We have the following questions’regarding BLM’s issuance of 
mineral leases to Kerr-McGee under the facts set out above: 

1. Did section 2(a) (2) (A) of the WLA bar BLM from issuing 
109 new mineral leases to Kerr-McGee, after production 
stopped on the Clovis Point LMU in March 19887 Please 
provide a detailed explanation of the basis for your answer. 

2. In this connection, is Kerr-MkGee’s cessation of coal 
production since 1988, while maintaining the Clovis Point 
LMU ready to resume production on'short notice, “operating 
an ongoing mining operation in accordance with standard 
industry operation practices,’ as that term is used to 

'BLM Information Bulletin No. 90-33, November 13, 1989, 
Attachment 1-4, mentions that a coal lease will still be 
considered as producing under section 2(a)(2)(A) if it was 
producing before an emergency closure and the closure was 
regarded as within the ambit of standard industry operating 
practices. The examples of closures that would be included 
in such practices were all of a limited time duration, not 
exceeding several months. 

4 B-252412 
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define *producing" in 43 C.F.R. S 3400.0-5(rr) (6)? (Please 
also consider in formulating your answer BLM Information 
Bulletin,,,pO-33, Attachment l-4.) ., 
AiSO. in %nswering this guestion, blease describe what facts 

, demon.st,rate that ,$r,jng <his Cj-yeai period Kerr-McGee has 
tie&i '- opprhting an,ongoing mining, operation." Compare such 
!facts with the examp'les given $n"paragraph (i) of the 
regulation, for :'producin@.coal without actually severing 
it, which are all of a short-term nature. Also, please 
explain,why Kerr-McG,ee's activities are "in accordance with 
standard industry operation ,practices* and how such 
pradtices have been +sce’rt+ned, e.g., cases, industry 
ass,ocigti$ns,, coal company surveys, etc. 

3..'.lXvbn if.Xeer-M&e activities are consistent with 
standard industry p%tices, isn't nonproduction because of 
market conditions -hi. very practice of pre-PCLAA lessees 
that:'se'cfi~fC'Z~a)i(P.)‘aimebl to eliminate? Has nonproduction 
for. inaikkgi. conditions"e,ver been permissible under either 
sectibn"2.(a),(2) (A)“or 'section 7(a) diligence requirements of 
the MLA? 

4.'.What legal action may/must the Department of Interior 
&ike.once iti has discovered j.t has issued an improper lease? 

We would appreciate an answer to these questions within 30 
days of the receipt of this letter.,,, Eor any inquiries 
concerning the contents of this letter, please contact 

.Stanley Feinstein,.Senior Attorney, at 202- 512-7648 or by 
FAX at,202-512:7703.~. 

Alan Richard Xasdan ,' 
.Assisfant General Counsel : 

5 B-252412 
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:‘I 

,  

.’ 

I .  j 

Washington, LUG 2034.8, ,!:.,, ,, : ' i, .' " :, .~ 
"i.2;. 

. (.Qear Mr.~'IJas&n:, ': " lli ', > :, ',I rr' :. ,.;i. .' .i 
,, II L 

.. / 
‘By your let<er .of ‘Febrga$ ?i ’ IT “* ,, ,1993&u..have asked several 
guest&$ ,ab*ou,t the, '&al, lea~s+,ng'pro&im gdministered by the 
Bureau &?& :I+!@ ~M~,P~VpW~ (.qJ$) . We,.ap@lod$ie that our response 
has $aken.Longer.than exp,ected.! 'iioweve& because your inquiry 

j ., has, raist+ ibisues..of~i,policy, it: .was,,i;mpdrfant that 
Li~p.~e'-ent.~tives"Vf::~h,~ durreii~.A~i3i,strati~n carefufly review 
these matters. : . .', j. 
Your inquiry con,ce~ri? section 2(a)(2)(A) of, the Minei.al Leasing 

,-Act (MLA)!,:jas ,amended 3O:u.SX.,.g 201(a) (2)(A) (1988). Congress 

en.acted,se@ion 2.(a)(&(d) in theFederal‘ Coal Leasing Amendments 
Act of .1976, (FCJLA),.90. Stat, iO.8371085.. 'Se+ion 2(a)(2)(A) 

,prohibi~~..thegSec~eta~ of the,,Ynterior, qfter December 31, 1986, 
from i"ssuing ,a Eederal,,.minera,l,,j,leCie under the MIA to a Federal 
coal,,Jessee that has held ,a lease for t@-~ y:e'ars and is not 
producing .froga,*the,lea,se i,n commercial quantities. Your inquiry 

__ , conc&ns .how".section 2(a)(2)(A),applies t.9: two Federal coal 
leases..heJ,d by.the Kerk+M+ee Coal .~orpo,rati'on (KerrLMcGee) which 
are included. ina logical mini,ng,;un,it (LWU),. 1. *.a 

. ,  ‘,‘>, ‘I 

, ,  :  

* ,, . . ^ * 
on September 25, 1991, Kerr-McGee submitteda bid to acquire a 
Federal coai iease ata competitive lease sale held in Cheyenne, 
Wyoming. Ker&McGee's eligibQity for the lease was examined by 
the Wyoming State Office of the BLW for‘compl?iance with section 
2(a)(2,)(A) because,.,at the time of the lease sale, K&r-McGee 
held.two inactive Federal doal leases known as the East Gillette 
leases. ,!Che East Gil$ette.leqses are Lease No. W-0311810, issued 
January"&, &970, and readjusted under FCLAA on January 1, 1990, 
and Lease No. W-031366.0, issued,pctober 10, 1965, and readjusted 
on October 1, 1.985, respectively.,, No production has ever 
occurred,on.the,East.Gille.tte,.leases. 

Kffe&ive.September"26,,.1986 , 'and~,'pursiiant to section 2(d)(l) of 
the @¶I.& the East Gillette leases were combined with an .ildjoining 
coal lease issued by the State of Wyoming (Clovis Point State 
lease) to form an LWU known as the East Gillette Federal, 
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,  
..’ .  .  

Mine/Clovis Point Mine Logical Mining Uhi<.,(Cloviti Point IMU). 
The effective ddte of thi,Xl&is Point,:ti,came little more than 
three months before the operable date;'of .th&.@rohibition 
contained in section ,2(a)(2)(A), Dece&er:$i;.)1986. Purauatit to 
section.l2(d)(l), of, the MLA, the BLN amended-the provisions of the 
East Gillette leaaea so that mining undeir'the leases would be 
consistent with the requirements imposed on the IMU. Section 3 
of the stipulations of approval for the Clovis Point LWU provided 
that the diligent development and continuous operation 
requirements of the individual Federal leases were superseded by 
the diliaent develoonknt and,contifiuous ,&e':r‘ation reouirementk 
imposed b the m.- -, ', - 

Pursuant to section 2(d)(2) of the‘ l&k, the'lessee consented to 
I&KJ stipulations requiring diligent development, continuous 
operation and production. The'rikoverable rdserves of the LMU 
were set: forth in the F stipulations as 304,346,OOO tons, with 
Keir-UcGee,t;o,mine 3,'043,460 tons of/o+1 from anywhere within 
the IMJ to achi$ve c?~~rcfal,,~d~~ities; Pursuant to section 
2(d)(3) of +a v,LA,, thi MU's, stitiuldtions of approval provide in 
section '3(g) that, for purpdses~ofme~ting the commercial 
quantities reguireF+k of sedfion',2(a) (2)\(A),, production on any 
lind'within the-MU is constiuad.as occurring on all Federal coal 
leases within the IMU. 

' Th+ Clovis Point State lease was issubd in 1979 and mining 
commqnced'immedizitely. Froth 1979-1988, Kerr-McGee produced about 
18.5 millioq tons of coal from,thi‘Clovis Point State lease, 2.3 
million tons of which were,produced after' the formation of the 
Clovis Point LMU. In March 1968;Kekr-McGee ceased mining 
operations on the Clovis Point State lease 'in the Clwis Point 
IHU,,apd placed the mine on stand-by.status in accordance with a 
plan of‘interim stabilization apprdved'YB the Wyoming Department 
of Environmental Quality. Kerr-McGee @iaracterizes this action 
as .a temporary cessdtion ‘of minin'g ONrations, citing depressed 
mark& conditions, high mining costs , :and the low heat content of 
the coal relative to competing mines as the factors prompting its 
decision. Since mining operations on the Clovis Point INU 
ceased, ?LW has reportedly issued Kerr-McGee over 100 additional 
Federal 611 and gas leases under the MLA. 

f1. DirouSSiQg 

A. ,Application of Section 2(a)(2)(A) to Federal coal Leases. 

1. The Federal coal Leasing Amendments Act and the 
Prohibition contained in Section 2(a)(2)(A). 

Congress sought to eliminati what it regarded as the speculative 
holding of Federal coal leases when it passed FCLAA in 1976. 92 
I.D. 537, 540 (1985). The year FCLAA was enacted, only 60 out of 
a total of 533 outstanding coal leases were in production. &j. 
The other 473 were being held by the payment of nominal annual 

t- 

k- 

L 
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: ‘ advance.royalties .in:lieu of ~production.,.J,&, Prior.to FCLAA, 
the-Secretary had 'discretion to,;suspend the, condition of 

, production.for.an indefinite.period of time as long as the lessee 
, .: palid advance 'royalty.'~.i:~..30;,U.S;C~~ 5 29% (,L1970!).,. There was no 

effe’btive .etetutory: nechanism. in place .to.ensure diligent 
:development; : G: 15 li I ' 1, :/,&,/,i t..,*, ,". .</ ,I i 

;  ’ I ,  F/’ ” Y 

Sections 3 and 6 of F&were specifically designed to 
disoouracre sneculat%on; 92,1.D. 537,. 540 (19,85). Section 6 
amended 6ectlon f(a).of.the.MLA to:reguire,.the termination of a 
lease, that faiPs:to:produce commerc.iaJ: quantities within ten 
yeaxy . 30 U.S.C. -5 207(a) (1988).,,. ,Section 3. added section 
2(a)(2)(A) to,.the ,XIA, which prohibits the Secretary from issuing 
a Federal-.mineral 'lease under the,.J&ii to a,:lef3see who holds a 

-2Federal:coal lease.~for lO~,years after, December 31, 19.76, and is 
not producing coal in commercial quantities.,,. 30 U.S.C. 
5 2U1(a)i(2)(A)~:(1988)*;1~ One,di,ffer.ence in these two provisions 
i's that ;section .6 is prospective;' it only applies to:Federal coal 
leases issued or readjusted after the enactment of FCLAA. 

.' -Section.2,(6)$2)(A),..on the otherhand, is a .manifestation of j Congressional,trustration over, the lack oft development on pre- 
'enactment leases;.. its prohibition- a plies to all Federal coal 
1easeseffective;;Decenber 3'1, 1986. P 

,-,., 
,". 2. The Sedretary Is Authorised'to"Approve the Formation of 

I.MU's,,and to Establish Provisions ,for LMU Compliance 
., with Section 2(a)(2)(A). 

Llnder se&ion2(d) of the HI& .the Seoretary~ds authorized to 
approve the consolidation of Federal coal leases with other 

: 'Section 2(a)(2)(A)' of the MLA, as added .by section 3 of 
FCIAA, provides: 

The Secretary shall not issue a lease or leases under 
the terns of this Act to any person, association, 
corporation, or any,subsidiaq, affiliate, or persons 
controlled by or under cormaon control with such person, 
-association, or corporation, where any such entity 
holds a.lease or leases for a period of ten years when 
such entity is not, except a8 provided for in section 
207(b) of.this title, producing coal from the lease 
deposits in commercial quantities. In computing the 
ten-year period referred to in the preceding sentence, 
periods of time prior to August 4, 1976, shall not be 
counted. 

30 U.S.C. 5 201(a)(2)(A) (1988). 

a This deadline was extended by the Act of December 19, 1985, 
from August 4, 1986,'to December 31, 1996. Pub. L. No. 99-190, 
5 101(d) (1985). 
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Federal leases'or non-Federal: .lands,.or b&hi. into ah LUfJ. 30 
U.6.C: f  202a(I)- (1988)rr "%ny,minfngaplan established for an IMU 
mustcotiUort with certain~ireguirements .foundl.in me&ion 2(d)(2) 
df the, t&k5 Once.an-'IMUikestablished, the:,Secretdry is 
authorized to ainend-any ‘F8d8r&:E8aS8 included in anjLUU so that 
its ~~I?IUS are CbnSist8nt With the rigUirsinenfS imposed on the 
LMU. 30 F.S.C. 5 202a(4) (1988). ..,,,_ ,,V'\ ./'., '/,( :. ,:,,, ..*I 
The Secretary is vested with the authorityunder mection 2(d)(3) 
of the' MLAb'to provide that,production froWnon-Frderal leases 
in‘an ~I,MU~~iii::attributab18a.to'F8deral ,laases. in the INU. 30 
U.S.C. 5’ ‘202a$3) (1988):. Under:.ssection 2(d)(3) of the MIA, the 
'S8cretary,Jappears to have.4liscretion.to.emtablish the meens of 
coinDlidnce‘with' section 2(8')(2)(A) fdr lesmeee which,hold Coal 
le&s8S inizluded within MU'6.J Thks~intlrpretatiOn Of the term 
zpro;duction;n asused-:in ,section :2.(d);(J) ;. and; wproducing,n as 
uisied in"s&tion 2(a):(2)'(A),;' rests;'on the plain meaning of ye 
statutory Ianguage, :'as well as FCI&A*s,.legisIative history. 
..,.!1., , .: i',,:. 'I : :i I 1, > 

" 'In sum, the Se'dretary is au~~~~ze~,,tb.a~~~o~e the formation of 1 ; an:LMU jiztintaining Federal leases and,non-Federal lands and anend 
the provisions ‘of 'any lease included 'inthei,IHU so that its 
reguir8ments'~for diligent development,. continuous operation and 

'production are consistent with th8 IJ¶U*s requirements. Further, 
the.,Secretary may also'attribute .production on any Federal lease 
& non-Federal lands within the:. LMUto all Federal leases in the 
LMU. As a result, it appears,that the Secretary has discretion, 
pursuant to section 2(d)(3) of the ML?I to establish that 
c+plia,nce with LMU provisions regardfng ,diligant development, 

',) 7.' ,: 

3The I.MU mining plan tiuSt r8gklir8 SuCh'"dilig8nt deVelOpraent, 
operation, and production" that the reserves of the entire unit 
will b8 mined within forty years,. 30 U.S.C;. 5 202a(2) (1988). 

'Section 2(d)(3) of the.MLA, as added by section 5(b)(3) of 
FCLAA; states that "[iIn 'approving a logical mining unit, the 
Secretary nay provide . . . that,,diligent developsent, continuous 
operation and' production ,on. any non-Faderal land in an logical 
mini&unit be construed as oCdUrring on all Federal 18aSeS in that 
logical mining unit." 30 U.S.C. 202a(3)(1988). 

IA 1985 Solicitor's Opinion addressed this issue as follows: 

5Ven though no direct reference t0 Section 2(a)(2)(A) was 
made in the. LMU debate, section 2(a)(2) (A) is, although 
indirect, a requirement forcing "due dilig8nC8" from 
existing leases, and we conclude nothing prevents LMU 
relief from attributing to's non-producing lease the 
production that avoids the section's prohibition. 

Wection 2(a)(2)(A) of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920," 92 I.D. 
11, 555 (1985). 

4 
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, !P 

I  

I ,  

.: 

/’ 

, *  : ,  

~~-'dontin~~dds",dperation and -produ'ction, will, when satisfied, also 
serv.&to' meet'.fhe requirement. for production in commercial 

: guantitl,esl,,found in section 2(a)(2) ,(A). 
,., ,. ‘I” ‘,’ .: (” i ‘, i ,” 

I : , ‘,, 
< 

r .q 1’ ,1 
., ,'I, P', ~&ingr~ss Under&cWd'thatLWUts Could Operate as an 
," ,, ,!-,:Exemption, from Diligenbe Requirements. / ,: (' ," :yy :, ,_,>, 'I ,,,.I ) : : ,: . ,') :., 
-1. AXtic&& the interaction'beitween. section ‘2(a),(2)(A) and section 

,2(d)'~is~nb;t“speciffcaliy. explained in the !i-egislative record, 
severail domments lead to the"conclusion that, when granting the 
Secretary broad discretion in the formation of LWU's, Congress 
understood that LWU's could operate as an exemption from the 

'. dftiige&e requirements of'sections.2(a)(2)(A) and 7(a) of the 
WLA. Patsy Mink, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Mines and 

*. ; Wining, appears to have understood the LMU provisions to be an 

,.c* exempt%on:'for pre-;enactment leases from the diligence 
reguiremonts:;'tbat .would otherwise be controlling. Chairman Blink 

: 'referred to the effect of ~LWU',‘s on diligence requiredents when 
Ii ~dis&ssingthe nee'd.for public, hearings on IMJ formation: 

.\, I .: 
With respect to logical mining units, where we are 

.' providing an enormous exemption ..toithe requirements of 
due diligence and continuous operation by permitting 
these old leases,toabe consolidated and treated as one, 
that certainly the publpc.ought to be heard: they 
ought to.be apprised of.exhdtl,y.:which leases are being 

"( consolidated:and thereby beiing:-,given this extraordinary 
'exemption. '1 ,I ..*. ! , 

',' .'I 8,;. ,, 
122 Gong; Rec.'507 '(Jan. 21, 1976).. ~ '. 

Later in the discussion, Chairman Mink explained her 
understanding of how ,LWW's;were intended to interact with 
requirements for @@due.diligence, in *dsvelopmenlY of existing 
leases where she stated: 

<: .' 
" ," [T]he bill here relates to a'consoiidatfon of existing 

leases . . . because if we,do not &ye the Secretary of 
the Interior the authority to.consolidate these old 

'I 1 leases then every, one would have to comply with the 
requirements of due diligence in development which 
might not be feasible. So we ,have, agreed to permit 
this;Zimited use of the UgI device.in order to provide 
for an exemption. 

These remarks support, our conclusion .that Congress could be seen 
to have understood that LWUls could operate as an exemption from 
section 2(a)(2)(A) because they acknowledge that the'statute 
authorizing the formation of MU18 would, in effect, extend the 
diligence period for many existing Federal coal leases. 

5 
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4. Regulations Implementing Section, 2 (a)(2)(A) Allow UlU's 
to Operate.as an Exemption f,rom Diligence Reguirements. 

The regulations implementing section'i'(a)(2)(A) are set out in 
the.rules governing the lease qualification reguirenents for 
Federal coal leases.. The disgualification,stated insection 
2(a)(2)(A) is repeated in general terms at, 43 C.F.R. # 3472.1- 
2(e)(l)(i). The rule specifically, addressing the lease 
qualifications of a holder of a Fedeyal. coal.leese iricluded in an 
IMU is found in subsection 3472.1-2(e)(6)($i)(E). It provides: 

, , ,  

(ii) An entity shall not be>dis&alified under the 
provisions of this subpart if eaqh,lease that the 
entity holds is: 'i 

(E) Czntained d an,.apprc&d l'kqica: yining unit 
which is producin~coaline with tl~2 

of amrova& 
(f) of this tit19 ,... 

43 'C.F.R. 5 3472.1-2(e)(6)(ii)(E) (1991). 

The Secretary has exercised the authority granted to him in FCLAA 
concerning the interaction between IMU's and section 2(a)(2)(A) 
by,pr,oviding.in the rules that the UlU must be producing in 
accordance with stipulations of approval for the LWU in order for 
the conditions of section 2(a) (2). (A) to be met.6 The 
regulations require that the stipulations of approval for an LWD 
contain all elements required by section 2(d)(2)', including a 

bwe, note that your letter focuses on the definition of 
Hproducingw found at section 3400.075(rr)(6). We do not believe 
that the definition you'.have cited applies to section 3472.1- 
2(e) (6) (ii) (W- Our opinion is based on two factors. First, the 
context of the usage of vproducing11 in section 3472.1- 
2(e)(6)(ii)(E) is different because it refers to the lease 
qualifications for holders of leases in I&RI's, not individual 
leases. Section 3400.0-5(rr)(6) provides that the lessee must be 
wactually severing coal, or operating an ongoing mining operation 
in accordance with standard industry practicesw in order to be 
producPng and avoid the prohibition of section 2 (a)(2)(A), while 
section 3472.1-2(e)(6)(ii)(E,) provides that an LWU must be 
wproducing in accordance with the logical mining unit stipulations 
of approval." Second, the prefatory language of Part 3400 
indicates that the definitions provided in it do not apply to Part 
3470; this language could arguably.be asserted to its defensive 
advantage by Kerr-McGee. 

'Section Z(d)(2) of the MLA, as added by section 5(b)(2) of 
PCLAA, requires the Secretary to establish an LRU mining plan that 
requires such diligent development, continuous operation and 

6 
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schadule for'.achievement of diligent.development and continuous 
operation. 43 C;.F.R;;0~.~3487.1(e)(2),:(19,?1). In addition, the 
Secretary has also exercisadthe.authority,,granted in section 
2(d)(4) .of the MLA:.by?.,providing:,that the bolder of ailease 
seeking to.'combinei..the> lease dnto an I.HU~must consent to have the 
lease terms and conditions amended as necessary so that they are 

: cons&tent with tha,stipulatione?of approval;for the'IMJ and the 
diligenca~provieione of Part 3480., 43.C;F.R; 5 3487;1(b) (1991). : ,, ! ',, :, 'i 
Section 2(a)(2)(A) itself,-is not man&or& at all in Subpart 

:3487; which'govarne'the~formation~of~,LRU~e~.a,.,. The only 
regulations &in Subpart 3487 specifically addressing production 
ara'thoea ragarding. diligent davalop~ant'and~continuoue 
operation. Subpart 3487 makes the LMKsubjact to diligent 
davelopeant~and~continuoue~ operationregulations found at 
subsection 3483.,1(c). Tying these various .rulee together, the 
Sacretary'hasprovidedi ~in,hie discretionary authority, that the 
holder of a laaea.in an LMU meets thel'production requirements of 
section 2-(a)(2)(A) when the lXU is meeting-the diligent 
development and: continuous. operation:-raguiramente for the LMU. 

Tha regulations provide that.diligant development means the 
production'of recoverable coal:raeervae in commaroial quantities 
prior to the end of the diligent development period., 43 C.F.R. 

: S 348OrO-5(a).[:12). (1991). .The diligent-devalopmant period for an 
r.,uu is as ten-ye&period which,bagine on:thet effective date of 
the- NW;' iy the LRU containe:,a Federal lease issued prior to 
Auguet.,4, 1976;..but not readjusted aftar,Auguet 4, 1976, prior to 
UlU approval. “‘43 C.F.R;. §.'*3480.0-5(h)(13).(ii) (A) (1991). 
Comiaarcial quantities ,haefbaan dafinad:to ba one percent of the 
Lwri'e recoverable rae’ervee. 43: C.F.R. !I 3480.0-5(a)(6) (1991). 

'i 
It appears that the Secretary wae'.authorizad under section 
2(d)(3) of the MLA to make provisions for a,coal leeseats 
compliance.with section 2(a) (2),(A) when the lessee holds coal 
leases conta,inad in:an approved lJ4U. As ,tha solicitor opined, 
the specific .dafinition chosen for, lessee eligibility under 
section 2(a)(2)(A) was a matter of policy and program design. 92 
I.D. 537, 543 (1985). Where a statute has not directly spoken to 
#a precise question at issue, such as the instant case where 

production that,the LRU reserves will be mined in forty years. 30 
u.ts,c. 202a(2) (1988). 

%ha- evolution of the language used in the final rule 
governing the lease qualifications of holders of leases in L&N08 
indicates that the rule was amended to require LMU's to produce "in 
accordance with the IMJ stipulations of approval: instead of 
requiring lHU's to be "producing in~comcarcial quantitias,m as the 
proposed rulae'had provided. m '51 Fed. Reg. 37202, 37205 
(1986) (,Propoeed Rule) ~&h 51 Fad. Reg. 43910, 43923 (1986) (Final 

Rule). 
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.‘fi’ ,  ,‘,, ,  

“ ,  

‘, 

‘, 

FCI& failsto:address, the interaction between section 2(a)(2)(A) 
and,'~rs;:;the'~ourt'mustP determine whether .the agency's 
ihterpretation is>permissible... Chevron.U.S.A.. Inc. v. NRDC 467 

i U:S!." 837 (1987)r.,:.Reviewing,courts generallydefer to an age&y's 
., ., interpretation> of the, statute:unletq-it ,is,unreasonable. LQ. 

'!,', :isr,:. ., ~, ,. i :,,';,,.i, i ,:-l,. ,, >' j 'Y :l,q L' : il.:. 'WT. i.i ,: ,: i';: 3,:. ; 
Ulider ,the dis&etionaryauthority:,granted,-.in,:section 2(d)(3) of 

t the.-WLA; the, Secretary:chose,:tas.a matterof:policy, to provide 
by regulation that production from anywhere within an LRU, 
Federalind'non-Federal lands alike, should be construed as 
occurring on‘ail'Bedera1 leases in:the,LWUfor purposes of 
diligent development and continuous operation. 43 C.F.R. 
5 '2483:6(a) (lq91):. -The'Secr*tary also chose, as a matter of 

" polidy,'.to provide by regulation.that,a, lessee producing in : accordance'.withthe~LWU,stipulations wasnot disqualified under 
section:2(a)~(z)(A). ,43 C.F'.R.:.S 3472.1-2(e).(6)(ii)(E) (1991). 
Therefore;- the Secretarysprovided that, in the case bf LMJ's, the 
production reguiretients of section. 2(a)(Z).(A) are satisfied when 
the lessee is in compliance..with,diligent,;.development and 
cont,inuous operationrequirements on the, MUi. 

5. Kekr-McGee IsProducing in Accordance with the Clovis 
Point LMU Stipulations, of Approval. 

: In the,instant case, pursuant to se&ion '2,(d)(4) of the MIA, the 
BLW amended the'provisions,of.the East Gillette leases relating 
to diligent~:development,,continuous operation and production to 
be consistent with the LWU!s provisions. Section 3 of the 
stipulations, of,approval *for the Clovis Point MU provides that 

'the dil,igent developmentaand 'continuous operation requirements of 
the individual Federal-*leases are superseded,by the diligent 
development and continuous operation requirements imposed on the 
mu. ,The Clovis Point.MUstipulations of approval provide in 
section,3(g) 'that, ,for purposes of meeti,ng..production in 
cotiercial qirantities, productio,n,on iny,Federal lease or non- 

'- Federal land within: the LHU.should.:be construed as occurring on 
all Federal coal ,leases withinthe IMU., : 

Pursuant to 43 C.F.R. 8 348o.O-5(a)(l3)(ii)(A), section 3 of the 
stipulations ,of appr.oval provide.that the *diligent development 
period for the Clovis Point IMU began on'septesber 26, ,1986, the 
effective date of the LWTJ, because the I&E-contained a Federal 

ylease, Lease No. W-0313668,;that was,issued.,prior to, August 4, 
1976, but not readjusted after August 4, 1976, prior to LUU 
approval. The diligent development production requirements in 
the Clovis Point LWU stipulations provide that the LWU must 
achieve productionof commercial quantities before Sep;;ber 26, 
1996, the date the diligent development period ends. 
recoverable reserves of the IMU were estisdted to be 304,346,OOO 
tons, so Kerr-McGee must mine 3,043,46,0 tons from anywhere within 
the LWUto achieve diligent development. East Gillette Federal 
Mine/Clovis Point Mine Logical Mining Unit Stipulations, Section 
3(c), September 26, 1986. 
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‘. 

L We.Tiare)i.advised that the' Clovis,.Po$,nt: I&l0 $s, pr‘oducing 'coal in 
.accordancexwith its stipulations'of approval', Thus, under 
current policy as reflected by regul,at$on,,$be lessee is not 
subject to the prohibitions of section Z(a)(2)(A). According to 
-the ;,st!ipulat.$ons 'of zkapproyal ,for @ei JWJ, ,,+e,,$iligen$ 

‘~deVelopm&t. xequirement k$,h,e ~nl~,$~~uction reguirement that 
,Retir-McGee~:must meet .for;'section z,(a)($j (A) '@rposes. ' 

: , 1,: i _’ I, , 
.I,;,‘*;/,,% ,;Y; 

Ei” -Applioatiok of the &a&ard' nOp,eratjng.an Ongoing Mining 
,.' Operation. in ,Accordance with Standard Industry Practices.n 

: /  ‘, .‘I ,  ,’ * ‘1: _ 
“ :  

I  ” After .careful consi.deratio& we'ho,not beli&e that the 
regulation.you-have,,cited,in ,your letter is.detenninafive as to 

', Rerr-XcGeelsl.-lease qualifications., .: +ur ing@.ry assumes that the 
lease gualifications.can.,anly be defeqded. based on the definition 
bf.khe'kerm ?producinqn ,a6 provided*.,at .43 C.P...R. 5 3400.0- 
5 (rr), ('6) . dks:is clear, from:tbe ,fsr;egping, an+,ysis, we believe 
thatKerr-McGee's lease qualifications are coRtrolled,by 43 
C.F.R. § 3472.1-2(e) (6)(ii) (E). 

* , ‘! I' .:,,. 
.iC. :."Ronp&duction &ause'of Market Conditions under Section 

2(a))(2)(A) ,and,Section 7:(a)". : ,..I. a., 
., We agree with 'the statement ,in"&e%m 3 'oti the lastpage of 

: ,your letter insomuch as it sugge,sts.ihht.nonp~~oduction because of 
uarkeit,conditions..was one of tbe.pragt~~c,$s'tha~t section 
-2(a)(2).(A).. was intended to prevent. However', '*he remainder of 
your guesticmmeed not be add,ressed s$nce.it is prefaced on the 
assumption that Kerr:McGee’s, lease,,gualifications can,only be 
defended on the basis that its activities are consistent with 
standard industry practices. 

D. Actions the Secretary Way/Must Take if pleases Were Issued 
1lnprope~Ly. ', ". i ', 

.A6 implied.in the last queat+on in your lettee, the Department of 
" .the Interior isauthorized to.take.certain legal actions if it 

,' discovers that.a..Federal minoral Lease has been issued 
lmpropetiyr ;However;'ybur grlestioR ,need not be,.addressed since 
,it ais prefaced.'on the,assumpt&qn thaf.:Kerr-McGee was not 
gualified-,to acguire~leasest. ,As is evident from our response to 
the first-question in'your letter, we believ,e that Kerr-McGee was 
qualified to acquire Federal minetial Ieases.under the regulations 
implementing IMU compliance with section 2(a)(2)(A). 

After lengthy analysis, we have determined that the regulations 
cited in your inquiry are not determinative as to Kerr-McGee's 
lease qualifications in the instant case. Pursuant to section 
2(d) of the MIA, the Secretary is authorized to approve LMU*s and 
to establish the section 2(a)(2)(A) production requirements for 
leases within LWU's. We believe that Kerr-McGee is qualified to 
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1 

, , , . I  I  

acci)rire lea&es,under.the regulations promulgated to implement the 
au,$hority,granted tb the secretary to?approve, LMl's and establish 

'Itheir production requirement?. : J+.,: i .J 
: t i :, 1 ;‘r; ,\.,i 8, ',.' ,._ ,':a*'"( ; 

We""&e~ advitieill'that' Kerr-McGee .is:produ&ng ,coal in aqoordance 
tiit$'tti&'"l'~&al mk&ng uriit stipulationa, 0% approval,pursuant to 
kj'C:ti.k.: 3487.1(e)> and',('f); and thus meets "the lease,, 
gualificatioir provision for LWU'e set forth at 43 C.FdR. 3472.1- 
z(e)(B)(iI‘)',CE). Accoitdingly; it was not;.barred from acquiring 
mineral leases wheli,:production stopped :on.the Clovie Point U8J in 
March 1988. In effect, 43 C.F.R. 3472.1-z(e)(6)(ii)(E) allows 
the holder bf,'&.l&aee that would otherwiee,be & violation of 
e&ction 2'(a):(2)"(A) to escape: ttie section 4(a)(,2)(A) limitation on 

"thei‘&c@i$ion o'f.,new leases by ‘including the lease in an LNU. 
ke~~McGei'~i@'l,l bi "requiredit minQ 3,043,4.60 ,tons of,coal before 
B.ebtember' 26, 1996;.. fron' thel~LWU.~n.~order for the IMUlto comply 
tiith *he :~~.~ilYcjen~'-development: requirements ,of section,? of the 
&.A. I. _. j, ,,.:. 

? ( .' .+, .,' 
The significance of section 2(a)(2)(A) 'as a '<ar to the 
a&;ciui'eition‘ of Federal lease@ is diminishing with the passage of 
time. Inetead,'.eei=tion 'I(a)%if the.:= is becoming the operative 
section to ensure diligence and prevent speculation. !Tbat 
section hh6'beOn'conetrue'd,.to provide that'any lease which is not 

"p‘ro&ciiq%i commercial quantities at.the end-of 10 years from 
'eh& d&e' of Pesince or readjustment ehall,,be terminated. 
'Tlierefcirii, leases issued or tieadjusted:dfter 1976 will not often 
survive to rai'ee ieicti'dn 2(a)'(2)(A) 'issues because they will be 

'&?miriated~ under section 7(a)'after 10 yeare.when they are 
"“neither producing nor peiying advance royalties. '.' 

In conclusion; while not entirely free fro& d&t, it appears 
thht the' Se&eta& was authorieed under-section 2(d) of the EILA 
to provide that section 2(a)(2)(A) applies to LWUte in the manner 
described above. This interpretation is a matter of Ijolicy 
Pormulated,by previous Administrations that meets the letter of 
the law. However, the interpretation appears not to be in 

"conceit with a major goal of FCLAA, which was to reduce 
speculation.' This poPicy could be amended-prospectively at any 
tinie by following the normal noticeiand comment rulemaking 
process. It should be noted that applying such an amendment 
retroactively to situations such as Kerr&McGee could prove much 
noie difficultr .I i 
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We trust that the foregoing is responsive to .the issues raised in 
your inquiry. Please contact us should you deed further 
information. 

since&y, 

Patricia 8. Eeneke 
Associate solicitor 
Energy and Resources 

cc: Assistant Secretary, Land and Minerals Hanagement 
Director; Bureau of Land Managehent 

>' 
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United States 
Cenirrl’Accounting OfIke 
Washington. D.C. 2054S 

Rcaoumes. Community, md 
Economic’ Development Ditirion 

.’ i:l 
‘: 

Septimber 24, 1992 

Mt.,Cy Samison 
Director, Bureau of Land Management 
U.S. Department of the Interior 

,Dear Mr. Jamison: *,',' ,, 
In response to a request from the Chairman, Subcommittee on 
Mining and Natural Resources, House Committee on Interior 
and Insular Affairs, we are reviewing various aspects of 
Interior's federal coal leasing program. During our work we 
learned that Northwestern Resources Company has applied to 
lease a tract called West Rocky Butte in Wyoming's Powder 
River Basin, which, according to the Bureau of Land 
Management (ELM), contains an estimated 57 million tons of 
coal. This tract is adjacent to an existing Northwestern 
Resources lease known as the Rocky Butte lease. BLW 
estimates that the much larger Rocky Butte lease contains 
575 million tons of coal. The lease will expire in February 
1993, the end of its lo-year "diligence" period, because it 
has not produced the required COmmerCfal quantity of coal. 

In the final environmental impact statement for the West 
Rocky Butte tract, ELM states that if Northwestern Resources 
Company leases the tract, it wlll~apply to BLW to combine 
the lease with the Rocky Butte lease into a logical mining 
unit (LMU). If BLW approves the LMU, a new diligence period 
will begin for both leases in the LWU, in effect extending 
the expiration of the Rocky Butte lease from February 1993 
to late 2002 (10 years from the date the West Rocky Butte 
lease is approved). 

Before enactment of the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act 
of 1976 (FCLAA), many federal coal leases were held for 
extended periods and were not producing coal. Concerned 
about the large number of nonproducing leases, and the 
possibility that these leases were being held for 
speculative purposes, the Congress amended the Mineral 
Leasing Act of 1920 by passing FCLAA. FCLAA contains 
several provisions designed to encourage diligent 
development and continued production of coal and to 
discourage speculative holding of federal coal leases. One 
such provision provides that any lease that is not producing 
in commercial quantities at the end of 10 years shull be 
terminated. Another provision in FCLAA encourages efficient 
and orderly development of coal leases. This provision 
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,/ ,d , d, 
Appenti v 
LettetertotheDireiorjBureauofLand 
Management,Departmentofthe Intehor '- 

‘. 
.,’ ,.’ 

i b.. ,.<. : ’ 
allows tlie'Sectetary'of the Interior~,ta:,ei~~rove the 
consolidation of ,federal leases and,~.,inte~~en~ng or adjacent 
nonfederal 'leases'into an LMU. The;pu,rp8$& of the' I,NIJ is to 
deve'lop the federal coal resources a+a;urtt in an 
efficient, economic, and orderly manner>,wXth due Fegard to 
conservation of coal reserves and other resources. 

We are concerned that the effect of allowing Northwestern 
* Resources Company to form this LMU willbe to provide 

Northwestern Resources an~:addftional lO;,years in which to 
meet FC!m*s diligiiic:pi:;pLvvfs~io,n'~qt'hir 'than ensuring 
efficient, econom$c,.and or,de,rly cqa+ production from the 
Rocky Butte lease-.' '1.n additfon;.Jf,the'Rocky Butte lease is 
terminated in accordance with'FCLAA, Northwestern Resources, 
as well as other companies.,;.,copld bid to lease either the 
Rocky Butte tract and/or the West Rocky'Rutte tract. The 
,sal.e of the.se lensep,coul,d res,ult.,in increased revenue to 

e,t$e‘.;gofefnmeqf hsth~, @II .of; 'bo~nus,b/ds. As demonstrated 
b~,Arca5s re,cent"b~d~~;o,f' 67+.9~,m&'ll+on:,for the West Black 
Thuide'r,.trpct in Wyo,mfng;.,wh$ch.,~ according to BLE,, contains 

i, an.estimated'429 milljon‘to.ns,of @al; these bida can be 
,substa'n$i'al. ,, ., 

,' ,.(', 
.Accoiiiingiy;~'i,n'lfght.~~,~~r,~~ncernil .we request that you 

.( I reconsider the appropriatenYss:'of the pending West, Rocky 
Butte lehs,e,sale and tbe,subsequent foqmation of an I&U with 
the Rocky Riitte tract i”’ We would appreciate being hdvised of 
the res,ults of your reconsideration before the pending lease 
sale is conducted. 
63,4'-7,!,52-.i~'.“you :have 

Please,,contapt Robert Wilson on (202) 
any:questions. 

.SAncerely'yours, *s "':'_ ). .- 

’ 

cc: Chairman, subcommittee on Mining add 
Natural Resources, 

Conimittee on Interior and Insular Affairs 
House of Representatives 
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Letter From the Deputy Dire&or, Bureau of 
Land Management, Depzktmek of the 
Interior 

,  

,’ 

,  

United States Depqrttyent ,of &e Interior 
,. BUREAUOPLANI~~NA~~~&~ : 5' : 

: 

:a 

' Dear .,$r. 'Duffus: " : ,. 
I  

This“reipond$ to your'l&ter' of '~&pt&&- 24, 1992,' in which you 
,. ,,t request&d~"'that ~~e;Wfedu,o.f'.~~~.~:~~'na~~ent (BIAS) reconsider 

holding"'a.qoal lease kal&‘kqk ttie.Weit'Rocky Butte tract. The Z!. , 
/ West Rocky Butte'j,tract is'adjacent"tb the Rocky Butte lease; 

which terminates in February 1'9'92 unlessthe lessee, Northwestern 
Resources Company (NWR), produces coal 'in commercial quantities 

,,r {from the leasehold,. In applying for the West Rocky Butte tract, 
NWR, announced.,its.intention,itc,'combine,the West Rocky Butte tract ,', 
with the Rccky.Rutte leage,to form a ,log,ical mining unit before 
'the Rocky Butte .leese.termina$es. . 
After giving careful consideration'to your concerns, the BLM, in 
consultation with,the Department of the Interior, has decided to 
offer the West Rocky Butte'tract for rease sale. There were 
serious policy considerations, in reaching the decision, but we 
have concluded that the public interest is best served by holding 
the lease sale. 

Although the leasing and 'developmontof Federal coal resources, 
especially in the Powder River Basin, generate impressive 
revenues, Federal coal leasing and development are not managed 
solely as revenue-generating programs. If revenues were the 
chief concern, the pace of Federal coal leasing and development 
would have been much greater than it has been over the last 
10 years. 

As,a manager of coal reserves, the BLM recognizes its 
responsibility to manage national coal resources in the public 
interest. The BLW must make coal available to meet industry and 
consumer demands for energy for those uses in which oil and gas 
or' other energy sources are not a substitute. To d,o this, it 
must have'a flexible process to analyze the need for competitive 
leasing at a given time and place and to respond to the need to 
provide coal at competitive prices for the benefit of energy 
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,  , ,  

conqers.: It must maintain an orderly, @edictable system that 
protects environmental values and provid:es 6 basis for long-range 
planning by State and local governments, the energy industry, and 
other groups and individuals concerned about Federal coal 
development. 

Once leases are issued, the SL$l must ,ensure that national 
interests are protected. Protect$on.is:achieved in many ways, 
among others, by reguiring.that lessees. achieve maximum economic 
recovery of the 3+askd coal .cotkisteirt wit&standard industry 
operating practices and with conservati,dn~of' all natural 
resources. The purpose of a logical'ainihg unit (I&U) is 
consistent with the statutory maximum economic recovery 
requirement and aids in promotihg the efficient, economic and 
orderly .production of.coal a+$! by,,recognizing that the geology of 

: coal d,e@sits'exis'ts apart from leqse bouhdaries and political 
. -,I_ diy+ip’ny. ':Thel.efficie'ht a+ 'ei,iective <development of coal 

resources often',keg$iris development across lands owned by 
Federal and State,gove+nenfs and private entities, and LWU 
fbqnation fkc’ilitates such developmeiit,.,,, ,_ 

The ,decision to hold.,'thb lease sale'& &I way guarantees that WWR 
or a,ny other bidder, for the traot‘w,ill'be issued a lease. Coal 
l&asa’kale&are required by‘statute' to be competitive, and 
competit+ve bids from lessees of nearby mines are possible. 
Further, bids must be determined to meet or exceed the fair 
market value of offered trakts, and there have been instances, 
including sales in'the Powder River Basin, where bids have been 
rejected for not meeting the B&W's dete,rmination of fair market 
value. ,, ,! ,' 
Thi merits of any IkJ applibation submit&d 'for the west Rocky 
Butte tract,cannot be judged at this time, as no application can 
be submitted without a lease'for the tract. Nevertheless, any 
such application would be judcged on its merits, and approval is 
not automatic or 'giiaranteed. 

We trust that this information has been responsive to your 
inquiry. 

Sincerely, 
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Note: GAO comments 
supplementing those in the 

1 
,,“. ;., ” 

j ‘/ 
I . ., . . ,. 

y,.: ,, $‘..’ 

deport text appear at the 
end of this appendix. 

I_ 

” 

, I  

United States Department.of the Interior 
,,‘>‘ /. (_ . 1”” ‘,t;, .I.... 

,., ,i: 
:,, C)FFK,EOF~T,~ESE~~T~Y 

’ 
‘.i.,it> I., !,:l:i;. 

W&n&n; Dd. 20240” ‘: ‘..I ,,,, :.,, *‘, 
.I __ :: . . ‘, : ., I 

,pIr. James Duffus III 
Director, Watur~i Resources .,. 

Man+eme~pt ~ISiidb 
"Gene'ral, Ac$ount'ing .Gff"ice 

44’1 >G' st~~~,~-,'-'N.W.;;,Roon~ '194'2, 
* .,Wa,shrngton, D;C. ..2o5$3 ,,, : ,. ,' . 

,- 
.; 

‘.I 

/ 
. ,T,ha$ ~you,'f$r,t~'opportunity to,p&ment on the draft report 

entitled Mm r la ce : BLW 8 : ,I.l:',. ~;(GAG/R&9& 
'Coal-Leas' a Proaram Needs 

.I,, The,repo.rt ';z the latest in a 
seriesof substantive reports from the. G&&-i1 Accounting Office 
(GAO) on the 'Department of,the Interior's ‘(D$X) administration of 
the Feddral'Coal Wanagemdht Pro&%m. This“keport affects both 

,. the Forest Service, (FS) of the Department of Agriculture and the 
Kerr~MdGee Corporat,ion, as we,11 as,>the WI..' We understand that 

." the FS ,akd, Kerr-McGee will respondsseparately. 'I,, I. .! 
,' The DOI,,.the Bureau'of ~nd,Manage~~nt:.~B'~M), and all other DO1 

., ,. ,,agencies.with coal-related rdspdnsibilities‘stand ready and 
willinc&to~ work wi$h the Congress, t,he,GAO, the industry, and all 
other rn$,erested a$affect.ed groups an'd citizens. The Federal 
Coal"Management Program should be as responsive as possible to 
changing environmental and societal .needs“&nd conditions and to 

; public. concerns, whi,l,e complying with all.,statutory and 
" regulatory. requk,,ements . In,:that spirit; ,w;e,provide the 

follbwing'tiomments'to you'for.'your coh,si:deration and usi?. -. /, 
'. /. 

'.'.7 '! .: I ) , ' ,. : ; : 
--'The &port .co~~~~~n,~,":findin~~.~~n"four 'sreas~~~~logical mining units 

m&) , lessee .qi&ifi&tion&~ 3xnu&tive-environmental impact. " 
.., '. analysis,, and.use,bf projected.demarid.to meet the objectives of 

the Federal'~Coal'Leasing Aniendments A&t; Recommendations are 
.made in chapters II and III, and we will respond to these 
,,recommendations in the order that they are presented. 

Chapter II recommends that the Secretary direct the BLM to revise 
BLM's regulations to provide clear criteria to determine whethir 
an LWU will further the economic and efficient and orderly 
development of coal deposits and to ensure that each LMU approval 
document states how formation of specific LWU's will meet the 
regulatory criteria. The BLM published a Federal Reaister notice 
on December 10, 1993. The notice, an advance notice of proposed 
rulemaking, requested public comments on all aspects of IMU's, 
including issues discussed in the report. The notice requests 
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public comments: on.spch maffers. as whgther,or not "LMU diligence" 
should ,supersede "lease-speci'fic diligence.*:.in meeting production 
requirements and what should be the'effective date of LMU 
formation. ,: 3 ', 

The closing. &e y&k .&&&~~~ .b;n, "fhi& .&tice was 
'.:""i' 

. . . 

February S, ilS,94. l.The Bs is' noiu.anal&i& the comments 
received. Based 'ed.. the c&nments 
?OI .will 

., , and &lic$ considerations, the 
ta,ke..acti@,.tq ,propoTe ,.a'~~.,.~pprqpr.iate regulatory 

chang,es..to the UlU.,re~latrons to ensure .tlie-efficidnt, economic 
and orderly,devel'c$ment of Federal coal,,.yith due regard for the 
qpns,eryation ,of.coal :and other r'esources. 

, 

Chapter ,I1 aleo+,recommends th,at the S,$,Gre$ary not issue any 
additional miner.al leases' bc..K&r-McGee because GAO.contends that 
Kerr-McGee. is di&$ialified, 'iid:GAO fur.thek,recommedds 
BLM,undortake.$~study t&"debrm&e if .othe$ leases were 

that the 

inappropriatel'y“'i&ued. As is,',,$e'a~ f&m reading the report, 
different interpretations 'exist of the meaning of the term 
"produc,ing" within the 
Mineral:Leasing Ac,t. 

context of Section 2(a) (2) (A); of the 
The,ie..differences. exist because of the 

complexity of tihe language, of tihi'.section a~nd because of the 
section's even mor‘e c'omplex implementatio'b..' 

The DO1 Solicitor's Office provided you with an opinion regarding 
the application of the section 2(a) (2) (A) requirements to the 
Kerr-MdGee situation. In that instance the BLM had relied on a 
duly, promulgated regulation that provided that a lessee was not 
diqualified under section 2(a) (2) (A) if the .lease involved was 
in's: logical mining unit which was producing in accordance with 
the logical mining unit stipulations of approval. 

The legal opinion stated that the Solicitobfs Office was unable 
to conclude that the contemporaneous interpretation and 
application of the section 2(a) (2) (A) requirements in that 
instance were beyond the scope of the Secretary's authority 
granted by the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act. The opinion 
noted that BLM's interpretation was a matter of policy formulated 
by previous Administrations that met the letter of the law but 
that appeared not to be in concert with a major goal of FCLAA, 
which was to reduce speculation. The opinion,further observed 
that the policy could be amended prospectively at any time by 
following the normal notice and comment rulemaking process. The 
Solicitor's Office plans to comment separately on the draft 
report's comments regarding the legal opinion of that office. 

In response to the recommendations on section 2 (a)(2) (A), the BLM 
has and will continue to update its list of disqualified entities 
under section 2(a) (2) (A) for use by BLM field offices in 
determining the eligibility of prospective lessees to hold or 
acquire Federal coal leases and to acquire other mineral leases. 
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'The BLM, is currently reexamining its 1esse.e qualification 
procedures and plans to effect appropriate'revisionrj as soon as 
practicable. 

Chapter III recommends that the Secretary of the Interior direct 
the BLM Director to reemphasize the importance of complying with 
requirements for identifying and addressing cumulative 
environmental impacts from coal leasing and development.. The BLM 
has prepared an instruction memorandum to its field'offices 
directing that each'environmental document, either directly 
address cumulative impacts or incorporate by reference other 
environmental documents that address cumulative impacts. 

Chapter IV contains'no recommendations. The report concludes 
th&t the BLM can meet statutory objectives by not tying the 
amount ,of coal, offered forlease to projected demand or market 
con@ions andthat fair market, value does not equate with 

-'maximizing revenues. .,. ', 
We will ke,ep.you abprieed of,ahy regulatory or policy initiatives 
in areas covered by this report. Cur detailed comments are 
enclosed ivith ,this letter. 

Sincerely, 

&x&C~ 
,Bob Armstrong 
Assistant Secretary, Land and 

Miner618 Management I 
Enclosure 
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See comment 1. 

I  

See comment 1.. -, 

, 

See comment 2. 

See comment 3. 

See comment 2. 

DETAiLED COMMENTi 

We off& the,follqwing‘suggegted changes and comments. 
'_ ./ 
. CHAPTER, 1. ~&yi~c~qn. Y ., 

I.3 
"General; .The purpose of reviewing Federal coal leasing 
.-procedures (pp.'lO-161,is not clenr; as nofurther use is made of 

the data about procedures in the remainder of the report. 

?aoe 10; Second Parauranh. Changq,the numbers as follows: *As of 
September 30, 1992, B&J4 @ad 449 coal,leases containing about 14.4 
billion,,tons of recoverable coal. During fiscal year 1992, the 

. i BLM had,= active.leases.which collectively produced 234.6 
m.illi,on-,phort. tons of coal from which' 52'65.7 million in Federal 
royaties were collected~' ". 

, .1 ,':; ,I, Pa" e".li' Fir st Parksabh.. 'ihe'mbst recent year for .which data 
are available is 1993. Accorhing'to the' Minerals Management 
Service,,,Rcyalty Management Program, total. United States 
Ijroduction' for 1993 was 9,58 million.shorf ,tons, and kotal Federal 

~production was 245,.9 miiliori shbr;F tons, 0,s) about 25, per cent of 
khe total. Further, there is a d+screpancy between the statement 
that 1991 data,,were, the most recent'available and the data shown 
in:,the Table 1.1. at the bottom of,page 10, which are stated to be 
1992 oroduction data. FY 1992 &oductYon data for Table 1.1 are 
ss fqilows: Wyoming, ,169 M/T ?.short); Montana, 22.6 M/T 
(short): Utah,~'li'85.M/T':shor~);~;Colora~~';l2.6 M/T (short) ; All 
Others, 9.1 M/T '(short). : ., 

I ,.* 
Pa&II:: Lead' Paraaranh Under aProcedures for Leasina Federal 
Coal Under.the Mineral Leasina'Atit df '192Q.* The BLM was not 
established until 1946, hence could not have been issuing coal 
leases in 1920., The. first Federal leasing agency was the War 

:Departme"nt, which, under Congressional authorization, leased lead 
deposits to mineri for a 10 percent royalty in pure lead or 
money. In 1920 Interior's General Land Office was leasing 
minerals on lands within its jurisdiction. . i 
Paee.12. First Paraaranh. 

:': 
We suggest that the term q little,Y 

used twice in the first line,, be-quantified. The history of coal 
disposition by 'the Federal Government suggests a large-scale 
disposition of 'coal during certain periods. For instance, as of 
1906, 406,370 acres of public coal-bearing lands had been sold 
under the Coal Lands Act of 1873. (Compare with the 266,620 
acres under lease as of the end of FY 1993.) .We suggest that the 
term *greatly,' used in the second line, also be quantified, to 
give readers an idea of the degree of increase. 

gaae 13, Last Paraaranh on Paae. 
- 

In line 1, it is unclear why 
the procedures for regional coal leasin@ are any more or less 
'@rigid" than any other coal leasing procedures. Regional leasing 
procedures are generally established by regulation, as are the 

i 
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See comment 4. 

See comment 2: 

See comment 4. 

See comment 4. 

See comment 2. 

DETAILED COMMENTS (cont.) 2 

procedures for LBA leasing and coal lease exchanges. In line 12, 
the Secretary is said to have established regional leasing 
'levels. " Between,,July 1979 and July 1982, the Secretary in fact 
established regional* leasing "targets.'ti" Tkie July 1982 regulatory 
revisions changed targets to levels, to reflect a change in 
leasing policy from a specific amount.:(target) to a range of 
amounts (lovil). (See further discuse‘ion under Chapter IV 
below.) ;' ;> 

Pace 14, Pa'raaranh on LBA..te&inq.' Leasing,levels reflect the 
tonnages of combinations of' tracts. Y'he\BLM may modify LBA tract 
boundaries to comply wi"th.'the statutoryrequirements of maximum 
economic recovery and oonservation: of the 'resource (see 43 CFR 
3425.1-9); and this n&serve as‘h'single-tract leasing level. 
When an applicant applies for a coal tract; indicating an 
interest in leasing Federal coal, a call for expressions of 
leaking interest would be'redundant.i. ._ .,. ,I 

to the highest bidder provided'that' 
exceeds thb'fair market value W?MV):. The,'FM\ 

'estal 

Pagd I4~15,"Parauraph S&t Between, Pace&. The lease is awarded 
the bidder's bid meets or 

I of a tract is not 7 allshe'd until after a sale; the value"calculated by the BLW 
before the sale ii an estimate and can be,modified by various 
factors, ',in'cluding the amounts of any bids‘-received. .I ,, , 
Patie 16, First Full Paraura&; It would be useful to compare the 
LBA leasing statistics for, the 5-year period with those from the 
regional leasing period (January 1981 through September 19831. 
During that,33-month period, the BLM leased 46 tracts containing 
2.1 billion tons of Federal.coal. In other words, in about half 
the 'time, the BLM leased'twici' as much.coal:. 

, ' ,I,,., 
Page 17, First Full-Paraaranh and Aooendix 1. For your 
information, countie,s in the,geographicdreas studied are as 
follow$: powder .Rivec (Wyoming portionX--Big Horn, C-bell, 
Converse, 'Crook., Goshen, Johnson, 'Natrona, 'Niobrara, Sheridan, 
'and Weston; Uinta-Southwestern Utah (Utah portion)--Carbon, 
Daggett, ,,,Duchesne, Emery, ,Garfield, Grand, Iron, Kane, Morgan, 
San Juan, Sanpete, Sevier, Summit, Uintai' Utah, Wasatch, 
'Washington, and Wayne; 'Alabama Subreaion./Southern Aunalachian-- 
Fayette, Jefferson, Tuscaloosa, and Walker. Kentucky has never 
been part 'of a'coal production region, but active mines with 
Federal coalleases are located in Bell And Whitley counties. 

CHAPTER 2, "Certain BLM Actions Do Not Encourage Timely Federal 
Coal Development and Discourage Speculation.' 

General. On several pages in this chapter and in the Executive 
Summary and Introduction; the GAO,.uses the term 'expire' to refer 
to leases which do not meet the dilijrent development requirements 
of the Mineral Leasing Act. The statute specifically uses the 
term *terminate' to describe that action. The Department 
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See comment 5. 

,‘. I. 
, : 

See comment 2. 

See comment 2. 

See comment 6. 

/  

‘I 

DETAILED COMMENTS (cont.: .I ., 3 

sucoests that the GAO use the terms "expired" and 'expiration" 
,’ oniy to'r'efer to,,leases when.they fail to maintain continued 

/ , jperatdon after theirtwentieth'lease years. 
,.". i:: :,. :.. . . !! :, : ? ',.:', : 'j'&. 
The following sentence appears in thischapter and other parts of 
the report, * ..BLM has allowed non-producing leases to be 

'consolidated: into.a logical mining.unit (LMDI primarily co extend 
' the ‘life,,of.:one of the leases'rather than to further the economic 

recovery.of federal coal.' The.GAO should be aware that there 
Mas anextensive discussion* in,,'Congretis about LMU's, which was 
printed ,in the:Conuressional Record,.507-8, Jan. 21,, 1976, and in ,', 
the committee.report. Representative,Patsy Min& of Hawaii, then 
chairpersonof the subcormnittee on,mining,, explained that the LMU 
provision,provided an *extraordinary exemption" to the lo-year 

.diligence,ptovision. Further,:.the extensive discussion 
,notwithstanding, Congress specifically did-not include in the 
FCLAA,a'prohibition against extending the diligent development 
period of any leases, because of their inclusion in an approved 
LMU. 

PA “’ 
‘. ‘, . 

>,22,. ',Provi.sions, for Fconomic and Efficient Develoomenk: In 
the'first:oarasranh,. it is,mentioned .that the FCLAA allows the 

.Secretary!'&f the.Interior to approve .the,fonnation of LMU's. In 
fact; the statute allows the Secretary to direct the formation of 

-,LMU's, i.e.; order'lessees to .form LMU's. ..(See 30 U.S.C. 
f202a(6)).A.To date,,the Department has chosen to act only on 
applications filed'by coal lessees: and not to dictate LMU 
formation to coal lessees. 

,., : 
Paae'24;'kirst Full, Paraoraoh. This paragraph confuses lease 
suspensions,‘with the continued operation requirement. If the BLM 

,'grants,a coal lessee a lease suspension, no production occurs 
,from the lease, and therefore no payments are due. Per the 
Mineral Leasing Act and the terms and conditions of the lease, 
advance royalties are paid in lieu of continued operation. The 
lease is in effect--not suspended--during the continued operation 
period. 

Paaes 24-2s. “BLM LMU Amroval Ma-? Not Encouraae Federal Co 4 
DevelODment." The Department does not believe that extendin; the 
life of leases within an LMD and furthering the economic 
development of the coal within the LMU are mutually exclusive. As 
yas previously mentioned (see General comment at the beginning of 
these,Chapter comments), the Congress was aware that LMU 
formation was an exemption to the lo-year requirement for 
individual leases to produce commercial guantities of coal. As 
at least two of the purposes of LMU formation were to foster the 
FCLAA-mandates of conservation of the resource and maximum 
economic recovery, the LMU concept was enacted into law. 

It is true that the BLM does not have criteria for determining 
when an LMU is being created merely to extend the lease rather 
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See comment 7. 

See comment 8. 

See comment 9. 

DETAILED COMMENTS (cont.) ,-: 4 

than' to promote the "efficient, economical, and orderly' 
developmentof :coal resources: :The BLM wil,l be considering 
specific,criteria for.Uefficaent,L economical, and orderly' 
development of coal resources as part of the,revision of the LN 
regulations. 1, ' /_ ,'. 

Pace' 25. Partial Paracraah at Tooof' base. Phrase *Apnrovino the 
L&m..; delavs. the imnact of, dilioence...without comoensatlon to 
the cravernment.:.*. If, by the phrase:*without co@ensation to 
the government,* the.aGAO intends to describ,e delayed royalty 
payments, we point out that, if leases terminate, no royalty 
payments are due the Federal Government. If the formerly leased 

coal islater offered for iease,sal;e,..there.may or may not be any 
:bidders for the.lease. If no lease:issuesi.ino royalty payments 
are,due-. Even if a lease:issues;,,it.is arguable what would cause 
more of-a delay! in royalty payments-.-including the lease within 
an approved LMJ or releasing the,'coal,and'having the lessee go 
through the process-of opening a'mine~ ', 

If, by the phrase "without compensation to the government,' the 
GAO is advocating some sort of,&M..,holding fee in lieu of 
production,'we point out that the::Department has no'statutory 
'authority,to impose such a fee. ,,The.BLW sought on several 
occasions in the 1980'-s to seek legislative authority to impose a, 
holding.,fee on non-producing leases, but this proposal was not 
adopted by the Congress. The statement also ignores any bonuses 
and rentals paid by coal lessees. 'J,.:: j 

Paae 25-27. *Amroval of W&m' a LWU Raises Concern Aboraf; 
Im&en tion of C AA's' Deve&ent Obiectivg 
for the gst RockvF&te tract was-the.hichest ol 

The bonus paid 
anv tract sold 

in the Wyoming portion qf the Powder Rive;:,Basin, either on a 
cents-per-ton,'or dollars-per-acre basisjdu.ring the years 1991 to 
the present. This is significant when compared to all of the 
other sales, which involved coal with higher Btu values and lower 
sulfur concentrations. All'of ,the other tracts were located 
adjacent to existing mining operations,. and the Rocky Butte/West 
Rocky Butte mine will have to be developed, at a fixed,capital 
cost of over,,$l,OO million beyond,tbe ,leas,$ acquisition costs. 
'Expenditure,of this amount,.of money.sugges,ts an intent to develop 
the two leaseholds. 

1 
Further, the lessee assumes the risks of.development. If the 
Rocky Butte/West Rocky Butte LMU isnot producing coal in 
'commercial quantities at the end of' the LRD diligent development 
period, the leases revert to their individual diligence periods 
and terminate at the periods set ,by statute. It is not clear 
that, should the BLM reoffer the Rocky Butte or West Rocky Butte 
tracts for sale, there would,be any bidders. The Keeline tract, 
which contains coal of sirmlar quality, terminated in 1992, with 
no other companies interested in having it put up for resale. 
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See comment 10. 

See comment 2. 

See comment 11. 

See comment 8. ’ 

See comment 12. 

DETAILED COMMENTS (cont.: 5 

Finally, the discussion does not seem to,consider the 
administrative costs of reoffering.the,West, Rocky Butte Tract as 
an offset to future revenues- fnforxatiowpresented to the GAO 
during its field investigations, particularly with the ELM 
Wyoming, indicates the:adqinistrative;costs to be considerable, 
I.e., $4 millson for,the two 1982,Wyoming regional lease sales 
and $2.5 million for the four LBA Wyoming.sales. The lessened 
cost of the LBA sales was at least partially due to the 
applicants' paying for the preparation of.the environmental 
documents. 

‘,. 

Paae 2,s. Bottom Paraarmh. In line 7, the estimated tonnage 
contained in the'west ,Rocky Butte tract is .55 million tons, not 
57 million tons. 

",:,' ; I, _, : .; ,I . 
Pace.26, First Paraoraohy Last Senten'ce:e; 'Per the draft and final 

', West' Rocky Butte EIS's, ,'the intent of the .applicant was co 
-c&nbine thecWest Rocky Butte..tract (if obtained in the sale) with 
the,adjoining'Rocky Butte Tract to forman LMU. The BLM 
determined that-the West Rocky Butte Tract contained insufficient 
$zeserves to supp0rt.a new.mine and. thus focused the proposed 
action in EIS*s 'on combining the Rocky ,Butte and West Rocky Butte 
tracts into a new mine. We do not believe that piecemeal or no 
development of:coal resources resul,ts in,,economic, efficient, or 
orderly development.' 

',' ,,. 
Paae'.27, First Paraaranh. The draft. and ,final West Rocky Butte 
.environmentdl impact statements announced that the applicant's 
.intent, if,it obtained the West Rocky.Butte tract, was to combine 
it into an LMU with the Rocky Butte lease. The compensation was 
$16.5 million, or 30 cents. per ton, the highest amount paid for 
any of the Powder River tracts. Further, m on the two 
leases are due annually in the amount-of $3 per acre. 

paaes 27-28. %MU Saves Two Leases From Termination in Alabami& " 
The Deuartment believes that this situation does not enhance the 
GAO’s arguments against LI$‘s,,extending-the life of leases but in 
fact supports the purposes.for which LMU‘s were enacted into the 
law: efficient, orderly, and economical:development of coal 
resources. The Eastern States BLM approved the lessee's LMU 
.application because it met all of the statutory and regulatory 
requirements for LMU formation. The LMU produced coal in 
commercial quantities in FY 1993 from non-Federal lands. In 
other words, the MU achieved diligent development, economic 
recovery of coal was attained, royalties and rents. were paid to 
those entities designated by statute, and coal was used to 
benefit consumers. 

If the leases had terminated, the BLW would have had to reoffer 
the tracts for competitive sale at a later date. There is no 
guarantee that the former lessee would bid on those lease tracts 
if they were reoffered; in fact, the lessee would probably have 
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See comment 2. 

‘See comment 13. 

’ See comment 14. 

See comment 2. 

DETAILED COMMENTS (Cont.) I' " 6 

changed.its mining. seguence.to,bypass;the~Federal coal 
'altogether. ,No:'revenues: would-'then have been generated from the 
.Federal coal resources'4 : ;: --, 

: !,, : / .’ ,, ,‘, i’,‘. .: :‘./:‘, ,j ,., ‘$ i :. / .’ ‘,’ : .i ;,: q i ” ., ( ,‘. !, : ;. 

_’ Paoe~28';~:*LMUs Micht,:Be,.Used,,to Extend'Other Nonnroducina Leases 
Aooroachina the End of TheirDiliaence Periods: 
September 30; 1992; there'were..a coalleases. 

A? of 

',, ; _, 
The.word."active ,should be,defined. "In the context used, It 
does not mean 'producing.' In the GAO study akea there were in 
fact 2 approved LMUs as of December .1993, when the report ended: 
one in Alabama, six‘in:Utah~.,an~,:,l?,,jn Wyoming‘s ,Casper District. 
,Eiaht LMU applications are pend~ng,~.all.inUtah. 

,I : ,,, 
oe 28;Onlv Full Paraaraoh. 

Lie 
We do not understand the basis for 

$290,008'stated as,the~~loss~to. the:Go,vsrnment of delaying the 
royalty ypayments. .The ca&ulation*.assumes that the Rocky Butte 

..lease tract would eventually ,be..resold and,:,developed‘ if it had 
'terminated-in' February'1993;..,.This,may be an optimistic 
assumption. The tracts used for comparison in the paragraph, 
West :Black Thunder ,and North Antelope~Rochelle, contain higher" 
Btu value, lower sulfur coal.: ; ?"' 1.". : ., 
Paces 29- 31. 'BLM Has Not.Substantiated,aNeed for Its PrODOSed 
Relaxation of Production Reouirementg ' The Department has 
previously responded to the referenced report, Minekal Resources: 
ProdosedRevisiops to the Coal Re . 'aulatioag, (GAO/RCED-92-189). It 

~ isnot clear why the findings tif that report are reproduced in 
'thisf'report. Wii note,,however, that the proposal criticized by 
the GAG was only a request :for-information to substantiate or not 
the validity of another cosnnercial quantities amount than l.O%, 
and ~0.3% was given as a possible option. ;None of the commenters 
on that proposal supplied any infonnation,which would support a 
regulatory change in the conrmercial quantities amount from 1.0% 
to any.other amount. ,The proposal has not been adopted. 

acres 34. storv of rr-McGee easeg Change the date 
in the32first pa$raph underthis sectkon fro: December 2, 1986, 
,to December 30, 1986...December 31 was the date on khich section 
2(a) (2.)(A) became effective. ,i 
In line'3 on page 32, change the word 'produce* to the phrase 'be 
producing coal in." In line 1 on page 33, change the word 
"produced* to the phrase 'continued to be producing.* 

CHAPTER 3, *Environmental Assessments Do Not Always Address 
Cumulative Impacts of Coal Mining.* 

Ee eral. The following information is given to provide a context 
fo: the discussion on the EA's' reviewed bythe GAG in Utah. The 
four lease tracts were adjacent to existing operations and were 
needed by the prospective lessees to maintain production. In the 
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See comment 15. 

I 

See comment 2. 

See comment 15. 

DETAILED COWMBNTS (cont.1 7 

State,of:,Utah,‘coalmining ischiefly condu,cted by underground 
: ,, methods:,,because'of.: the 'depth: of' the 'coal beds. Underground 

mining, generally ca%es impadts on, f&&'&sources than does 
surfacs.mining. The coal#mining,indusrti has undergone 

'consolidat,ionm,,,and old mines: are.being opened up and reworked. 
. . The.industry employsabout half the .#wcrkers:.that rt did in 1983 

and yet produces'-more.coal. The qyerall .population in the 
impacted counties (principally Carbon, Emery, and Sevier) has " 
steadily declined since 1983 and is just now leveling off. 

This populatidn'decline has caused a.decline in revenues to the 
general area. The decline in revenues is encouraging States and 
.counties to seek additionalreyenues. 

" 
As to the GAO criticisms about Utah's review of cumulative 
:effects, we,recognize the need for better documentation. However, 
Utah in fact didanalyze cumulative effects,in our view. In 
recognition of: the issue of documentation, ,we have prepared an 
Instruction Memorandum to the States to better ensure national 
consistency and uniforaity and'to, ensure that cumulative effects 
are fully documented. GAO contends that BLW Utah is not 
summerizing the results of previous, applicable cumulative 

~ analyses from which the site-specific analyses are being tiered. 
.Our BLR Utah State,Office indicate that the, four environmental 
assessments 4RA's) reviewed by the GAO were site-specific updates 
of four tracts which had been analyzed in a ,600-plus,page Round 
II Uinta-Southwest Utah Regional Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS,) or a 558-page Forest Land aqd,Resource Management Plan. 
Both these documents contain cumulative.impact analyses. 

,Paaes li-'t ' .'. The preparation of 
1 /,..., environmental documents canbe a collabprptive effort under any 

process, not just'& LB&process. Othersurface management 
agencies often contribute co mineral ,leasing environmental 
documents, as their consentmust be obtained before the BLM may 
issue leases on their lands.. .'I 

P&Ye 48. YEnvironmental Assessments in Utah Do Not So ecificallv 
Address Cumulative Imoacts o .' n MostResource&~ Per BLM Utah, the 
environmental:assessments~ reviewed by the,..GAO were updates that 
were intended,.to identify,and- evaluate,,any additional concerns 
that arose since the preparation of the,Rouiid II Uinta- 
Southwestern Utah, EIS orthe Forest Land and Resource Management 
Plan. In Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance. et al. 127 IBLA 331, 
350, the'Interior Board of Land Appeals noted, "The Board has 
also pointed out that where BLM.has prepared an earlier EIS 
discussing i-acts of proposed management decisions, subsequent 
analyses may briefly summarize the impacts more fully,explored in 
the EIS, a process known as tiering.* 
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See comment 2. 

See comment 16. 

DETAILED COMMENTS (COnt:) 8 

Pa ' 50, utie Extentto~ Which Cumulative~ImDacts Were Addressed 
I$&ociated Withlthe Ejctent ~of'PublicInvolvement." It is 
unclearwhatis meant by.the use of?the word "involvement in the 
's'ectich:title &nd in the :first s'entbnce. Itis not clear from 
thd'discus'sion' that the'b&ortunities for public involvement were 
any 'fewer in.Utah than ,they were 'in-'Wyoming 'or Kentucky. Public 
concerns iii Utah about the impacts of coal leasing, including 
cumulatfve.impacts, were less. 

CHAPTER 4, 'Projecting Coal Demand Is Not Necessary to Meet 
FCLAA's Objectives." - 

General, 'The BIN's decisTon to use coal forecasts in its leasing 
decisions was due to a variety of factors exclusive of the FCLAA. 
When the Congress ,established the Department of Energy (DOE), one 
of'its respohsibilities was !to set national energy goals. Not 
only did DOE set these gcaals'based.on forecasts using various 
,a&nnnptions' andj'policy decisioxi's; but it also criticized Interior 
for not'leasing enough 'coal; oil, gas, oil shale, etc., thereby 
breventing the United 'States from becoming energy independent. 

'Thi DOE's coal demand projections:in 'the late 1970's reflected 
" 

policy initiatives/including a goal of,1 million barrels of 
synfuels per day. The DDE requested' therefore that forecasters 
should factor synfuek use into‘theirdemand :forecasts. The 
result was, greatly fnflated.demand .forecasts. ',)>,' s 

the 'use of:forecasting in making lease sale decisions. 
As a results'of uncertainty in fobecasting; the BLM de-me;i,d -. 
emphasis was made despite objections from certai,n fzps,, 
including ,the GAO in its.1988 report, ;A:Shortfall easina Coal 
from 1. 
We&sure to'rely*m&e 'on forecasts continued from certain groups, 
including some St&e Governments. During .the regional leasing 
period -(January 1981 through September 19831, the BLM focused on 
accounting for market trends, since industry interest was 
some,times not apparent until well into the regional process. 

Market trend information can be useful. In the early to mid- 
1980's, coal demand had slumped considerably. With the 
substantial Federal leasing that had occurred during the regional 
leasing period, certain forecasters expected additional Federal 
coal leasing would not be needed for many years and advocated no 
new Federal coal leasing. The BLM issued a supplemental 
programmatic EIS in 1985. The conclus&ons of the market analysis 
were that, while leasing at that time was not necessary except 
for isolated site-specific needs, an increase in applications 
would start in Utah in 2-3 years and a significant increase in 
leasing interest in the Powder River Region, especially Wyoming, 
would start by 1990. That is essentially what happened. 
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See comment 2. 

See comment 4. 

See comment 4. 

See comment 17. 

,’ 

i’ 

DETAILED COMMENTS (Cont.) 9 

,.Although forecasting may not be necessary under LBA leasing, the 
.BLBshould remain aware, of market trends for resource management 
,planning and for economic. evaluation. Once the recent (1991- .,, ., :1993),:,bulge‘ in-leasing in the ,Powder,River Region is concluded, 

.leasing-:should.continue at. a slower but steady rate. (The bulge 
in leasing activity in that region was due.to a g-year hiatus in 
competitive leasing.) 

Paues 53-54, "Proiected Coal Demand Was Considered in Settrnq 
Reaional Coal Lease Sale Level%." The July 1979 regulations used 
*regional leasing faroetq," not "regional leasing levels." 

Leasing targets are exactly describe6 by the first paragraph on 
gage 54. Regional leasing levels were established by the July 
1982 regulatory revisions to account for the uncertainties 
inherent in forecasting future coal demand. The BLM has only 
minimal experience in using regional leasing levels, ,as there has 
been no regional coal leasing activity since September 1983. 

paues 54-55. "Proiected Demand Does Not Determine the Amount of 
Coal To Be Leased in the LBA Proces$l.' The BLM assumes that 
expressed interest in leasing a specific tract of Federal coal is 
equivalent to demand. With the exception of the West Rocky Butte 
Tract, mentioned at length in the report, almost all coal LBA 
tracts have represented extensions of existing mining operations,. 
and the leased coal has been needed either to prevent the bypass 
of Federal reserves or to fulfill lessees' contract obligations. 
The lessee assumes the burden of finding a customer for the 
leased coal, if there is not one already. The Government has 
less assurance that tracts offered in regional lease sales will 
be leased. Tracts offered in regional sales predominantly 
constitute the opening of new mines and are thus more dependent 
on market conditions than are LBA tracts. 

paae 56. Last Paraaraoh. With reference to the sentence 'FCLAA 
requires receipt of fair market value, not maximization of 
Federal revenues,' we note that the Department was criticized by 
the Congress and others for not getting more money for coal 
tracts located in the Powder River Basin in Wyoming in 
two 1982 sales. The GAO estimated that the Department had 
undervalued the coal by about $100 million. An investigative 
staff of the U. S. Congress charged that the sale had been held 
in a soft coal market, thereby losing revenues. The Department's 
defense was that it was not seeking to maximize revenues but 
instead was considering consumers who required electricity and 
jobs which was not acceptable to the Congress. 

Paqe 60. ADDendix 1. First Full Paraaranh. We would appreciate 
any'data the GAO may have to support that statement that 
groundwater resources are significantly affected by coal mining 
in the Powder River Basin. The BLM has conditcted a search of its 
files and.can find no substantiation that adverse -impacts to the 
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DETAILED COMMENTS (cont.) 10 

groundwater of the Basin have occurred. .There are letters of 
concern about potential impacts, 
supporting data. 

but'these letters provide no 
Per BLM Wyoming; 'the Wyoming Department of 

Environmental Quality and the WyomingState‘.Engineer have thus 
far detected no adverse impacts,' de&pite extensive groundwater 
monitoring activities. 

b ,’ 

, , f  , . .  

/. 
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‘Ihe following are GAO’S comments on the Department of the Interior’s 
letter dated April 12,1994. 

. ., ., -, \ 1 : (,, y.. ,.,: .: ‘, ., (‘I,’ / 

GAO Comments 1. The report has been updated to reflect new information provided by 
s;,.,- ’ ‘(. , Interior in April ,1994. ’ 1, -, i: 

I , . ‘ , , , , , :  *  /  I  t  
I  (  . , ;  , :  :  , ,  ‘v’,; :  “1 ‘, ; ,  r  J , “ , ,  > 

:  ,I#< /  ,’ :  ’ 2:, Clarifications have been made to the text of the report. 
i ,:,. ,. , ,,..)’ ,,, 

)’ 3: ‘Ille history of, coal demand as we present it is taken from the 1985 
i P Final ‘EnvironmentalImpact Statement Supplement for Interior’s Federal 

,,,’ .i i Coal,Management Program, page 22. We believe that presentation is 
,:: accurate, appropriate; and fair; and .thus we have made no change. 

‘I ;: :: ” : 
8. ,,, i, 4; : We. made no’change ‘in responseto this comment. The presentation in 

,, .’ a, the ,text is correct,: andthe suggested change adds additional detail that is 8 
, ,not necessary for an understanding of the federal coal-leasing program. 

: .%, 5. See our detailed response ,to the office of the Solicitor’s comments in 
.I ,, ,I.; appen&& ,. ‘: ; ? 

,;’ ,, ,, ,. ., :;“, !: 
‘,. ,_,/ I, 6. ,We agree with Interior that extending the life of leases within a logical 

, ‘3, ,:, mining unit (LMU) ,and furtheringthe~economic development of the coal 
‘_ within the LMu;are not mutually exclusive. However, we believe that the 

” ,,. ., ‘. LMv:provision should be used in a manner consistent with the goals of the 
’ ; , act, thatis, ,encouraghig the development of coal production on federal 

:.; leases and discouraging the speculative holding of leases. We believe that 
the exemption granted by:the’m.provision should not be used primarily 
to extend the diligence period and that rejecting the formation of an LMU 
would notbe inconsistent, with fostering the development of the coal, 

.I’ .I,,_ .. conseivationof the resource; and~maximum economic recovery. We are 
pleased to see that Interior is considering proposed regulations that would 
provide criteria that BLM can use to determine whether to approve an LMU. 

7. When BLM sells alease, it exchanges the rights to produce and sell coal 
in exchange for a.bonus bid, rental payments, and royalty payments. The 
royalty payments would start within 10 years on the basis of the mine’s 
,production of ,commercial quantities within that time and its continued 
production of commercial quantities thereafter. If a lease is extended 
beyond its lo-year term without production, the lessee is obtaining the 
right to extend the time it is allowed to achieve commercial production 
without compensating the government. 
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We are not,advocatlng a-holding fee in lieu of production. We are pointing 
out that when’Br,M approves .an L+MU whose primary purpose is to extend 
the diligence period, BLM is providing something of value for which it has 
not been ,compensated. ‘;*,,& a$ :,‘j;,& ,,., !‘I,’ ,W j 6;: : ~.t’\l’V,i~,,p, .*:>, 

,,:. ,’ i “.,,,. ‘. 
8. Although Interior notes thatthe sale price per tonof the &&iIlion-ton 
West Rocky Butte lease (about 30 cents per ton) was high, we believe the 
price was high because ‘the sale ‘and subsequent formation of an LMU 
allowed the lessee to keep the much larger Rocky Butte lease. In 
establishing the value forthe West Rocky Butte lease, BLM used, as its 
basis, the combined tonnage of both leases. Had the Rocky Butte lease 
terminated aMa combined Rocky Butte and West Rocky Butte tract been 
offered andsold,,for the price that Northwestern Resources Company paid 
for the West Rocky Butte tract, the bid price of coal acquired would be 
275 cents per ton. :While Interior points out that rentals are due on the two 
leases, the amount of rentapproximately $16,000 annually-is very small 

,’ , relative to the.value of,the coal contained in the LMU. 

9. The Chief of BLM’S SolidMirieral Operations Division concluded in an 
October 1990 evaluation that if the Rocky Butte lease terminated, there 
would be no impediment to future development of the tract by the lessee 
or another entity ‘when the. market for Powder River Basin coal is no 

, !’ c ‘. longer saturated: In addition; ~&s:Brarich of Mining Law and Solid 
/ 1 Minerals and Northwest Regional Rvahmtion Team in Wyoming concluded 

that if the,Rocky Butte lea&terminated, the government would have a 
strategically placed block of coal ready for sale in the future when coal 
prices increase. They estimated thatthe bonus bid could range from 
$26,million to $126 million andthatthe sale might elicit true competition. 

.lO. From the potentialfuture%ale price that BIM Wyoming officials cite 
for the Rocky Butte lease-$26 million to $126 million-it appears that BIN 

believes the potential future selling price would far exceed the cost of the 
sale. 

11. Allowing the Rocky Butte lease to terminate would not promote 
piecemeal development. To the contrary, the Chief of F+M’s Solid Mineral 
Operations Division concluded in an October 1990 evaluation that if the 
Rocky Butte lease’terminated, there would be no impediment to future 
development of the tract by the lessee or another entity when the market 
for Powder River Basin coal is no longer saturated. 
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_, : 12;’ The discussionof the two Alabamaleases and the associated LMU has 
been deleted from the final version of this report. 

13. The discussion of the loss to the government fkom delaying royalty 
payments has been deleted from the final version of this report 

, ., .j, ,, :, ., 
14. The discussion of the findings of .ourk,qgust 1992 report has not been 
repeated in the final version of this report 

16. Our report recognizes that “tiering” is an acceptable practice to avoid 
redoing assessments. However, when anassessment does not show direct 
links to prior studies, tiering cannot be assumed. In our reading of the 
Utah assessments, we could not determine that these assessments had 
been tiered to priorstudies. After~discussions with the preparers, we were 

‘. told that the assessments were tiere,d 
\., ., ‘. ; _:‘., 

16; ‘&IT report notes the lath of public concern over coal leasing in 
./. centralUtah. .” .:, : / ., 

X7. we have revised the t&t to more clearly convey that mining in 
eastern Powder River Basin areas containing aquifers clearly has the 
potential to effect those aquifers and that those impacts need to be ,: .’ 
considered inthe environmentalksessments. These impacts are 
discussed in the U.S; Geological Survey Water Resources Investigations 
Report 83-4946. 
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Nqp: GAP corymenjs,,. 
supplementing those in the 
report text appear in 
ap@n,$ix X. 

I : ,‘” :, :‘( ’ : :, I 

‘. .,* ,, “. ? ,ai 

OFFICEOFTHE SOLICITOR 
.,, * :: : / ,. !#, .;, ,, I,'_/ :/', ,,.T,,T- :"; ', j I. ..,I, 3 ! 

APR I 1 1994 

, .4+1. G St.,,, ,W..W. , Roon1,lB42 
Washington, D.C. ,20549 

..i,': 
) .'..:' ,' I !', >_' I,'?.:,.' ,T. ,' :,, 

,@ar ..Mr, Duffus: : *,!.: ,, _., 
': ,' :' .:,Thank,.you' for aliowing'm usto; cone&t o&the draft report entitled . # 7 

g ;,-,. Prooraa Needs.StrB 
Our"i2eidarks "airi' li&.ted to the discussion in 

Chapter 2 on Kerr&Gee CoalCorporationrs (Kerr-t&See) eligibility 
under section, 2(a)(2.)(A) of the. Mineral Leasing Act (WLA) to 

'i'~~c~i‘~~'fed~~al"~~sh$re"n~~eral -1eases'cince March 1988. For the 
reasons elaborated below, we,q,apriot.concur with the conclusion that 
Kerr-McGee has, since Narch 1999, been disqualified from acquiring 
new leases, or with the suggestion that the Bureau of Land 

: ,, ,. ,,,WapaqenmBt (BI+¶),~,review a,By.leases;issued to Kerr-McGee from that i 
,, .time to the,present fey. possibl,e cancellation. 

.' ,:, i ', _.. I ,,/ i : '. ..i, '. I' , i ,^ 
,, ~,:Pu,rsua?t toyoy request, pn, August 4,. +993, the Department of the 

v, 'Ihterior's Associate Solicitor for.Rneeqy and Resources provided 
0 ttie Gen~r~iT~,Ac~~ntinq',Ofjfi~e‘,(GAO),~~i~ an opinion regarding the 

: : .-application of the, prohibition: on ,leas:e issuance provided for by 
'sectio#2(h)(2)(A) to Ker&&Gee. Ker+McGee held two federal coal 
leases which were coinbined‘in~a~loqicaI'~mining unit (LWU) that had 
ceased actual production. The Associate Solicitor*s opinion 
advised GAO that the Solicitor's Office was unable to conclude that 
the contemporaneous interpretation and application of the,section 
2(a)(2)(A) requirements by BLW in the Kerr-McGee case Were beyond 
the scope of the Secretary’s authority granted by the Federal Coal 
Leasing Amendments Act (FCLAA). I concur in the opinion and'in 

1 that conclusion., 

The opinion observed that the BLW had relied on a duly promulgated 
regulation in effect at the time in determining that the lessee at 
issue was not barred from obtaining mineral leases by operation of 
section 2(a)(2)(A) of the WLA. That regulation, codified at 43 
C.F.R. § 3472.1-2(e)(6)(ii)(B), provides that a lessee is not 
disqualified under section 2(a)(2)(A) of the WLA if the lease 
involved is contained in an IMB which is producing in accordance 
witk the LWU*s stipulations of approval. 

Because of the inclusion of the leases at issue in an LWU; the 
provisions of section 2(d) of the WLA providing for LWUs are 
triggered. That section grants the Secretary discretion to provide 
that diligent development, continuous operation and production on 
any federal lease or non-federal land be construed as occurring on 

I- 

i 

t 
i- 
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.A’. 8. alli.federal :leases- in 'the:.LWU. The section also specific,ally 
.‘( states that. pr.e-1,9.76 .-leases , such, as:those;.involved in the matter 

,( ,. ,.,,+at : han,d , may ,be, !in.cluded,,-in #an ,UEJ andI,become,subject to the 
. . :::J l,.:production requirements .of.; the' ~LME.:~:r,LThewlegislative history of 

: ,T! ~.FCLAAidemonstrates&hat the congressional*~~,drafters recognized that 
/I 'I: the,,: ) LWU .gro~visfons s'aere .l,'lan'r ~enormous;:.! exemption" to .the due 

,I' diligence,provisionk~otherwise,~imposed ,by,.the HLA as amended. 
“; ,;, ,;>b,. ’ . _‘:, /a,.* ,, . 

'I,, /; Based & thik.discretion:,granted by,&&fbn 2(d) of the l&A the 
," ,Secr,etary .promulgated 'the, regulationzt:at: 43 C.F.R. '.I 34+2.1- 

: ',: '> 2(@(6)(ii)(E) setting'!forth.special resuirements relatina to LWUs 
and section 2('a)(2)(A).compliance,.:.That,,regulation states that an 
LMJ must be "producing in accordance with'the,logical mining unit 
stipu,lations of approval" in,order to‘ .escape the prohibition of 

., ,section 2(a)(,2).(A,). .: : ";.pj i, ,. s ,,/_I * 
, ”  .  .  .  ” , . I .  ’ 1 

The stipulationk of'.spproval:'for 'Eerr+@Gee's LHU': provide that 
Kerr-McGee must meet the lo-year diligent development requirement, 
unde,r,.,which the operator promises to produce coal :in <ommercial 
quant+t&a.s from the LWU within 10 years. While the draft GAO 
report, attaches significance to the fact that the LKB has not 

i'l produced since 1988, the fact remains that Kerr-McGee is in 
compli-ante with these LWB stipulations of approval, even in the 
ab,ssnce.of present production, so long as production.in commercial 
quantities is achieved by September 26, 1996. Kerr-McGee thus 
falls within the exception to section 2(a)(2)(A) disqualification 
provided for by the above-cited regulation. 

.j ,( ,I . 
&i.v&the:~broad~ grant of di&retion '.in section 2(d) of the U and 
the existence of the duly promulgated regulation, we are unable to 
conclude that BLU*s determination that Kerr-McGee was not barred 
under section 2(a)(2)(A) was contrary to law. 

/ 
As the Associate Solicitor noted, however, BLW*s regulation was a 
matter of policy formulated by previous Administrations. 
she observed that, while BLW's interpretation was 

In fact, 
legally 

permissible, it arguably did not well serve a major goal of FCLAA, 
which was to reduce speculation. Accordingly, she suggested that 
the regulation could be amended prospectively at any time by 
following the normal notice and comment rulemaking:process. In 
fact, BM thereafter issued, on December 10, 1993; an advanced 
notice of proposed rulemaking seeking public comment on LKUs, 
including diligence requirements relating to LWUs. 

Furthermore, the Associate Solicitor's review was confined to the 
applicable law and regulations relating to section 2(a)(2)(A) and 
section 2(d) of the MLA, w, 
surrounding the appropriateness 

she did not review any issues 
of the formation'.of the LKB 

involved. 
/’ 

In our view, the draft report's analysis of Kerr-McGee*s 
qualification to acquire new federal leases since 1988 suffers from 
three major shortcomings. First is its disregard. for the legal 
significance of the existence of the Clovis Point LKU and the 

‘. 

t 
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hiutory of production from <the non-federal lands within the UN. 
Second is' its failure to' acknowledge',that reviewing courts are 
likely,to give greht defbrence, to #agency regulations implementing 
&atuteai,which are silent80r:.anbigu6ui h@$to the iammo addressed 
by ragblation. In this instance, ‘the’ IUA is dlent about the 
intended fnterplay,.betwaeti riaccionr' 2(a)(2)(A) and 2(d), as they 
relhte'to leosow,,holding federal 'coal lease8 included in LWUs. 
Third is the characterization $hat BIH'p rvlations and the 
Amociate solicitorpa opinion are at odd6 with the cdmaentary of 
former solicitor Frank Richards&n and t6e Office of Technology 
Ure8ament. cThe8e dnd,other.points.,ara discussed more fully in the 
enclosure to this letter. " 

:'Thank you again for giving us this opportunity to cement. We hope 
that you will firid our coniiaQtits on the.draft report constructive. 
If you or your staff would find it useful, we would be glad to meet 
'with you to~discus6 this.matter ~fiartfh~r. 

./ 
, 

,'Ii 

'Silic &ely, ,. 
P * ;,J',y . 1 J 

,L I,.2 c/(., -i 
-*Cohn., D. c L&shy 

,." 

1' Sdlibitor C 
: :. ./ / 

Emlosure .’ 

cc: As;sistank Secretary, Land and Minerals Ranagement 
Acting Director, Bureau of Land Management 
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I  

\ 
Now on p. 25. 

I’ _,, . 

COB+l$NTS ON,CHAPTER 2 OF THE DRAFT GAD RRRORT 
: 

.~ *we '.of fe.r the ,&kd~g *p&if ic ~cmmpate on and suggested changes 
in the draft regort. 

st oaK@zraoh) throuah oaae 34 

: ,_ .' .I':, . . 
we .-believe the foll6wing text provides a more appropriate 
qharacteritation of the Associate Solicitor's opinion: 

dn Fe&&y 22,,1993, we asked'Interior's Solicitor to provide 
his opinion on'whether Kerr-M&G&e was barred from receiving 
new-mineral leases due to the operation of section 2(a) (2) (A). 
On August 4, 1993, the,Department of the Interior's Associate 
Solicitor forG,;;ziy :and zarlycee advised us ;t; UI~ 
Solicitor18 was to conclude 

./ contem$raneous interpretation and application ‘of the section 
:2(a).(2)(A) requirements by.BLM, in the Kerr-MeGee case were 
beyond the scope of the Secretary's authority granted by the 
Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act. The Department of the 

,.' Interior's Solicitor has prwided GAO with a Iletter, dated 
.April .&l, 1994, concur,~,jng.,in.' that conclusion and in the 

._: Associate Solicitor's parlier opinion. 

: The Ass&ate Solicitor ,observed that BLM was acting in 
reliance onda duly promulgated regulation' which provides that 
a,.federal 1essee.j.s producing coal in commercial quantities 
for Durposes,of section 2(a) (2) (A) if the pre-FCLAA coal lease 
irhich it holds' is included in ,bn LMU that is producing in 
accordance with .its "stipulations of apprwal . n2 The 
stipulatipns.,of approval for Kerr-McGee's LMU provide that 
Kerr-McGee mpst meet the. lOTyear diligent development 
requireme,nt, u<nder which the operator promises to produce coal 
in comrmercial quantities from the‘I&lU within 10 years. Kerr- 
McGee is in compliance with these IMU stipulations of 
approval, even in the.,absence of present production, so long 
as production in conanercial quantities is achieved by 
September 26, 1996. Accordingly, the Associate Solicitor 
noted that, in this instance, Kerr-McGee appears to fall 
within the exception to section 2(a) (2) (A) disqualification 
provided for by the regulation. 

The Associate Solicitor stated that, given the existing 
regulation interpreting the interplay between section 
2(a) (2) (A) and section 2(d), which grants the Secretary broad 
discretion with respect to diligent development, continuous 
operation, and production for logical mining units3, she was 
unable to conclude that the section 2(a) (2) (A) prohibition 
applied to Kerr-McGee in this instance.’ However, the 
Associate Solicitor noted that the BLIPS interpretation of 
section 2(a) (2) (A) and section 2(d) was "a matter of policy 

:- 
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I& formulated by previous administrations that meets the letter 
.,:: o& ,-he la,$; " *The'ASsocC%ke Solicitor observed that, while 

i,., BLM's interpretation was legally permissible, it arguably did 
not','well serve' a"major"$oal df:!~~CLAA, which 'was to reduce 
speculation. ; ,. 3 .; ,, ~ ; I", 

"' 'The AssocYlte:S~lici~or:~n~t~~.t~t.!BIiM!,s regulations could be 
amended '~~~spectively",a~:~~n]i',! &ne.-cby following the normal, 
notice and comment rulemaking,process. Subsequent, to the 
Asscciate Soljcitor's o$.nion',-:BLZ+l gssued on' December 10, 

.,' 1'999, 'an advancedLnotEce'bf~propo;~~t$ulemaking seeking public 
comyent on logical mining , 
r&&reme+s reliting\to 'LMUe;,. ' 

including diligence 
; // , ::, ",1 .' 

; ,' ,., /i: .: 
., 

,,,; 
'. .(,1 ,I .,,_ :, ., ; 1 .- :";< 

! < 7. 'StSDuSatLons of'. apDroval':':'are provisions governing a 
., / ; .' les~ee's':?lje'~atiolis,"iuider a sDe&fic LMU. ,, ," ", ',_' ,,._ ,t,,. <.', / 
< '?,'S ,, : Because of'the*inolusidn.'of the leases dt issue in an 
I! !,,' ,JMU,‘ .tlie'~Solicitor's,,Office f'dtind that the provisions of 

section.2(d,) of the',MLA pr&d%ng for LMUs are triggered. 
That section grants'the' Secretary discretion to provide that 
diligent development, continuous operation and'production on 
'any 'federal lease ,oi: tit%-*fed&al land be construed as '. bccurritig on-all federa'~l"l%ases, in the '&MU. Tl++ sectioli also 
specifi,calJy, states that 'pre'1976 leases, such as those 
involved in the matter-at harid,,,may be included in an LMU and 
become%!ubject, to the productioti:'requiremeats df the LMU. In 
the 'Assoc%ate Solicitor !ioted that the legislative history of _ PC&J&A demonstrates that the.congressional drafters recognized " 

,, : that the L&ID pfovisions'we're.'~an~enonnous exemption" to the 
'due"~diligexice pkovisiohs'F'othetiise imposed by the MIA as 

amended. '> I '.. ., ,. .' 2. 
4 It should be notedthat the Associate Solicitor’s review 
was confined to the applic&ble law and regulations relating to 
sections ,2(a) (2) (A) and'2(d) .of the ML?L She did not review 
any issues surroundi$g the appr.opr'iateness of the formation in 
the,first instance of the ,I@U ,involved. ,. ._I. i I 

Paue 34; *: 
Beginning in the last paragraph of this page, GAO states: 

We believe that Kerr-McGee-is not qualified to obtain 
federal mineral leases under section 2(a) (2) (A) because it has 
not produced~coal in commercial "quantities from the LMU since 
the L?lU was formed and indeed has not produced any coal at'all 

2 
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,  

, 

from the LMU since 1999. 
i 

This conclusion ignores the special treatment of IMtJs that Congress 
provided for in section 2(d) of the MLA, 30 U.S.C. § 202a, 
including provisions relating .to dil,igent dwelopment, continuous 

'operati'on and production. 'It further ,ignores the Secretary’s broad 
discretion to adminisker INUs. Section 2,(d) (1) anr%(2) authorize 
,the Sedretary to ,approve the consolidation of federal ,and non- 
federal coal leases- into a logical mining unit in order to foster 
the development and mining of included coal resources in an 
efficient, economical and‘orderly manner over a period of 40 years. 
Section,,2(d) (2) provides 'that any approved mining plan for an LMU 
must require such diligent development , operation and production so 

'that the‘ L&N's reserves will be mined within a Secretarially 
established period;;. not to exceed 40 years. Section 2(d) (3) 
authorizes the .Secretary, in the course of approving an LMU, to 
provide, "among other thihgs," that diligent development, 
continuous operation, and production on any non-federal land within 
the LMU shall.be construed as occurring on' all federal leases in 

: the LMUd Section 2(d) (4) of the,M.LA authorizes the Secretary to 
'amend any federal lease included in an LMU so that mining under 
that lease ‘is consistent with the I.MU requirements. Section 
2(d) (5) explicitly provides .that pre-FCLAA leases can be included 

> in an bMU and, if so, "shall be subject to the provisions of this 
section [setting forth rules relating to LMUsl.* We believe that 
it is legally supportable to read section 2(d) as giving the 
Secretary the discretionto establish how lessees holding federal 
coal leases included in ,'an LMU are to comply with section 
2(a)(2) (A). This 'he did,'-by. adopting a rule providing that 
compliance with the LMU's stipulatione.will also serve to meet the 
requirement for production i,n commercial quantities found in 
section 2(a) (2) (A).' 

This construction",of the Interaction between sections 2(a) (2) (A) 
and 2(d): is consistent with FCLAA's 'legislative history. During 
the House debate, Congresswoman Patey‘Mink; Chairman of the House 
Subcommittee on Mines and Mining, described an LMU as “an enormous 
exemption" from due diligence, 122 Cong. Rec. SO7 and 508 (Jan. 21, 
1976). Her,remarks suggest she understood that, in order to foster 
the long-term development and mining of non-producing pre-FCLAA 

. 
1 We note that GAO agrees at page 35 of the draft report 

with’our view that production anywhere in the LMU can'be attributed 
to the federal coal leases within the LMU and can be used to 
satisfy section 2(a)'(2) (A),‘s production requirement. We also note 
that, as the Associate Solicitor<8 opinion-stated, we believe that 
the Secretary has the discretion to adopt a range of different 
policies and regulations for section 2(a) (2) (A) compliance for 
leases included in an LMU. 

3 

I 
L 
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- leases, these leases, may be treated as part of a unit when 
consolidated into an MU, free from certain requirements of FCLAA 

?' that would apply if they were stand-alone leases. 
. ,' , . ',. :.j:.', 3 

GAO's conclusion also ignores the' dul.y,.promulgated BLM regulation 
i., which provides,' that a,,less,ee. will, n'ot~r.~.s~~.dis'qualified so long its 

lease .is .contained s,in.. an,. /approved ILMG,which is producing in 
2 '" accordance~.with its stipulations.. Kerr-McGee’s qualification is 

derived-from this regulation.,- which provides: 

. I 
I .i,./ , ,_ , 

(ii.) An enti.ty.shall not.be.disqualified under the provisions 
of,this subpart.,id:each lease that the entity holds is: 

*  , :  
*  *  

. I  (E) Conta,i;$in a,approv$i,logical mini& unit.which is 
producinu accordance th the losical &no unit 

” stivulations~~of~awnroval oumt to 8 3407.1(e) & (f) 
gf, this title:,.. [emphasis a:dedl..:: 

. :c:, 
i, ,, 43. C.F:R. :I ';34772.112,(~~~(ii),'(E.) . Sections 3487.i(e) and (f) 

prescribe'the contents:of LJ4Wstipulations and the criteria for LMU 
approval. Neither section ,Lcontains any,,requirementR~t~~~ssa:: 

"referring: to production .of commercial quantitie8.i 
C.F.R.. 8 348:7,.1(e) (2.) requires :these' stipulations,to include a 
schedule for the achievement of diligenttdevelopmentand continued 
operation for the,IMTJ.?;. .., / 

.a 
The grefatbry clausId. in'.p&a&r&h 3 of 'the Clovis Point LMU's 
stipulations, of .,approval,makes both federal lease,8 in the LMU 
subject ,to uniform require,ments for diligent development and 

:continued operation,.' thereby.. . superseding the comparable 
requirements,forthe individual federal leases. After noting that 
the diligent development.period for the LMU began on:September 26, 
1986, subparagraph 3.c expressly states that "the L&RI must have 
achieved production.of commercial quantities before September 26, 

'1996,, the ten-year anniversary of the effective date of the LMLI." 
Subparagraph ,3.c..goes on to state that- ,Kerr-McGee must mine 
,3,,043,460 tons of, coal from anywhere within the LMU to achieve 
diligent development. Subparagraph 3.f describes the 40-year LMU 
exhaustion period,,, Subparagraph 3.g states that for purposes of 

‘. -meeting the commercial quantities requirement' of section 
2(a) (2) (A), production of any coal within the LMU (which was 
ongoing at the time of the LMU's effective date of approval on the 
state lease included in the LMU) shall be construed as occurring on 

: 

2 43 C.F.R. § 3483.11~) specifies -that any federal coal 
lease included in an LMu.will be governed by the diligent 
development and continued operation requirements imposed on the LMJ 
in lieu of those.comparable requirements that would apply to the 
lease individually. 

4 

,>,: . , .  ” 
‘I 
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‘, 

‘: 

!  . ,  :  

all federal leases,withinthe LMU. 
%f'the ‘U&.fails for any reason, 

‘Subparagraph 3.h provides that, 
the federaljleaies included in the 

LMU would be subject to the diligence requirements that,would have , 
otherwise applied had they not be includedin the LMU. 

The:Cfovis'Point.:IMU stipulations.contain%080ther provisions which 
deal with production, production of commercial quantities, .diligent 

1" development,.--.orscontinued operation. Although GAG construes the 
'. LMU stipulations.,as'notr.addressing what 'is required to satisfy the 

'commercial.quantities production requirement of section 2 (a)(2) (A) 
oras equating'it with'diligentdevelopment, the fact is that the 
stipulations only define what .is required to accomplish production 
in commercial quantities in one place -- in subparagraph 3-c. That 

", is the .only 'provision in.::the .stipulations to describe what is 
"G'required.'for production~of3xmunercial~quantities, and it does so by 
" reliance..on:the notion..of.,di'ligent',development. 

& i>:v?r..:consistent- with BLM'sregulations. 
This approach is 

Accordingly, as long as Kerr- . .~?'i :-'#McGee produces 3!,i.O34;46&. tons%of,.coal .from'anywhere within the 
!,/ !., "'I Clovis Point~~LNU'by September:26i I996,, Kerr-McGee is producing :.., .I\ s coal ,in- .accordance .with. .:these LMUstipulations of approval. 

'..I Therefore, by .,the:.:express'::..terms ofi ~43; C.F.R.( I 3472.1- 
. . . ,. ' ,2(e)(6),(ii) (E); it +would be difficult to, adjudge Kerr-McGee as 

"presently ineligible under,sectionl.2(a) (2).(A). on the basis of the 
.' federaLleases contained in the Clovis Point LMU. ' 

.,' " “ : .., ",;., s,, 
We do not read FCLAA as nedessarily imposing a present requirement 
:for actualproductionwhen,a pre-FCLAA.lease.is included in an LMU. 

.,; \There appearto be, two, conflicting, paradigms at work here, The 
,, first. is the paradigmfor stand-alone leases for which section 

2(a)(2)(A) is effective in ensuring development: The second is the 
paradigm for LMUs, which.measures production on a unit basis over 
Wterm’,of .up to 40 years!; not on a ,lease-by-lease basis under the 

.! standard'iease term. We, do.not find it..illogical for Congress to 
: have c.,granted the Secretary*,, discretion to equate section 
, 2(a)(2)(A)'s "production of conunercial quantities" with a "diligent 
I development" requirement for LMUs, 

to determine what constitutes 
thus allowing LMU stipulations 

Nproduction"',in the context of an 
LMU. Especially in the western United States, landholding patterns 

,,' often ,do,not allow mining.-companies to acquire all leases for a 
logical mine ,simultaneously. 'For example, Leases A and B on 
federal :lands,may be acquired in year one, while Leases C and D on 
state lands may be acquired in year eight. The most 

:~~~environmentally and' .economically practical progression for 
extracting coal on these ,lands may involve mining on Leases D, C, 
B, and A, in that order, over a IO-year period. Allowing approved 
LMUstipulations to define production for the individual leases in 
the LMU would, allow the leases to be produced in the most 
environmentally and economically beneficial manner. Requiring the 
.lessee in this example to choose between continued eligibility for 
future leases or mining the LMU illogically appears to be exactly 
what 43 C.F.R. 5 3472.1-2(e) (ii)(E) was designed toavoid. Indeed, 
'the purposes behind Congress' enactment of section,2(d) of the MLA 

5 

. I  , ,  
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kow on p. 26. 

- / ,,. t 

J 

providing for LMus,was to provide for the "efficient, economical, 
and,orderly" development of the coal reserves in the unit. 

. Faae 35. ? 

In the middle.of this page, GAO, states that: 
,, .. 

We '. di8agre.e ,with Interioras Associate Solicitor's 
interpretation that,PCLAA permits .BI.N to use the U-year LMU 
,diligent development period .to satisfy Section '2(a) (2) (A)'8 
requirement forthe present production of coal in coannercial 
quantities. 

'> , / ,' :I 
Again, this conclusion ignores the scheme that Congress devised in 
FCLAA for the establishment and operation of.LMUs, and BLM's duly 
promulgated regulations implementing ,those :provisions in FCDAA 
regarding LMUs and lessee eligibility,..discussed above. While 
Congreas has recognized distinctions.between "diligent development" 
and ncommercial.quantibies, m 'the Secretary ,could and did employ 
these..tenns in;.)defining production requiraents for L&We. The 
principle of judicial deference to agency rulemaking applies here. 
A court may not substitute its judgment foran agency’s when the 
agency's regulations constitute a reasonable interpretation of the 
agency’s .delegated lnegiislative authority. -ran U.S.A. v. 
Natural Res. Def. Cou c 1, 46.7 U.S. 837 (1984). j 

BLW s regulations, which have the effect of allowing the use of the 
IO-year ,diligent development period to satisfy the section 
2(a) (2) (A) commercial quantities requirement; are consistent with 
the 1985 opinion of .Solicitor Richardson- In 1995, former 
Solicitor Richardson- issued an M-opinion answering various 
questions about the prohibition in section 2(a) (2) (A), which was to 
take effectthe following year. BLM's regulations are consistent 
with his interpretation of sections,.2 and 7 of the MLA. The first 
question which he addressed was the possible ways of defining the 
section 2 (a) (2) (A) term "producing....in .coaunercial quantities.m 
Solicitor Richardson stated that: 

.' 
There are several lawful ways to implement the term... 
[including] as the term is used in the regulations defining 
"diligent development" on a Federal' coal lease, as a 
cumulative amount (over a longer, fixed period, taking into 
account startup time and initial:,mine-production) of initial 
production, with a succeeding rate thereafter...." 

92 I.D. 538-539. After acknowledging- that the tenn *producing in 
counnercial quantities" was added by sections, 3 and 6 of FCLAA to 
three places in sections 2(a) (2) (A) and 7(a) of the MLAwithout the 
benefit of any legislative definition,:the Solicitor noted that the 
Department's initial, contemporaneous -#interpretation of the 
"diligent development" definition of commercial quantities called 
not for a rate of production, but "a cumulative amount of 

6 
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‘ . “ .  

,’ 

I  

,’ 

: production within the relevant period." J&, at 542. 
., ._ 
Solicitor Richardson also addressed whether the prohibition in 

I section. 2(a) (2) (A)attaches to the hoider of a non-producing lease 
,.-that is.included ipan LMU..,from,which. coal is,being produced at the 

proper rate.,: .He concluded that it does not., 92 I.D. at 539. He 
explained that participation in a producing IMU tolls the 
prohibition.. ,L,,.at 548. Solicitor Richardson construed section 

'2(6)(3.).of,the MLA as allowing production in commercial quantities 
(i_e,c production of 1 percent of an LMU'S recoverable coal 
reserves prior'to the'%end of the LMWs 10:year diligent development 
period) ~occurring anywhere within:,an $MU to be construed as 
occurring on all federal leases in the U4U for purposes of section 
2 (a) (2). (A) . a, at 554. In other words, he saw participation in 
a producing LMWas relieving the included non-producing federal 
leases from section 2(a) (2) (A)'8 prohibition. m, at 555. 

I 
At this point;Solicitor Richardson did.not define a "producingW 

,IJMu. But earlier .in his opinion, he had.stated: 
- 

,’ 

The ,Secretary.may define the' time element of "producing in 
commercial quantities" for section 2 (a)(2) (A) purposes in any 

. . ,  

of several ways,,, consistent with the statutory- purpose to 
penalize speculative holdirqof coal leases, and respecting 
the'key words, in.the .phrase: "producingn and nconanercial.n 
Given ,that speculation ends upon construction of mine 
facilities, because,of the investment that is completed by the 
time.:the first.'ton of sold..coal is severed and loaded for 
shipment, any measure of actual production that'respects the 
word.s in the.phrase:is consist,ent with the statute. We thus 
advise. that the-phrase may be define [sic].. .as an amount 
whsich must be produced over, the .lO-year holding period of 
section 2(a) (2)(A) analogous to diligent development.... 

Any effort to,declare mineral leases issued to Kerr-McGee since 
March 1989as invalid'on the premise that Kerr-McGee had to be 
actually producing from the Clovis Point LMU when the leases were 
issued, as GAG suggests, could also be highly problematic for 
several,reasons. First, this would be contrary to the language of 
43 C.F.R. § 3472.1-2(e)(6) (ii)(E), which refers to "producing coal 
in accordance with the logical mining unit stipulations of approval 
pursuant.to,.9 3487.1(e) and (f).". .nProducingR is defined in 43 
C.F.R. 5 3400.0-5(rr)(6) to mean actually severing coal or 

' operating an ongoing mining operation in accordance with standard 
industry operation practices. Reading the term "producing" in the 
context of 43 C.P.R. § 3472.1-2(e) (ii) (El, the operative regulation 
for leases in LMUs, as not requiring present production is, we 
believe,. a legally supportable construction. This is easily 
distinguishable, for example, from 43 C.F.-R. 9 3472.1-2(e)(6)(i), 
which requires an eligible lessee to be 'producingW a to meet 

7 
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”  1 

I  

3’ 

some other requirement, such as being within its section Z(a) (2) (A) 
production bracket or having achieved production of commercial 
quantities during that time f'rame. The plain meaning of section 
3472.1-2(e) (6) (ii)(E) suggests'that 'one need look no further than 

'the Clovis Point LMU stipulations to understand what Kerr-McGee 
mu& do eo be eligible to' acquire new leases. ,,; . .' 
,Second, the prefatory clause to 43 C.,F.R..'§ 3400.0-5 expressly 
-limits the application of the definitioli of "producingn stated in 
section 3400;0-S(rr)(6) to Part 3400. The rule on lessee 
eligibility is found in a different part, Part 3470. Kerr-McGee 
cotild well be. able to use this technical point to its legal 
advantage. 

We'are aLare of only one statement of interpretation offered by BLM 
which stipporte GAO's view that .the Clovis Point LMU must be 
actually producing in order to afford Kerr-McGee protection from 
sectioii 2(a) (2,)(A)'s,disqwlific~~~ provision. In its internal 
gufddlines3 foi: implementing Y:*regulatory definition of 
commercial quantities (1 percent of recoverable coal resenres) for 
section 2(a) (2) (A) ptirposes,lV BLM stated: 

; 
If a Federal coal leabe, that, otherwise is subject to the 

) section 2(a)(2)(A) prohibition, is included in an LMU and that 
' L&RI stops productions [sic] (i.e., nonproduction occurring 

while the LMU is in its epecific,diligent development period 
arid" no advance royalty can be being paid in lieu of 

.: prbduction), that Federal coal Xease, lookedtat individually 
,in its nonproducing status,,‘would prohibit the Federal coal 
lessee, or any affiliatei under section 2(a)(2) (A) from being 
issued another Federal lease on or after August 4, 1986. 

.x Although, in this example, the LMU would be in compliance with 
./ its approval 'stipulations and, the 1982 regulatory diligence 

system, the Federal coal lease is not protected by inclusion 
in an LMU if that LMU is not producing. 

50 Fed:-Reg. 35138, (August 29, 1985). While the quoted language 
: may have represented BLM's interpretation at that time, such a 

guideline, as distinguished from a regulation-designed to implement 
substantive legislative provisions, is not binding and does not 
have the force of law. See Conoco I&, 110 IBLA 232, 242-243 
(1989). ':x 

., >. -: 
More importantly, this interprhtation is not clearly reflected in 
43.C;F.R. § 3472.1-2(e) (ii) (El, which was subsequently adopted in 
1986. The preamble to the 1986 rulemaking promulgating section 

3 These'guidelines were created for the use of BI.&l personnel 
in implementing the producing in "commercial quantities- 
requirement of section 2 (a) (2) (A). SO Fed. Reg. 35125, 35126, and 
35132-35133. (August 29, 1985). 
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~ '3472;1-2(e) (ii),(E), at 51 Fed; ,Reg. ..43910 (Ded. 5, 1986), 
incorporatedthe consistent ,supplementary information found in the 
preamble tothe final 1985 guidelines' answering public comments on 
the'draftx:8985:guidelines; but not,the~f~inal.guidelines themselves. 

'. ./The. firnal,guidelines,,:.in answering public comments about the need 
1 ,to'publish:the guidelines,as regulations;.stated that BLM would be 

" encjaging.,inv:a,:fo,rthcoming regulatory review'which would deal with 
interpretationsof the phrase "producing in commercial quantities." 
50 Fed. Reg. 35132 (August 29, 1985). 

,I ;.,,:i,; - ._:,' ,:! 
One reason that.the,e&ting rule,“~ection 3472.1-2(e) (ii) (E) 
be..: permissibly., interpreted, 'a,sat::variance with the final '1;:: 
guidelines, is' because of> the dif,ference between the text of the 
proposed,.-and,final 1986 rulemaking.- .hThe proposed rulemaking would 
have:clearly~y,,made.actual production,cidespite an LMU's compliance 
with.:its: stipulations of: approval> including its diligent 
deveXopment.requfrement,~.a'requirement for continued eligibility 

:, under:;aection .2(a) (2.1 (Al's ,producing' in commercial quantities 
.. requirement.::~~.The,~proposedl rule;,proposed as 43 C.F.R. 5 3472.1- 

2,(e)t5)., stated: : '. " : 
, .  ‘; 1 ‘. , , . .  , I  ‘i ,_ . I ,  

.< \  1 

, .  .i. .'As long as 'an;'a&roved logical .mining unit is: producing in 
.. zommercial.,quantities (either Federal or non-Federal coal), 

the Federal coal leases contained.'in the logical mining unit 
shall not disqualify.the:entity(s),, or any of its affiliates, 
under the provisions of this subpart [Subpart 34721. 

.,, ), 
51Eed; R&J: 37205 (OctoberhO, 19861.' 
rulei 'section '3472x.1-2,ie) (ii)..(E) ,: 

As'it turned out, the final 
simply states that an entity 

shall:not.be~disqualified under.section 2(a) (2) (A) as long as its 
leaseis contained in.an:LMU which,is ,"producing coal'in accordance 
with the logical mining unit stipulationa:of approval pursuant to 

" g 3487.%(.e3Fand.:(f).W ,--It is.the 1anguages;of this rule that governs 
.Kerr,McGee's *eligibility. Kerr-McGee ,is meeting the requirements 
of the, rule; :. ,: i' __' ._,?I 

'. 
Eowever, even‘if we were;to concludeibhat.?!producingn was a present 
requirement whenever Kerr-McGee was issued new leaaea, independent 
of its compliance with its LMU's diligence, requirement, BLM found 

,., 
' The 1985 supplementary information did contain the following 

statement in response to two comments stating that "the failure of 
an LMU should not retrigger the section 2(a) (2) (A), lo-year holding 
period from the-point at which it was, suspended by inclusion in a 
producing U4UW: 

Section 2(a) (2) (A) is retriggered by failure of an LMU. It is 
also retriggered by an LMU that stops producing, provided I&& 
the LMU is in its LNU-specific diligent development period. 

50 Fed, Reg. 35129 (August 29, 1985). 
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Now on p. 26. 

that Kerr-McGee met this requirement, and we have no reason for 
concluding that BLM's finding was invalid:. In effect, despite the 
fact that Kerr-McGee had'suspended,its, operation8 for Borne period 
of, time, ELM found that this.:suspension was consistent with 
standard industry practice' and,.. thus,'. allowable under it8 
definitional regulation-;for' -Fproducingr, 43 C.F.R.. I 3400.0- 
5(m) (6). ,.This is ,also,consistent with the preamble to the final 
1996 rulemaking, which.etates: ':.;. 

: 
It was not the intent of the proposed rulemaking to compromise 

', standard indu8try operating practices. That is why the 
rulemaking was couched in terms of "such reason8 aa", not "the 
following reasons." Allowing standard industry operating 
practices.to govern "producing", i8 less burdensome to the 

.*mining industryand‘more administratively efficient for the 
Bureau of Land Management. It also'provides a satisfactory 
basis from which the Authorized Officer can determine whether 
the mining operationis "producingV 'in accordance with the 
approved plan .of operations. Standard industry operating 
practice8 will be used as the primary basis for determining 
whether the mining operation is "producing," but it must be 
stressed that conformity with standard industry operating 
practices is not .disp,Ositive of wproducing,m and variances 
from the practices may be required where case-specific 
conditions, warrant such a variance. 

51 Fed. Reg. 43916 (Dec. 5, 1986). A November 13, 1989, BLM 
memorand& to field personnel (couched,as clarification of issues 
associated with lessee qualificationcriteria, but not expressly 
addressing lease8 in an LMU ), also stated that producing is defined 
by standard industry practice‘.and that such practice would be 
determined on a case-by-case basis, according to what constitute8 
such practice for a particular region. In this instance, BLM found 
that Kerr-McGee was engaged in ongoing,-coal production in the 
manner of a prudent operator in the Powder River Basin by electing 
the temporary cessation, because four other mines in the region 
have from time to time been "mothballed'!, such that the removal of 
coal has been halted, and, in at least two such instances, for a 
period of years; 

&ges 35 and 36;. 

GAO states: 

Further, the Associate.Solicitor's interpretation is at odds 
with a previous Solicitor's opinion, which concluded that 
equating diligent development with production of commercial 
quantities "would empty the section [Z(a) (2) (A)] of any 

' Information Bulletin No. 90-33 (Nov. 13, 1989). 
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meaning."" It would permit the lessee to extend its 
eligibility under section 2(a) (2)(A) for the length of the 
LMWs diligent development period, thereby defeating, as the 

.I Associate Solicitor's opinionrecognizes, the anti-speculative 
purpose of this provision. 

',' 

I4 92 I.D. at 548-51 (1985). The Associate Solicitor‘s opinion 
is also at odds with an$Office of Technology Assessmentreport 
on section 2 (a) (2) (A). "Potential Effects of Section 3 of the 
Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976-A Special Report", 
OTA-ITB-300, Mardh 1986, p:. 84. 

The Associate Solicitor's opinion is not at odds with either the 
1985 Solicitor's opinion or the.1986 OTA report. GAO cites a 
discussion in Solicitor Richardson's opinion addressing the issue 
of whether a lessee is eligible to acquire mineral leases under the 
section 7(b) exception to section 2(a) (2) (A) when, although the 
lessee is not actually producing from his lease, he ia nonetheless 
in compliance with his diligent development-obligation. Solicitor 
Richardson concluded that this broad construction of the section 
7(b),' exception to section 2(a) (2) (A) would nullify section 
2(a) (2) (A). Solicitor Richardson was disoussing the eligibility of 
a lessee based on its holding of a stand-alone lease, rather than 
a lease contained in an LMU. The OTA report expressed a similar 
viewpoint. At page 84, it states W[cloinpliance with other lease 
diligence provisions is not, however, sufficient to satisfy the 
section [2(a) (2) (A)1 producing in commercial quantities 
requirement.* Once again, this discussion was not in the context 
of LMUS. 

These remarks, merely signify that compliance by pre-FCLAA leases 
with section 7(b)'s diligent development condition would not 
satisfy section 2(a) (2) (A)'e production in. commercial quantities 
requirement in the absence of circumstances. present on the date I ata. . which toll sect&D 
2(a) (2) (A)-'8 lo-vear holdins oeriod,or its statutorv bar, such as 
participation in a producing LMU, a lease suspension under section 
,39 of the MLA, force meure, or the payment of advance royalties. 
Solicitor Richardson expressly recognized all of these examples as 
tolling the prohibition and lo-year holding period fqund in section 
2 (a) (2) (A) . ' 92 I.D. 547-548. Despite GAO's suggestion to the 
contrary, the 1985 opinion end the 1986 report can also be read to 
construe FCLAA and ELM's regulations to allow the treatment 
accorded Kerr-McGee in this instance. 

Furthermore, a pragmatic approach as to what constitutes producing 
in commercial quantities for purpose8 of section 2(a) (2) (A) was 
also recognized in the 1986 OTA report. 

11 
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OTA believes that as long as a lessee is actually producing or 
has produced coal after August 4, 1976, FCLAA allows the 
Secretary to consider other factors in determiningwhetherthe 
amount. of coal .produced is: ,conunercial quantities for the 
purposes of' [section 3 of .FCLAAl... or whether the amount 
produced is merely nfrivolous.n Examples of such other 
factors include: the eventual capacity of the mine; the amount 
of reserves, and geological and engineering restraints on the 
rate ‘of initial production; the demonstrated investment in 
mine construction .and facilities; and the schedule for 
production and delivery,of. coal under a long term'contract. 
The term "producingN implies some continuity of activity, 
however OTA believes that section 3 does not impose an 
additional annual or continued operation obligation on the 
lessee. Intermittent or sporadic production from an ongoing 
commercial mining operation could.be sufficient for compliance 
with section 3; even 'if the mine is temporarily idled. 

8) 
OTA report, sunra, at 87. : .' 

1. 
, 

In the present case, from the establishkent of the Clovis Point 
LMG! until early,1988 we are advised 'that approximately 2.3 million 
tons of coal were produced from the Clovis,Point Mine. The mine is 
located on the state lease included in the LMU. As noted earlier, 
this' production; which accounts. for approximately 75% of the 
diligent development definition of the couanercial quantities 
requirement for the LMU, is,expressly attributable to both of the 
federal, leases contained in the LMU;. .We are informed that Kerr- 
McGee's total investment in the mine as of 1991 was in excess of 
$27 million. Following Kerr-McGee% cessation of mining operations 
in 1988 and placement of the mine in a.stand-by status pursuant to 
an approved plan of interim stabilization, we are informed that 
Kerr-McGee has prwided full-time security to the mine's remaining 
facilities and equipinent and has maintained all federal and state 
mining permits and reclamation activities at an annual cost of over 
$.75,000. Kerr-McGee. could argue that these facts meet the 
"producingn tests articulated by Solicitor Richardson and the OTA 
and satisfy the anti-speculation objective of section 2(a)(2)(A). 

Moreover, the OTA report expressly recognizes that a lessee can use 
the LMU device to avoid disqualification under section 2(a) (2)(A). 

Section 3 (of PCLAAI is silent as to whether production from 
an LMU is sufficient for section 3 compliance. The language 

6 We are informed that prior to the LMU's establishment, 
Kerr-McGee had produced over 16 million tons of cqal from its state 
lease. 
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1. .a I’ 

Now on p. 26: 

, ,  

,’ 

,, of',section,7,(-b) [of the,WLAl and section 5 [of FCLAAI and the 
legislative history of section 5, however, strongly suggest 
that LWU formation was intended as an aid to development and 
maximum econ0mi.c recovery of Federal coal and to satisfaction 
of diligence rul production and continued operations 

requirements. ) . ..Section 7(b) provides that each lease is 
subject to the conditions of diligent development and 
continued operation. If production in an approved LMU can 
satisfy the section 7 diligence requirement, by extension such 
production should also satisfy the section 3 production 
requirement foi: a nonproducing lease in the LWU. 

OTA report, aupI;B, at 102. a, a, at 98 and 94.' This extension 
has been achieved in the present case by BLM's establishment, 
through rulemaking and in LWU stipulations, of a production goal, 
h, a cumulative amount of 1 Dercint of total I&J recoverable 
resou?ces by no .later tban lq year&after 'the LWU's approval. The 
rationale for'this interpretation~is'$resui&bly thatLWD formation 
was intended, as OTA has noted, as 'an~aid to the development and 
maximum economic recovery of coal resources and as hn aid to the 
satisf$tion"o'f the diligent- production and continu'ed operations 
requ'irement%;of included pre-FCDAA leases. 

paue 36. footnote 15, . 

In this footnote, GAO states: :1 
Weeals,o'note that the Associate Solicitor's view can lead to 
absurd consequences. If production in commercial quantities 
'had not commenced by the end of the diligent development 
period, the, lessee might"be considered as 'retroactively 
ineligible to receive leases 'issued during the diligent 
deveIopinent period. The problem would.be particularly acute 
where the lessee received competitive leases that might have 
been issued tp other qualified bidders. 

We disagree,that this interpretationwould lead to absurd results. 
.The preamble'language explaining the'final 1986 BLW rulemaking 
undercuts GAO'S, contention that, if 'production in commercial 

,quantities has not been achieved by the end of the LMu's diligent 
development period; the lessee might be considered as retroactively 
ineligible to receive the leases 
development persod. 

issued during the diligent 
The preamble, at Sl*Fed. Reg. 43914 (Dec. 5, 

3996); suggests that the termination of the LMU for failure to 
produce diligently and in commercial quantities would only operate 
to disqualify a lessee prospectively, assuming the individual 
leases in the LMU were'also out of compliance at the date of the 
LMU's termination. 
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supplementing those in 
the report text appear at 
the end of this appendix, 
and in appendix X. “, 

,. 

WdU8DhWtNo. 

(405) 270-2838 

Jaines Duffus~III i 
'Dire&f, Watural Besoukcek; 

.JlantiQemeht ,Issues 
,,. 

.Dgited..States General, Acpounting'Office, 
Washingtoir, DC., 20548 

, .  

.’ .v,, 

Ydut File Wo."B-'252412 

Dear Mr. Duffus: 
;  '.'. .,_ 

We are in receipt of youk lettek of January 25, 1994, enclosing a 
copy of the portion of the referenced report which relates to Eerr- 
McGee Corporation's East .Gillette+Clovis Point sine in Campbell 
County, Wyoiing and requesting that we'cossent on your conclusion 
that since 1980 Kerr-WcGee Corpoxation has been disqualified from 
acquiring federal .leases'.,under.;‘s$ktion Z(a)t(A) of the Mineral 
Leasing .A&, as.,aidendsid by'seqtfon 3 of the Federal Coal Leasing 
Amehdments;,Act. 1. ,. :' 

We beii&e yoik conciusion ii in error. As your proposed report 
recog&zef,, the issue in this matter is whether the East Gillette- 
Clovis Point ,lMU isdeemed to be pxoducing coal under applicable 
Bm,yegulations. It is apparent from the>,portion of the report you 
submitted to us that you are "in possession of the letter dated 
October 1, 1991.,,writtes.by our attprseysto the Department of the 
Interior8s .Behver Region, office setting forth Kerr-McGee 
Corporation#s rationale ,supporting..the conclusion that the East 
Gillette-Clovis Point LWU is in facg,a producing sine. We continue 
to believe that the leg?1 position stated in that letter is sound. 

Without repeating in detail the arguments contained in the October 
1, 1991 letter, we would ask that before,you issue your report, you 
consider carefully the following points: 

1. The East Gillette-Clovis Point mine has produced 
approximately 18.5 million tons of coal since production 
commenced in 1979, of which about 2.24 million tons have 
been produced since the LMU was created in 1986. 

‘. 
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‘. 

. ,  

James Duffus III 
February 22, 1994 
Page 2 

, 

2. Underthe I&lU,stipulation, Kerr-McGee is required to have 
.mino,d,:,:'approximately 3.04 million tons of coal by 
September 26,. 19.96,, to meet its diligent development 
obligation. Kerr-McGee has already mined more than 75% 
of the ‘coal, it -is reguked to mine during the diligent 
development period; ..,Although operations are temporarily 
suspended, Kerr-McGee has stated its intention to resume 

'. operations;to:minethe remaining 800,000 tons reguired to 
' meetits dil%gent::development obligation by the end of 

'the diligent ~.development period. As the BLK has 
previously advised..you in its opinion of August 4, 1993, 
Kerr-McGee is in full compliance with its diligent 
development operations on the LEU. 

:. 3. ‘There, is:-ho0zeguirement that mining operations be 
(/, ., conducted",continuously during the IO year due diligence 
','.. pe~iod,'.~.to.~ meet the due diligence development 

! reguirementsk .,To,the contrary, the BLE regulations (as 
well as the courts. in general) recognize that in any 
mining operation there may be temporary cessations of 

' production. Such,;temporary cessations of production do 
'J not change the status of a mine from"producing" to "non- 

producing." As recintly :a8 1991 the Office of Surface 
Mining and Reclamation Enforcement completed a study 
showing that,1,140~of.the nation#s coal mines were in a 
temporary cessation~of~~ope~ration .mcde. In the case of 
the,> East iGillette-Clovis .Point MU, the mine is on 
standbyktatusin accordance with.a plan of stabilization 
approved by governmental .authorities with BIM 
concurrende.. r ‘The East'Gillette-Clovis Point LHU is a 

'. fully 'oper&ional mine, in which Kerr-McGee made an 
initial investment of more than.!+27 million in mining and 
equipment., Additional expenditures have increased the 
cumulative~investment~ in the.mine':to about 850 million; 
-The .mine*is being'operated in accordance with standard 
'industry practice. ., 

4.’ BLM regulations contained id'43 CFR 3400.l(rr) provide 
that: : 

“For 'purposes of section'2(a)2(A) of 
the Act: 

. ‘. . 

(‘3) Producing means actually 
severing coal, or oneratinu an 
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See comment 1. 

James Buffus III 
February 22, 1994 
Page 3 

rice with standard >+. 
iweratina D=acticeb! '*II (emphasis 
supplied) I 

Section 43 CFR 3472.1-2(6)(ii) of the sane regulations 
provides: 

"An entity shall not be disqualified 
under the provisions of this subpart 
if each lease that the entity holds 

'is: , 
. 

. .(* ‘. 

E. Contained in an approved logical ' 
mining unit which is producing coal 
in accordance with the logical 
mining unit stipulations of approval I( . . . '. 

Under these BIM regulationsi the conclusion that the East Gillette- 
Clovis Point mine is a producing mine under section 2(a)2(A) of the 
Act is inescapable. ,.. 
The conclusion that the East Gillette-Clovis Poink sine is a 
producing mine not only is within the letter of the law, it also is 
in full accord with the.spirit of the law. Section 2(a)2(A) was 
enacted to pkevent a party.from&olding coal leases for speculation 
without development. In this case, Kerr-McGee has a developed, 
operative mine in which nillions of dollars have been invested and 
which is in full compliance with diligent development,'reguirements 
of an approved LKG stipulation. ,' 

In addition to our disagreement,with your conclusion that Kerr- 
McGee is disqualified from acguiring federal leases, we note two 
statements in the draft you, submitted which we believe are 
factually inaccurate. 

On the first page of the portion of the draft you sent there is a 
garbled statement that fros Harch 1988 through November 1992, Eerr- 
McGee acquired at least 151 additional federal mineral leases--150 
oil and gas leases and one coal lease. Our records indicate that 
during that period the BLR issued 35 oil and gas leases and one 
coal lease to Kerr-McGee. Kerr-McGee acquired other oil and gas 
leases by assignment from other leaseholders during that same 
period. However, as you no doubt are aware, section 2(a)2(A) of 
the Act only prohibits the issuance of leases by the Secretary of 
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James Duffus III 
February 22, 1994 

,:. p8se 4 : ,‘I/ 
.; ./‘_ .:; ’ j 

the Interior.. It has.no.application to the acquisition of existing 
oil and gas leases by assignment,. 

On 'the third page of the draft you: furnished us there is a 
statement that Kerr-McGee has not produced coal in commercial 
quantities 'since the LWU was formed. This assertion obviously 
ignores the fact that more,than 2.24 million tons of coal have been 
produced from the mine since the U4U was created, and that this 
2.24 million tons constitutes more than 759 of the quantity 
required to be mined during the 10 year diligent development 
period. The facts do not support this statement. 

We respectfully request that you reconsider your conclusion as to 
the status of this LWU in your proposed report. 

Assistant General Counsel 

JLB:sj 
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The following are GAO'S comments on Kerr-McGee Corporation’s letter 1 
dated February 22,1994. GAO'S detailed evaluation’of Kerr-McGee’s d 
comments and the comments of the Department of the Interior’s Office of i 
the Solicitor appear in appendix K ! 

I 
; 

1. In its comments, Kerr-McGee correc~y noted that when the 
production requirements of section 2(a)(2)(A) of the Mineral Leasing Act !. 
(MU) are not met, the section prohibits only the issuance of leases by the L.. -. 

: 
Secretary of the Interior. It has no &pIic&ion to the acquisition of existing 
leases by assignment. Thus, werevised, ,to 36, the number of oil and gas 
leases that the Secretary issued to.Kerr-McGee between March 1933 and 
November ‘1992. 

i / 
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Evaluation of the Office of the Solicitor’s 
and Kerr-McGee Corporation’s Comments 

The Department of the Interior’s Office of the Solicitor and Kerr-McGee 
Corporation provided us withwritten comments on a portion of a draft of 
this report1 They disagreed with our conclusion that Kerr-McGee was 
@eligible to receive new leases under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 
(MU) because two of its coal leases obtained before the Federal Coal 
Leasing Amendments Act of 1976 (FTLAA) was passed have not satisfied the 

,,,: ‘, J’. ‘, produ&nrequ@ements of section 2(a)(2)(A) of the MLA. However, the 
I,,,., ,’ .’ Solicitor indicated that the regulation on which Interior relied concerning 

logical mining units was the policy of past presidential administrations and 
arguably was not consistent ~UI~FCLAA’S goal of reducing coal speculation. 
Consequently, he .noted that the regulation could be amended at any time. 
.In this connection, he pointed out that, on December 19,1993, BLM 

requested publkcomments about changes that should be made in the 
regulations governing LMUS. 68 Fed. Reg. 64919, Decemember 10,1993. 

‘,’ .,‘, ’ 
After carefully evaluating the Solicitorts and Kerr-McGee’s comments, we 
continue. to believe that BLM shouUnot have issued mineral leases to 

; Kerr-McGee. .Insummary, the m,provides no authority for exempting 
Kerr-McGee’s pre-FcLAA: coal leases contained in an LMU from the 
commercial quantities production requirement of section 2(a)(2)(A). 
Accordingly, Interior ‘cannot transform the “present production” 
requirement of section 2(a)(2)(A) into a “future production” requirement, 
that is, diligent development. Furthermore, Kerr-McGee is not presently 
Yproducing” coal under section 2(a)(2)(A) and the regulations which 
definethisterm. i 

- 

Interibr Lacks 
Authority to Equate 

i Diligent Development 
I With Current 

Production 

Both Interior and Kerr-McGee argue that by including the two pre-Fcr,AA 
leases in an LMU, Kerr-McGee need only produce “coal in commercial 
quantities” by the end of the L@S RI-year diligent development period in 
order to remain qualified to obtain new mineral leases. We disagree. 
Nothing in section 2(a)(2)(A), section 2(d), or any other provision of the 
MU authorizes the Interior to exempt pre-FcLAA leases contained in an LMU 
from the current production requirement of section 2(a)(2)(A). After a 
N-year holding period, section 2(a)(2)(A) imposes a present, rather than 
prospective (“diligence”), production requirement in order for a lessee to 
qualify to receive new mineral leases. While section 2(d) does give the 
Secretary discretion to attribute production from one lease within an LMU 
to all leases within the LMU, nothing in the language of this provision 
suggests that diligent development on one lease may be considered to be 

*Comments from the Department of the Interior’s Office of the Solicitor (dated Apr. 11,1994) are 
provided in app. VIII. Kerr-McGee Corporation’s comments (dated Feb. Z&1994) are provided in app. 
Ix 
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,.Awe+ixX ,.’ 
Evaluat!on of the Off!& of the Sdlicitorb ,’ 
and Kerr-Mcgee Corporation’s Comments 

(  . \ ,  

production on the others2 In fact, Interior acknowledged in the discussion 
accompanying the publication of its final rulemaking for section 2(a) 

1 (2)(A) that this provision isnot a “diligence” provision but a lease 
“qualificationn provision. 51 Fed. Reg. 43911 (Dec. 6, 1986).3 

‘, ,, : .,,. ,, 1 
FCLAA’S legislative ‘history as WeIl as Interior’s LMU regulations indicates 

, that Qiligent~development~~refersto a period preceding production in 
commerciaiquamities and embodies a commitment to produce coal in 
commercial quantities ‘at some future date rather than at the present time. 
H.R, Rep. No., 681 at 13;’ 122 Cong: Rec. 488, January 21,1976; 43 C.F.R. 
3480.0-5 (12) and&( 13). Also, FCLM’S legislative history does not support the 
Solicitor’s view that section 2(d) transformed the section 2(a)(2)(A) 
“production in commercial quantities” requirement into a “diligence 
requirement. ’ Assupport for its: position, the Solicitor’s letter relies on a 
statement by Chairwoman Patsy Mink on the House floor that refers to 
section (2)(d) as %n enormous exemption” to the due diligence provisions 
otherwise imposed by FY%AAL However, the floor debate from which this 
phrase was extracted: does anot ‘address the interplay between section 2(d) 
and section 2(a)(2)(A). Rather,-‘the,comment was made in the context of 
opposition to .a proposal to remove from the House version of FCLAA a 
requirement for a public hearing: before the formation of an LMU. 122 Cong. 
Rec..‘607-508 (Jan. 21,1976). 92 I.D. at 664 (1986). 

‘,’ 
Under these circumstances, ,Chairwoman Mink’s statement provides little 
support for the transformation of the section 2(a)(2)(A) “producing in 
commercial quantities” requirement into a “diligence requirement.” A more 
appropriate interpretation of Chairwoman Mink’s reference, in keeping .,.a, (. ..,., 
withthe actual language of section 2(d), is that the attribution, to all leases 
in an LMU of diligent development on any of the leases is the “enormous 
exemption.” This view is consistent with the discussion of the effect of 

., ‘\’ 

3 

i’ 
c 

2Also, we do not find support for the Solicitor’s position in section 2(d)(6) of the hII& which states 
that pm-FCLAA leases may be included within an LMU and, if so included, shall be subject to the I 
prov@ions of section 2(d). All that this means is that the pre-FcLAA leases will be subject to the 
diligent development, continuous operation, and production requirements of the LMU. This provision ’ ~~ 
does not transform section 2(a)(2)(A)‘s “production in commercial quantities” requirement into a 
“diligence” requirement. 

; 

3Given the fact that both section 2(a)(2)(A) and section 2(d) were enacted as part of the ssme law, we 
believe it significant that the Congress did not specifically exempt pm-FCMA leases contained in an 

I 
( 

LMU from the production in commercial quantities requirement of section 2(a)(2)(A). The Congress 
had every opportunity to consider doing so, but it did not 
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Appendix X 
Evaluation of the Offke of the Solicitor’s : 
and Kerr-Mcgee Corporation’s Comments 1 

: including a section 2(a)(2)(A) lease in an INU in the Solicitor’s 1986 memo 
on this protision.4, / ,. Ii’” / (’ ) ‘Y’, ;, ‘! ‘/,/ :‘,) 

,  :  I  “ / / ’  

Kerr-McGee IS Ndt ’ ’ ; Both the Solicitor and Kerr-McGee also argue that Kerr-McGee’s leases are 

Presently Producing 
coat 

presently producing coal in accordance with Interior regulations. As stated 
in ourreport, 43 C.F.R. 3400.~S(rr) defines “producing” for the purposes 
of section 2(a)(2)(A) as “actually severing coal, or operating an ongoing 
mining operation in accordance with standard industry operation 
practices.” Under this regulation, a lease is considered to be “producing,” 
even though the severing of coal is temporarily suspended for “reasons 
beyond the reasonable control of the lessee.” These reasons include, but 
are not limited to, equipment breakdown and repair, vacations and 
holidays, orders of governmental authorities, sale from stockpiles, and a 
power plant’s cessation of purchases for a “limited duration of time.” 

Kerr-McGee asserts that the cessation of production of the WIJ is in 
keeping with operating an ongoing mine in accordance with industry’s 
standard operating practice. Kerr-McGee alleges that it is not engaged in a 
speculative holding of coal because it has invested about 
$60 million-$27 million in mining and equipment alone.6 Also, the 
Solicitor’s letter points out that even though Kerr-McGee has suspended its 
operation for some time, BLM found that its suspension was consistent with 
industry’s standard operating practice and thus allowable under this 
regulation. 

As stated in our report, Kerr-McGee is not producing coal in accordance 
with Interior’s regulatory definition of “producing.” Kerr-McGee’s 
suspension of coal production is not the kind of suspension envisioned by 
the regulation. Such suspensions are of short duration and do not include 
long-term multiyear cessation of production because of market conditions. 

41n an effort to find support for the issuance of these leases to Kerr-McGee, both the Solicitor and 
Kerr-McGee have cited an Interior coal management regulation. This regulation, 43 C.F.R. 
3472.1.2(e)(6)(ii) (E), provides that a leasee is not disquallled under section 2(a)(2)(A) if a pm-FCLAA 
lease is contained in sn LMU that is producing in accordance with the LMU’s stipulations of approval. 
The Solicitor and Kerr-McGee argue that this regulation transforms section 2(a)(2)(A) into a diligence 
requirement because the stipulations of approval for Kern-McGee’s LMU provide that the company 
must produce coal in commercial quantities within a IO-year diligent development period. As made 
clear by Interior’s comments to the final regulations implementing section 2(a)(2)(A), this regulation 
means something different: although it gives a pre-FCW lessee 10 years to achieve production of 
coal in commercial quantities, it requires that at the time of qualification for a new MLA lease, the 
lessee must be producing coal. 61 Fed. Reg. 43914 (Dec. 5,1986). 

I 6Kerr-McGee’s investment in mining and e”quipment hss been primarily associated with the production 
of coal from the nonfederal lease ln the LMU. This lease had been in production since 1979-6 years 
before the formation of the LMU. Coal mined from this lease before the formation of the LMU totaled 
16.2 million tons, representing about 81 percent of the coal mined from the leases in the LMU to date. 
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Appendix X ,’ 
Evahmtion of the Office of the Solicitor’s 
and Kerr-Mcgee Corporation’s Comments 

.’ To definei @ Kerr-McGee and the ‘solicitor do, standard industry operating 
practice to include a continuous 6-year, 1988-94 stoppage of production 
because of market conditions would defeat the purpose of se&ion 
2(a)(2)@), that is, to obtain produ~on from Fe pre-~q+ @ys yc! 
thereby to limit the,speculative holding of federal &L6” 

,.. 
j ,,‘,v’ /. 

i 

/ 

Bathe Solicitor’s letter slso dissgrees with the draft report’s statement tbat Interior’s present position is 
at odds with a previous 1986 Solicitor’s memorandum and a 1986 Office of Technology Assessment 
report on section 2(a)(2)(A). We continue to believe that Interior’s present position is contrary to the 
views contained in both of these documents. 
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Appendix XI 

Comments From the Ikpartment of -’ ‘:, 
Agriculture 

Vnitod 86‘ 
&& De@rtient of 

rlture 

: .: : 
+o,i ' a n&&ion 1rtliiiLdqw&&;mr 
SBrwice ,’ Lr Of Ciao .P.O. ioa 96090 

I Ihmbingfa (I, DC 20090-6090 

R@y MI 1430/2900 .,, I 

Mr. Janmm ~Duffum III. ,. 

Director, X?atural Remour~em9!lenagement Iomuem 
General Juzounting Office 
441 G St.,.NU 
Wamhington, DC 20542 

_’ 

Deer Ilr. Duffw: 

Thim reply partaim to your raqummt for capnentm on thm 6.8. Qmnmrsl .Acmuntiag 
Ofiics (5&D) qraft Report RCSD-M-10, winera Resource#: BuI'a Coal-Warning 
Program Wmsdm Strengthe+g.n Wae Forew Son&e +E ammignmd the lead to 
coordinate remponmem to thm draft report. Urn did not receive wts from 
other agencies, hews our reBpoMe reflects information that pertaim to the 
Foreot Service only. 

The report containm QI~ finding that c%+ative inpacts havm not alwaym bmmn 
addreamed and docwnantmd in envircummntal am8emments for coal learing. It 
appedra that FomEt Service field officer belie-d much impacts had been 
adequately evaluated in previous nItPA doctmsntm and that mincm'mnvironmental 
ammemmnen(r wmm *tiered" to theme docweatm t&on warn no need to further 
discus8 the'iapacts. Tiering, houevmr. reqairem that documwitm be incorporated 
by reference, and that pertinent analymem be cerried forward in mumnaty fozm. 
GAO’m recammadmtion, when i~lumnted, will accoaplimh thim. The 
rmc-ndation mtatem the F&eat Smrvicm should b. directed to ~rm~hamime to 
field permonnel the importance of coaplying with Agrioulture'm requirmmentm for 
identifying and addremoing cumulative envircnmental inpactm frw coal learning 
and develqment." tie accept GAO'0 finding. 

Thank you for the opportunity to mubait cmmenta. Queatitaa about our reapawe 
may be addremmed to Karl DWcher at (202) 205-1244 or to Nattie Silva at (202) 
(2031 205-1315. 

Sincsrely, 
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Nati& R&&&e& Robert W. Wilson, AssistantiDirector. 

Management Issues, 
Robert E. Cronin, Assignmetit Manager 
Hy$y Rob, F$yt E%ker 
Da&E. Flores, Evaluator-in-Charge ,, 
Ronald Bela& Site Senior 
,&+net L. Pe&e, ‘Staff Evaluator 
Ekanley G. Feinstein, Senior Attorney 
Richard P. Johnson, Attorney-Adviser 
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